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1. Introduction 
The unnatural growth of brain tissue or cells is referred to as a brain tumor [1]- [4]. When 

malignancy grows in the head, the weighted interior of the brain expands, causing damage to the brain. 

An intracranial neoplasm, often a brain tumor, is a disorder where unexpected cells grow in the human 

brain. Two varieties of brain tumors exist malignant (cancerous) and benign (noncancerous). Tumors 

that cause cancer might be primary, metastases, or secondary tumors. When the DNA of normal brain 

cells has a flaw, it results in brain tumors. As we know, cells in the body constantly split and die, only 

to be replaced by another cell. Modern cells are formed in several circumstances, but the old cells are 

eliminated. These cells coagulate as a result, and they have the potential to form tumors. Brain tumors 

are frequently passed down through the generations. Gliomas are the most prevalent and powerful [5], 

[6]. Glioma detection at an early stage is critical for achieving the best treatment results [7]. Computed 

Tomography (CT), Attractive Resonance Imaging (MRI), etc. provide essential details on brain tumors' 
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 Abnormal brain tissue or cell growth is known as a brain tumor. One of 

the body's most intricate organs is the brain, where billions of cells work 

together. As a head tumor grows, the brain suffers damage due to its 

increasingly dense core. Magnetic resonance imaging, or MRI, is a type of 

medical imaging that enables radiologists to view the inside of body 

structures without the need for surgery. The image-based medical diagnosis 

expert system is crucial for a brain tumor patient. In this study, we 

combined two Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)-based image datasets 

from Figshare and Kaggle to identify brain tumor MRI using a variety of 

convolutional neural network designs. To achieve competitive performance, 

we employ several data preprocessing techniques, such as resizing and 

enhancing contrast. The image augmentation techniques (E.g., rotated, 

width shifted, height shifted, shear shifted, and horizontally flipped) are 

used to increase data size, and five pre-trained models employed, including 

VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet-50, Xception, and Inception-V3. The model 

with the highest accuracy, ResNet-50, performs at 96.76 percent. The 

model with the highest precision overall is Inception V3, with a precision 

score of 98.83 percent. ResNet-50 performs at 96.96% for F1-Score. The 

prominent accuracy of the implemented model, i.e., ResNet-50, compared 

with several earlier studies to validate the consequence of this introspection. 

The outcome of this study can be used in the medical diagnosis of brain 

tumors with an MRI-based expert system.  
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form, size, location, and digestive system. While these modalities are used in combination to provide the 

most detailed information about brain tumors, MRI is considered the standard strategy due to its 

significant delicate tissue differentiation and broad accessibility [8], [9]. 

Many papers, publications, and research projects focus on detecting and categorizing brain tumors 

from MRI images. The study of Pereira et al. [2] described a CNN-based approach for segmenting brain 

tumors in MRI images. In order to accommodate deeper architectures, the CNN is constructed using 

small 3 3 kernels over convolutional layers. Brain Tumor Division identified a few strategies for 

producing a parametric / non-parametric classification of the fundamental architecture data in this 

article. These models frequently include probability work compared to perceptions and a prior model. 

Preprocessing, classification by CNN, and post-processing are the three key parts of the approach. The 

BRATS 2013 and 2015 databases were used to test the suggested technique. Be-cause brain tumors vary 

greatly in their spatial placement and basic composition; researchers have looked into the use of data 

increase to deal with this inconstancy. They looked at expanding our prepared data collection by pivoting 

patches and inspecting underrepresented HGG classes in LGG. The authors of a research by Deepak et 
al. [10] classified the three most common forms of brain tumors—gliomas, meningiomas, and pituitary 

tumors—into three different categories. Deep transfer learning and a Google Neural Network that had 

been trained to extract characteristics from brain MRI data were used in their suggested classification 

strategy. The authors extracted features using a pre-trained VGG-16 and fine-tuned AlexNet models. 

Support vector machines were then used to classify the features (SVM). Knowledge transfer was the 

foundation of the 3D CNN architecture used in the learning process. The accuracy metrics specified in 

their study were used by the authors to compare their transfer learning-based strategy with hand-crafted 

feature engineering.  

Talo et al. [11] proposed a procedure for mechanically categorizing functional and dysfunctional brain 

MR pictures using deep learning. MR imaging is a well-known non-invasive technique for measuring 

neuronal movement in the brain of a human. MR pictures offer a huge unrealized for providing 

important data about numerous brain disorders' mentality, analysis, genetic characteristics, 

hemodynamics, and chemistry. ResNet34, Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the foundation of 

a deep learning model, is also used. The PSO SVM classifier with a basis function radial kernel was used 

with the Res-Net34 model, and it successfully identified brain anomalies. The experiments in this paper 

were carried out using the Harvard Medical School MR dataset, and numerous sophisticated deep 

learning approaches for hyperparameter optimization were used. Ahuja et al. [12] proposed employing 

the super pixel approach to detect and segment brain tumors via transfer learning. For starters, MRI 

cuts are divided into three categories: particular, typical, LGG, and HGG. Utilizing VGG-19 at epoch-

6, the proposed methodology consistently produced validation data precision of 99.82 percent and 96.32 

percent. The LGG and HGG MRI brain tumor pictures now used for segmenting the tumor. The super-

pixel approach is used to divide tumors. The tumor segmentation yields a 0.932 normal dice file. The 

technique should be tested on a real-time patient database in the future. Supporting advancement in 

preprocessing procedures in division organizations is essential to raise the average dice list's quality. Khan 

et al. [13] describe a totally automatic profound learning method for multifunctional brain tumor 

classification that includes differentiating enhancement. The work's quality was graded in three stages. 

To begin, differentiation extending using the edge-based interface; he was used to prolong the image 

contrast of the tumor region in the preprocessing step. Furthermore, the use of general underlined the 

option of robust deep learning. Finally, the ELM classification was updated to categorize reported tumors 

into the appropriate group. This research extracted features derived from two various CNN models using 

transfer learning, and the synthesis was done. The goal of combining two CNN models was always to 

create a more modern include variable with more data. The test was run on the BraTs datasets, and the 

results showed an increase in precision (98.16 percent, 97.26 percent, and 93.40 percent, respectively, for 

the BraTs2015, BraTs2017, and BraTs 2018 datasets).  

Kaur et al. [14] evaluated various pre-trained deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) models 

with TLCs for MR brain image prediction. The authors achieved high recognition accuracy by 

employing pre-trained DCNN models and exchange learning. Among the models tested, AlexNet 
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performed the best, with 100%, 94%, and 95.92% classification rates for all datasets. Their findings 

suggest that the use of pre-trained DCNN models and exchange learning can significantly improve the 

accuracy of MR brain image classification. They arose due to existing conventional and deep learning 

algorithms based on the categorization of brain tasks. In contrast, the author describes next work that 

will concentrate on running models on frameworks with GPU-enabled capacity, which is anticipated to 

reduce computational overhead and investigate various fine-tuning techniques. Khan et al. [13] describe 

an automatic multimodal classification technique for bra based on deep learning for brain tumor type 

categorization. Cancerous and noncancerous brain tumors exist [15]. It has the potential to injure the 

brain, which might be fatal. This study used a direct distinguish upgrade technique modified with the 

help of histogram equalization. The extracted features from two different CNN models were done via 

exchange learning, and the integration was done. The goal of combining two CNN architectures was to 

provide more data to an underused highlight vector.  

According to the current state-of-art of categorization scheme for identifying brain tumors, there are 

more than 120 different types of brain tumors that vary in their origin, range, size, and features. This 

raises the chance of tumors, which can be caused by a genetic disorder called neurofibromatosis, 

furthermore exposure to chemicals like vinyl chloride, Epstein-Barr virus, and ionized radiation. Our 

study article's main objective is to determine how to employ transfer learning based on deep learning to 

identify the tumor from MRI pictures. The method of leveraging the information gained through a 

planned demonstration to acquire a new set of facts is known as transfer learning [16]. The transfer 

learning method is called inductive trade learning when labeled data is present inside the source and 

target areas for a classification problem [17]. Brain magnetic reverberation imaging (MRI) is one of the 

most trustworthy imaging modalities that analysts rely on for diagnosing brain malignancies and 

predicting tumor growth, both in the detection and therapy stages [18]. To contribute on previous 

studies, this study developed numerous computational techniques for brain tumor detection and 

classification utilizing brain MRI images since it became possible to channel and stack meaningful images 

to the computer. For the category and location of tumors, a CNN-based multi-task classification is built. 

We used Kaggle and Figshare datasets for this study. A total of 7138 brain MRI scans have been divided 

into four categories: pituitary, meningioma, glioma, and no tumor, where the CNN pre-trained model 

will be used. 

The remainder of the paper is provided below. The proposed methodology for detecting brain tumors 

is described in Section 2, the results are shown and discussed in Section 3, along with a comparison of 

the methods used in Section 3, and the study is concluded in Section 4. 

2. Method 
The main goal of our study is to develop a deep learning-based transfer learning classifiers (TLCs) 

model that can distinguish tumors from MRI images. We must go through numerous phases to attain 

our aim, including dataset collecting, data preprocessing, model creation, etc. In Fig. 1, the functioning 

procedure is presented. 

 

Fig. 1. Working procedure diagram to classify the brain tumor disease from MRI images 
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2.1. Dataset Description 
We used Figshare and Kaggle to obtain brain tumor data from MRI images [19]. This dataset has 

7138 brains MRI pictures, divided into four categories: pituitary, meningioma, glioma, and no tumor. 

Unusual growths that form in the pituitary gland are known as pituitary tumors. The size of a pea, this 

gland is an organ. It is situated near the base of the brain, behind the nose. Some of these tumors cause 

the pituitary gland to produce excessive hormones regulating vital bodily processes. One kind of tumor 

that develops close to the brain is a meningioma. While most of these tumors are benign (around 90%), 

some develop into a malignancy. Cell growth, known as a glioma, begins in the brain or spinal cord. 

Glial cells, which are healthy brain cells, resemble the cells in gliomas. Glial cells support nerve cells' 

functionality by surrounding them. A tumor is a mass of cells that develops when a glioma expands. 

Colors have been applied to the photographs taken, and example data has been presented in Fig. 2. 

 

    

(a) Pituitary (b) Meningioma (c) Glioma (d) No Tumor 

Fig. 2. Sample dataset for (a) Pituitary, (b) Meningioma, (c) Glioma and (d) No Tumor 

2.2. Data Processing 
Methods for data preparation use geometrical modifications. Scale, or image normalization, is used 

to map the data between an input image and an output image with a set of aligned image pairs for model 

development. The translation is used to map the data between an input image and an output image. 

Rotation is also used to correct the direction for the used accurate dimension of the image. The data 

resolution was lowered during the whole planning process. The picture pixels are 220x220 for VGG-16, 

VGG-19, ResNet-50, Xception, and Inception-V3. The quality of each photograph is the same high 

standard. The images were rotated, sheared, moved in width and height, and horizontally flipped based 

on the changes to the images. 

2.3. Model Implementation 
This study used the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based transfer algorithm for the brain 

tumor dataset. Transfer learning models relevant theory given below. 

Transfer supervised machine-learning approach in which a show made for an errand is used as the 

project focusing on a significant task [20], [21]. Given the enormous computation, it is a common 

method in DL to use pre-trained algorithms as the preliminary step on computer vision and normal 

language-generating assignments. In computer vision, neural systems ordinarily point to identify edges 

within the first layer, shapes within the center layer, and task-specific highlights within the last-

mentioned layers. The early and central layers are utilized in transfer learning, and the areas of the last-

mentioned layer were retrained. It makes use of the named information from the errand it was prepared 

on. 

VGG-16 (Fig. 3) is highly appealing because of its architecture, consisting of 16 convolutional layers 

[22]. There are many filters but only 3×3 convolutions, which makes it very close to AlexNet. On four 

GPUs, it might be taught for two to three weeks. However, it is currently the most widely used technique 

in the neighborhood for extracting information from pictures. Open-source feature extractors have used 

the VGG weight setting as a starting point in a range of other applications and problems. However, 

managing VGG might be challenging due to its 138 million parameters [23]. Gaining VGG is possible 
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through transfer learning. The model has already been trained on a dataset, the parameters have been 

tweaked for greater accuracy, and the parameter values can be applied. 

 

Fig. 3. VGG-16 block/architecture diagram 

The VGG-19 architecture [24] consists of five convolutional blocks, which are implemented by three 

fully linked layers (Fig. 4). Following each convolution, an enhanced direct unit (ReLU) is developed, 

and the spatial dimension is then minimized at intervals using the max-pooling technique. To guarantee 

each physical measurement of the layer of neurons from the preceding layer is isolated, max-pooling 

layers use 2×2 sections with a walk of 2 and no cushioning. Currently employing the ultimate 1,000 fully 

softmax layer are two wholly connected layers with 4,096 ReLU enacted units. Extraction layers, which 

can be thought of as a subset of them, are included in convolutional components. The bottleneck 

characteristics are produced by the actuation maps produced by these layers. 

 

Fig. 4. VGG-19 block/architecture diagram 

ResNet-50 (Fig. 5) is a CNN architecture, which is a variant of the ResNet model and is also known 

as a "Residual Neural Network" [25], [26]. ResNet50 is capable of processing up to 50 neural network 

layers. The ResNet50 architecture includes one MaxPool layer, one Normal Pool layer, and 48 

Convolution layers. The model is known for its high computational performance, with 3.8×10^9 

floating-point operations. 

 

Fig. 5. ResNet-50 block/architecture diagram 

Xception uses a 71-layer CNN-based architecture (Fig. 6). By loading a pre-trained network that has 

been trained on more than a million photos from the ImageNet database, the Xception model uses 

transfer learning. The Inception architecture has been changed to become Xception [27], where depth-

wise Separable Convolutions have taken the role of the fundamental Inception modules. This change 

provides for better performance and more efficient calculation. 

 

Fig. 6. Xception block/architecture diagram 
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The Inception Net (Fig. 7) is a CNN-based architecture that introduced a new standard for CNN 

classifiers by improving performance and accuracy while maintaining computational efficiency [28]. 

Inception Modules were developed to address over-fitting and computational expense by reducing 

dimensionality with stacked 1×1 convolutions, which enabled more efficient computation and deeper 

networks. The Inception Module consists of multiple layers, including 1×1 Convolutional Layer, 3×3 

Convolutional Layer, and 5×5 Convolutional Layer. The output filter banks of each layer are combined 

into a single output sequence, which serves as input for the next phase. This approach helps to improve 

accuracy and computational efficiency in CNN classifiers. 

 

Fig. 7. Incpetion-V3 block/architecture diagram 

2.4. Performance Calculation 
After fitting/training the models, we utilized test data to estimate their performance. The metrics 

that were calculated for performance evaluation are listed below. We identified the model that could 

predict the outcome best using these parameters. Many percentage performance metrics [29] have been 

generated using Equations (1) to (7) based on the confusion matrix (CM) provided by the model. 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃

× 100%   (1) 

𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 (𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅) 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇

× 100% (2) 

𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 (𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅) =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇
𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇

× 100% (3) 

𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 (𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅) =  𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 
𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇

× 100% (4) 

𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 (𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅) =  𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇
𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 +𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇

× 100% (5) 

𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇

× 100%  (6) 

𝐹𝐹1 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 = 2 × 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 ×𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆+𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

× 100%  (7) 

3. Results and Discussion 
We used a deep learning-based five transfer learning classifiers (TLCs) model to predict and classify 

the tumor from MRI images. A split of 80:20 was used to divide the 5712 tumor training photos and 

1404 validation images. The test platform is run on an Intel Core i5 computer with 16 GB of RAM. 

The resolutions of each input image were scaled to 220×220, 220×220, 220×220, and 220×220 for the 

VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet-50, Xception, and Inception-V3 models, accordingly. These models were 

employed in our study to upscale images to 220×220-pixel resolution. Pre-trained VGG-16, VGG-19, 

ResNet-50, Xception, and Inception-V3 model weights were used. For each model that is provided, 

Table 1 displays the four-class resulting confusion matrix from [30], [31] (TP, FN, FP, TN). According 

to the classification, the procedure can unquestionably offer precise and accurate outcomes. 

We set up train, testing, and cross-validation for the transfer learning algorithm to acquire correct 

results on our dataset. We used Adam optimizer [32], [33] to calculate each parameter's learning ratio. 

After using the classification method, we constructed the confusion matrix for each machine learning 
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(ML) and deep learning (DL) model. The assessment for ML and a confusion matrix represents deep 

learning classification. It places great emphasis on metering accuracy, precision, and F1-Score. Each of 

the following rates is accurately calculated. 

Table 1.  Confusion matrices for applied five transfer learning algorithms 

Model Disease TP FN FP TN 

VGG-16 

Pituitary 818 48 23 515 

Meningioma 774 43 18 569 

Glioma 722 32 23 627 

No Tumor 671 53 8 672 

VGG-19 

Pituitary 840 55 14 495 

Meningioma 773 65 13 553 

Glioma 669 51 11 673 

No Tumor 868 22 10 504 

Resnet-50 

Pituitary 798 25 15 566 

Meningioma 760 12 19 613 

Glioma 744 36 26 598 

No Tumor 723 34 22 627 

Xception 

Pituitary 831 40 49 483 

Meningioma 854 104 24 422 

Glioma 715 127 89 474 

No Tumor 718 16 46 624 

InceptionV3 

Pituitary 751 22 11 620 

Meningioma 758 106 15 525 

Glioma 654 90 4 657 

No Tumor 794 44 6 560 

 

We used 40 epochs with a batch size of 32 for VGG-16. We construct the confusion matrix and 

assess performance for each class when VGG-16 is completed. Table 2 shows the computed performance, 

while Fig. 8 shows the accuracy graph and loss. 

Table 2.  Performance appraisal tables by class for VGG-16 

Model Disease Accuracy (%) TPR (%) FNR 
(%) FPR (%) TNR (%) Precision (%) F1 Score 

(%) 

Vgg16 

Pituitary 94.94 94.46 5.54 4.28 95.72 97.27 95.84 

Meningioma 95.66 94.74 5.26 3.07 96.93 97.73 96.21 

Glioma 96.08 95.76 4.24 3.54 96.46 96.91 96.33 

No Tumor 95.66 92.68 7.32 1.18 98.82 98.82 95.65 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Diagram for (a) VGG-16 accuracy and (b) VGG-16 loss on 40 epochs 
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We used 40 epochs and a 32-batch size for VGG-19. We build the confusion matrix from the model 

after VGG-19 is finished and assess the performance of each class. The computed performance is 

displayed in Table 3, while the accuracy graph and loss are displayed in Fig. 9. 

Table 3.  Performance appraisal tables by class for VGG-19 

Model Disease Accuracy (%) TPR (%) FNR 
(%) 

FPR 
(%) TNR (%) Precision 

(%) F1 Score (%) 

Vgg19 

Pituitary 95.09 93.85 6.15 2.75 97.25 98.36 96.05 

Meningioma 94.44 92.24 7.76 2.30 97.70 98.35 95.20 

Glioma 95.58 92.92 7.08 1.61 98.39 98.38 95.57 

No Tumor 97.72 97.53 2.47 1.95 98.05 98.86 98.19 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. Diagram for (a) VGG-19 accuracy and (b) VGG-19 loss on 40 epochs 

Forty epochs and a batch size of 32 were used for ResNet-50. We build the confusion matrix from 

the model and assess the performance of each class after ResNet-50 is finished. Fig. 10 depicts the 

accuracy graph and loss, while Table 4 displays the computed performance. 

Table 4.  Performance appraisal tables by class for ResNet-50 

Model Disease Accuracy 
(%) 

TPR 
(%) 

FNR 
(%) 

FPR 
(%) 

TNR 
(%) 

Precision 
(%) 

F1 Score 
(%) 

ResNet-

50 

Pituitary 97.15 96.96 3.04 2.58 97.42 98.15 97.56 

Meningioma 97.79 98.45 1.55 3.01 96.99 97.56 98.00 

Glioma 95.58 95.38 4.62 4.17 95.83 96.62 96.00 

No Tumor 96.15 95.51 4.49 3.39 96.61 97.05 96.27 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 10. Diagram for (a) ResNet-50 accuracy and (b) ResNet-50 loss on 40 epochs 
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For Xception, we utilized 40 epochs and a batch size of 32. When Xception is completed, we create 

the confusion matrix from the model and evaluate each class's performance. Table 5 shows the computed 

performance, while Fig. 11 shows the accuracy graph and loss. 

Table 5.  Performance appraisal tables by class for Xception 

Model Disease Accuracy (%) TPR (%) FNR 
(%) 

FPR 
(%) TNR (%) Precision (%) F1 Score 

(%) 

Xception 

Pituitary 93.62 95.37 4.63 9.24 90.76 94.41 94.88 

Meningioma 90.88 89.11 10.89 5.30 94.70 97.31 93.03 

Glioma 84.64 84.91 15.09 15.76 84.24 88.97 86.89 

No Tumor 95.58 97.85 2.15 6.90 93.10 93.94 95.86 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. Diagram for (a) Xception accuracy and (b) Xception loss on 40 epochs 

For Inception-V3, we utilized 40 epochs and a batch size of 32. When Inception-V3 is completed, 

we create the confusion matrix from the model and evaluate each class's performance. Table 6 shows the 

computed performance, while Fig. 12 shows the accuracy graph and loss. 

Table 6.  Performance appraisal tables by class for Inception-V3 

Model Disease Accuracy (%) TPR 
(%) 

FNR 
(%) 

FPR 
(%) 

TNR 
(%) Precision (%) F1 Score 

(%) 

Inception-V3 

Pituitary 97.69 97.20 2.80 1.72 98.28 98.58 97.88 

Meningioma 91.37 87.70 12.30 2.74 97.26 98.09 92.60 

Glioma 93.34 87.95 12.05 0.60 99.40 99.40 93.32 

No Tumor 96.42 94.71 5.29 1.04 98.96 99.26 96.93 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 12. Diagram for (a) Inception-V3 accuracy and (b) Inception-V3 loss on 40 epochs 

In this study, the performance of the trained model was evaluated using a separate test dataset. The 

dataset used for training the model contained both real and augmented images. The VGG-16, VGG-19, 
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ResNet-50, Xception, and Inception-V3 architectures were employed to train the model. After training, 

the model's accuracy was assessed using the test images. The weights of the pre-trained VGG-16, VGG-

19, ResNet-50, Xception, and Inception-V3 models were experimented with to compare the model's 

performance with the other established transfer learning networks. The choice of the pre-trained 

network that best suited the dataset was evaluated. Table 7 lists the five unique models used in this 

study, and the comparison diagram for each section of the models is shown separately in Fig. 13. 

Table 7.  Performance appraisal tables by class for all models 

Model Accuracy TPR FNR FPR TNR Precision F1 Score 
VGG-16 95.58 94.41 5.59 3.01 96.99 97.68 96.01 

VGG-19 95.71 94.14 5.86 2.15 97.85 98.49 96.25 

ResNet-50 96.67 96.58 3.42 3.29 96.71 97.35 96.96 

Xception 91.18 91.81 8.19 9.30 90.70 93.66 92.67 

Inception-V3 94.71 91.89 8.11 1.52 98.48 98.83 95.19 

 

Fig. 13. Overall performance metrics for all applied TLCs 

Table 8 compares our observations about detecting brain tumors with those of other writers. Previous 

studies have shown that raw CNN models and hybrid models can accurately detect particular types of 

brain tumors from MRI images with a detection rate of 84 to 92%. Comparing our results to those of 

other authors, we beat the previous study in identifying brain tumors with a 96.67% accuracy using 7138 

Images with four groups using ResNet-50. 

Table 8.  Comparative analysis with previous studies 

Research Work Context Best Method Accuracy 
Jun Cheng [34] Brain tumor prediction via tumor region augmentation BoW-SVM 91.28% 

Ismael [35] Brain tumor classification via statistical features DWT-Gabor-NN 91.90% 

Pashaei [36] Brain tumor classification CNN-ELM 93.68% 

Abiwinanda [37] Brain tumor classification CNN 84.19% 

Afshar [38] Brain tumor classification via coarse tumor boundaries CapsNet 90.89% 

This work Brain tumor classification via MRI images ResNet-50 96.67% 

4. Conclusion 
The brain is one of the body's most intricate systems, with trillions of neurons interacting. The 

pressure inside the brain increases as a tumor develops in the head, harming the brain. A disease in 

which abnormal cells proliferate in the human brain is known as an intracranial neoplasm, also called a 

brain tumor. This work outlines CNN's classification attempts and deep feature extraction on brain 

tumor MRI recognition using data from Figshare and Kaggle. Here, five well-known deep CNN 

architectures—the VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet-50, Xception, and Inception-V3—are used for deep 

feature extraction and transfer learning. The acquired dataset is precise in experimental work because 
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many sample photos are available. With a 96.76 percent identification rate for brain tumor MRI, 

ResNet50 has all models' highest accuracy. We want to increase detection accuracy in the future by 

utilizing a number of CNN architectural such as pertained model AlexNet, ZfNet model, and a hybrid 

model with adding a layer or dropping the layers. The limitation of this study recommends that 

inaccurate brain tumor detection from the MRI picture, which is significant scope, may be corrected in 

the following stages of this study by studying the non-detection image. 
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1. Introduction 
Many image-capturing conditions cause low-quality images, noise, blurring, as well as incorrect 

contrast and brightness levels [1]–[4]. Therefore, considerable research interest exists for improving the 

quality of images to their advantage. Image enhancement techniques seek to improve the quality of the 

visual appearance of images to increase their effectiveness for human vision, or for image processing, 

pattern recognition, and computer vision applications  [2], [4]–[10]. 

Contrast enhancement is an essential branch of image enhancement. It aims to improve the quality 

of the visual appearance of a low-contrast image  [2], [11]–[15]. Contrast enhancement may be 

categorized into genetic algorithms, fuzzy set algorithms, or histogram equalization (HE) algorithms 

[15]–[20]. One of the most widespread techniques for low contrast enhancement is the HE [5], [15]–

[19]. Several works claimed that the most widespread technique for low contrast enhancement is HE 

because of its simplicity and easy implementation, as well as its efficiency with most kinds of images 

[21]–[23]. In general, all methods that adopted the HE principle enhance the poor contrast by 

remapping the cumulative distribution histogram of the pixels’ density values to the full range according 

to their probabilities [21]–[23]. The methods in this category are important preprocessing stages in 

many computer vision applications [6], [20], [24]–[26]. 
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 Histogram equalization is essential for low-contrast enhancement in image 

processing. Several methods have been proposed; however, one of the most 

critical problems encountered by existing methods is their ability to 

preserve information in the enhanced image as the original. This research 

proposes an image enhancement method based on a histogram equalization 

approach that preserves the entropy and fine details similar to those of the 

original image. This is achieved through proposed probability density 

functions (PDFs) that preserve the small gray values of the usual PDF. The 

method consists of several steps. First, occurrences and clipped histograms 

are extracted according to the proposed thresholding. Then, they are 

equalized and used by a proposed transferring function to calculate the new 

pixel values in the enhanced image. The proposed method is compared with 

widely used methods such as Clahe, CS, HE, and GTSHE. Experiments 

using benchmark datasets and entropy, contrast, PSNR, and SSIM 

measurements are conducted to evaluate the performance. The results show 

that the proposed method is the only one that preserves the entropy of the 

enhanced image of the original image. In addition, it is efficient and reliable 

in enhancing image quality. This method preserves fine details and 

improves image quality, supporting computer vision and pattern 

recognition fields.   
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HE methods can effectively overcome the problem of low contrast low brightness. However, several 

approaches have been proposed for a specific type of images, and these methods fail to generalize for 

wide types of different images [27]–[29]. Moreover, numerous problems occurred, such as over-

enhancement, noises, poor brightness, and the loss of original information and fidelity state from 

enhanced images [27]–[29]. These techniques also overlook the important point of preserving the 

original information and details in enhanced images for computer vision applications. It’s important to 

note show that the principle of HE allows the gray levels that have high probability density values to 

devour the associated gray values with a small probability. This situation causes the loss of some gray 

levels of the original information. By contrast, the local approach of HE methods generates extra gray 

values, a feature that leads to additional unwanted information in the enhanced images. The optimal 

methods are those that produce an optimum enhanced image with similar information content as those 

in the original images. State-of-the-art techniques are mainly concerned with enhancing the visual 

appearance rather than preserving the original information content [27]–[29]. 

In the literature, several HE methods were proposed to overcome the challenges of low contrast 

enhancement [14], [20], [30]–[34]. The method is the basic and the most common approach that uses 

a probability density function (pdf) and different cumulative distribution functions (cdf) to transform 

gray values into new distributions [35]. This approach is the foundation of many subsequently developed 

methods. However, it produces unwanted side effects with a wide type of images. The HE results 

improve by applying preprocessing steps on the original image and then applying HE [36]. This 

technique gives better results than the basic HE [35], but many problems still appear.  

Many methods tried to improve the HE performance by using the local approach which based on 

dividing the histogram to many parts and equalizing each part individually. In Yoon et al. [37], the 

histogram is divided into sub-histograms according to brightness and then each individual sub-

histogram is equalized by extending it to its range limits. This method overcomes the over-enhancement 

or under-enhancement issues. However, its results are not satisfactory with wide types of images. The 

dualistic sub-image histogram equalization (DSIHE) method [38] improves the contrast and keeps the 

image details. Initially, the median of the gray-values is used as the threshold to divide the histogram 

into two sub-histograms and remap each part independently. This approach preserves the information 

and brightness of the result as comparable to those of the original images. However, this method suffers 

from the over-enhancement problem and produces noises. 

Two methods were presented by the same researchers [39], [40] called the minimum mean brightness 

error bi-histogram equalization method (MMBEBHE) and the recursive mean-separate histogram 

equalization (RMSHE), respectively. Both methods divide the image into two parts according to the 

minimum mean brightness error and then enhances each part individually. The results enhanced the 

contrast and maintained the optimal brightness of the original images. However, both methods lose 

information from the original images. The MMBEBHE method is also slow, and the RMSHE is 

complex to develop. An improvement of the RMSHE called the (recursive sub-image histogram 

equalization (RSIHE) [41] used the mean value of gray levels to divides the image into two sub-

histograms. In addition to unwanted side effects, the RSIHE is time consuming. 

The exposure-based sub-image histogram equalization (ESIHE) [42] aims to preserve the brightness 

after enhancement processes. In the ESIHE method, the histogram is divided into two parts by using a 

proposed threshold technique. Then, each part is separately enhanced by applying HE. This approach 

preserves the image brightness but suffers from over-enhancement and under-enhancement problems. 

The dynamic histogram specification (DHS) proposed [40] has no side effects but does not achieve 

satisfactory enhancement with many images.  

The radiance indicator-based histogram equalization for retinal vessel enhancement method is 

proposed for retinal images [43]. The histogram is divided into sub-histograms according to multi-

threshold levels. Then, each sub-histogram is equalized separately. The results of this method for medical 

images were satisfactory, but the technique failed to produce acceptable results with other types of 

images. For the proposed mean and variance-based sub-image histogram equalization (MVSIHE) [44], 
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the histogram is divided into four sub-histograms that are equalized individually. This approach has high 

accuracy, but the images lost some details in some image cases.  

The approach of bi-histogram equalization using modified histogram bins [45] was proposed to 

enhance contrast for narrow range brightness images. However, it produces low-quality contrast 

encasement. The adaptive histogram equalization algorithm (AHEA) is proposed by using the entropy 

to organize the gaps between the gray levels to identify the histogram [37]. The AHEA method affected 

image enhancement but produced over-enhancement or under-enhancement in some images. 

The exposure region-based multi-histogram equalization method was proposed to enhance images 

with uneven illumination [23]. First, histograms were divided by using a region-based thresholding 

method. Then, the entropy of the gray level was used to reshape the new sub-histograms. This method 

suitably enhanced images while maintaining their original appearance. However, its results are 

unsatisfactory for many brightness cases. The global two stages histogram equalization (GTSHE) [46] 

depends on several steps. In the beginning, the clipped histogram must equalize according to the 

occurrences of pixel values. Then, equalizing processes are conducted according to the available and 

missing pixel level occurrences. The results of this method show high performance in terms of 

information and details preservation. However, its accuracy needs to be better with many cases of images. 

Kandhway et al. [20] proposed the method that aims to find the optimal contrast of the magnetic 

resonance imaging. In this method, the minimum, maximum, mean, and median of the histogram are 

used to clip its values. Then, several methods are applied to reset the levels in the new histograms. This 

approach achieves excellent performance for medical images. However, the technique is complex to apply 

and is dependent on the accuracy of the methods employed in its development. Moreover, experimenting 

with other exciting methods shows a better result than this technique. A set of filters for enhancement, 

a binary tree structure to remap the grayscale, and suppressing artifacts have been proposed in Xiong et 
al. [19]. The resulting approach is simple and easy to implement. However, it requires modifying a 

parameter to obtain the required results, and its outcome for a wide range of images is unsatisfactory. 

The krill herd (KH) [20] method aims to enhance medical images based on two proposed functions; the 

Plateau limit function to clip the histogram and fitness function to improved different characteristic 

information of the anatomical images. This method improves the visual appearance of images effectively. 

However, it is failed to generalize for other types of images, and it didn't preserve the original entropy. 

Several methods have been proposed to overcome the problem of poor contrast. Only the DSIHE 

method [38] explored the entropy conservation in the processed images, but its results are not 

satisfactory. Moreover, many of these methods have been proposed for specific purposes such as [4], [6], 

[9], [12], [29]. These methods fail to generalize to a wide variety of different images as claimed [23]. 

The proposed methods suffer from over-enhancement, under-enhancement, noise, and uneven 

brightness problems, as well as loss of original information from the enhanced images. These methods 

also ignore the point of preserving the original information, entropy, and fine details in the enhanced 

images. 

Accordingly, the motivation of this study is to propose an adaptive HE method for gray images that 

enhances the poor contrast and preserves the original information (entropy) effectively. This is achieved 

by using the equal probability of occurrences to preserve the gray values of small values in the probability 

density function (pdf). The proposed approach extracts the occurrences and histogram of the gray values 

in the original image. Next, the histogram is clipped according to suggested thresholding method that 

depends on the histogram and occurrence values. Then, the occurrences and clipped histogram are 

equalized and used by a proposed transferring function to calculate the new gray values for enhanced 

images. The performance of the proposed method is compared against popular and recent contrast 

enhancement methods including the adaptive histogram equalization (Clahe) [47], CS [29], HE 

[35][28], and GTSHE [46] methods. Experiments were conducted using different benchmark datasets. 

The entropy measurement was used to evaluate the amount of information in the image. In addition to 

the contrast ratio, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity index (SSIM) 

measurements were employed to evaluate the quality of the enhanced images. The method is simple to 

implement for any type of image. 
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The contributions of this work are summarized as follows: 

• To propose an HE method that takes equal effects for each pixel value present instead of different 

effects based on the percentage of each pixel value in the enhancement process. 

• To propose an enhancement method that preserves fine detail and entropy in images. 

• To propose an image enhancement method that can improve the quality of visual detail better than 

existing methods. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explores the proposed method, Section 

3 presents the experiments and results, and Section 4 provides a discussion of the results. Finally, Section 

5 provides the conclusion of this work. 

2. Method 
In this section, the proposed method is explained in detail. The flowchart of the steps of proposed 

method is presented in Fig. 1, and the description is presented below. 

 

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed method 

2.1. Occurrence availability 
In this step, the occurrence values are extracted from the input original image (𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜).  Each value in 

the gray-scale range will be checked if it is existing in the original image or not, and the new gray values 

are detected. This aspect will play a major role in preserving the entropy and the image details in the 

subsequent enhancement steps. Thus, Equation (1) extracts the occurrences in the original image: 

𝑂𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙) = �1:                𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 
0:         𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 : 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜   (1) 

where the 𝑂𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙) is an occurrence array, and its size is in the maximum gray-level value (here, its size 

is 255). The variable 𝑙𝑙 denotes each gray value in the image (0 to 255). Thus, each cell in the array Occ 

will be coded as 1 if the value is available in the original image and 0 if otherwise. 

2.2. Histogram construction 
Parallel to the occurrence availability extraction, the frequency of each gray value of the input image 

is extracted. That represented by constructing the histogram of the gray-values which normally range in 

(0 – 255). Thus, let His is the accumulator histogram of each gray level value in the image. The 

accumulator histogram is extracted according to Equation (2). 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙) = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙) + 1:   𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜,  (2) 

2.3. Histogram clipping 
Usually, frequency variance occurs between gray values in images. This situation leads to huge 

variance between the accumulator values of the histogram, thereby causes many challenges in the contrast 

enhancement process. To overcome these challenges, the extreme affection of high values in the 

histogram is minimized to reduce their over affection and obtain a neutral appearance of the enhanced 
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images. Accordingly, the histogram itself must be clipped [35], [19] so as to reduce the large values in 

suitable form to other accumulator values in the histogram.  

Thresholding is the most popular process in state-of-the-art methods to solve this problem [1]. 

Several techniques have been employed to calculate the clipping thresholds. In this work, a new 

thresholding method is proposed to calculate a more optimal clipping threshold. Equation (3) presents 

the proposed thresholding method which based on the histogram values and available occurrences of the 

image. The suggested approach is effective and consumes less time [19],[35],[36]. 

𝑇𝑇 = 1
#𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

∑ 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙)𝐿𝐿
𝑙𝑙=0 ,  (3) 

𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = 𝑇𝑇 ∶   𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙) > 𝑇𝑇,          (4) 

where 𝑇𝑇 is the clipping threshold value, #𝑂𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the number of non-zero occurrences in the image, 

and 𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂 is the clipped histogram. The clipped histogram has fewer values relative to the original image. 

The high histogram values were reduced, and the low histogram values are preserved. 

2.4. Equalization process 
Next, the clipped histogram and occurrence matrix are equalized to produce affected new values and 

show the new values of pixels in the enhanced images. For effective equalization, we proposed a new 

equalization process that considers the state of available occurrence of gray-level values in addition to the 

pixel values and their frequency, unlike previous methods that consider only the pixel values and the 

probability of their frequency. 

Accordingly, the corresponding pdf of the clipping histogram 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂 was computed as follows: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙)
∑𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙)

 .   (5) 

To add the advantage of equal probability for each available value in the image (which will be used 

later to increase the probability of small frequent gray-value), the corresponding probability density of 

occurrences is used to preserve the small accumulate histogram values from merging by associated large 

accumulate. The corresponding pdf of occurrences in the original image  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 was computed as 

follows: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙)
#𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

  (6) 

Next, two cumulative distribution functions (cdf) of both the corresponding pdf of the clipping 

histogram 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂  and the occurrences of each gray-value in the original image  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 are calculated as 

follows:  

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙).𝑙𝑙=255
𝑙𝑙=0   (7) 

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙).𝑙𝑙=255
𝑙𝑙=0   (8) 

The results of the each of previous equations are an array in size 255. Each array has a cumulative 

distribution function value ranging from 0 to 1. 

2.5. Transferring function 
In this method, a new transferring function is proposed to identify the optimal new gray values by 

using each 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) and 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) to combine their advantages. The proposed cumulative distribution 

function for the available gray values improves their small values of a traditional pdf and preserves them 

from disappearing by the large ones. That aim is achieved by adding the probability of each available 

pixel value in 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) and 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙). The results generate a probability value from 0 to 2. To arrive the 

final transferred pixel value in the range of 0 to 255, we multiply each probability value in (127.5). The 

results include new pixel values of the enhanced image in the range of 0 to 255. 
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𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸 = (𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) +  𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙))  × 127.5.  (9) 

Finally, the gray values of the enhanced image pixels are integrated and presented. All the pixels 

values will be represented again in the enhanced images. The enhanced images will contain neither fewer 

nor additional occurrences. Algorithm 1 presents all the steps of the proposed method (Fig. 2). 

Algorithm 1: The proposed method 

Step 1: 

// Deduct the occurrences of the gray values that availabile in the input image 

𝑂𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙) = �1:                𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 
0:        𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 :𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜, (𝑙𝑙 = 0 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 255 )          

Step 2: 

// compute the histogram of the input image 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙) = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙) + 1:   𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒, (𝑙𝑙 = 0 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 255)  

Step 3:   

// compute the clipping threshold 

𝑇𝑇 = 1
#𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

∑ 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙)𝐿𝐿
𝑙𝑙=0   

Step 4: 

// compute the clipped histogram 

𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = 𝑇𝑇 ∶   𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙) > 𝑇𝑇   

Step 5: 

// compute the pdf of the clipping histogram 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙)
∑𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙)

    

Step 6: 

// compute the pdf of the occurrences of each gray-values 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) =
𝑂𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙)
#𝑂𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  

Step 7: 

// compute the cdf of the 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙): 

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = � 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙)  
𝑙𝑙=255

𝑙𝑙=0

 

Step 8: 

// compute the cdf of the 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙): 

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = � 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙)  
𝑙𝑙=255

𝑙𝑙=0

 

Step 9: 

// compute the new gray values of the final enhanced image 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸 = (𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) + 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙))  × 127.5   

Fig. 2.  Proposed algorithm 

3. Results and Discussion 
After the proposed method is developed, several experiments were conducted to evaluate its 

performance. The evaluation process according to a comparison of the performance of the proposed and 

popular benchmark histogram equalization methods. According to the state- of- the art knowledge, the 

original HE method [35] is the basic principle of the histogram equalization technique and most of the 

next methods are improvements on it. The contrast stretching and Clahe methods [47] are popular and 

high-performance techniques that are prevalent in computer vision libraries. GTSHE [46], [36] is a 

recent method that shows a high performance relative to several state-of-the-art methods such as the 

MVSIHE [15], AHEA [37], ESIHE [35] techniques. These methods outperformed many well-known 

approaches such as the HE [35], DSIHE  [31], RMSHE [32], MMBEBHE [33], RSIHE  [34] methods. 

Accordingly, the HE [35], contrast stretching, Clahe [47], and GTSHE [46], [36] techniques were 

selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.  

To obtain meaningful results that show the real performance of each of the methods, experiments 

were conducted on several benchmark images. The used images include 46 aerial images, 39 

miscellaneous images of the database of the University of Southern California, and 100 images from the 

CG-1050 dataset. In total, approximately 185 different images that cover many types of shapes, object, 

sizes, and contrast qualities were used in the evaluation experiments. 

3.1. Visual experiments 
Visual experiments were conducted for a clear assessment of the methods. Fig. 3 to Fig. 7 show some 

of the outputs visually. These experiments were conducted on selected images to demonstrate the ability 

of each method to improve the appearance by optimizing the contrast.  
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The visual results in Fig. 3 to Fig. 7 indicate that each method shows various forms of contrast 

enhancements. The first image (Fig. 3) suffers from the low contrast problem. The proposed method 

and GTSHE technique show balanced performance. HE and contrast stretching tends to present 

darkness that removes some details from the image. The Clahe did not show any enhancement.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 3. (a) Original image, a fighter jet image (source: NumPy / SciPy Recipes for Image Processing: Intensity 

Normalization and Histogram Equalization), (b) HE, (c) Contrast stretching, (d) Clahe, (e) GTSHE, and 

(f) the proposed methods. 

In the case of the fighter jet image (Fig. 4), the problem of tight range contrast of gray-level values 

is enhanced perfectly with the proposed method. The GTSHE approach generates a satisfactory result 

but tends exhibit over brightness. The HE and contrast stretching methods achieved low enhancement, 

and no enhancement is shown by Clahe. The poor-quality contrast aerials image in Fig. 5 is enhanced 

well with all methods except HE, but the proposed and GTSHE methods show better performance. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 4. (a) Original image, a fighter jet image (miscellaneous dataset, 7.1.02 image), (b) HE, (c) Contrast 

stretching, (d) Clahe, (e) GTSHE, and (f) the proposed methods. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 5. (a) Original image, an aerial image (aerials dataset, 2.2.06 image), (b) HE, (c) Contrast stretching, (d) 

Clahe, (e) GTSHE, and (f) the proposed methods. 

To show adaptivity, the focal methods were applied on an extremely large and good quality contrast 

image (Fig. 6). The proposed method, GTSHE, and contrast stretching show minor changes and 

preserved the original quality. HE and Clahe show major changes and the over-enhancement problem 

with fine images.  

   

(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 6. (a) Original image, the Im_78 image from CG-1050 dataset, (b) HE, (c) Contrast stretching, (d) Clahe, 

(e) GTSHE, and (f) the proposed methods. 

 

Applied to Lena image (Fig. 7), the HE, proposed approach, and GTSHE method show a good 

performance. To show the results clearly, zooming was applied. The proposed method shows more 

harmonic contrast than its counterparts which, in turn, reveal some rapid changes between the enhanced 

gray-scale levels. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 7.  (a) Original image, a focus on sub-image of Lena, (b) HE, (c) Contrast stretching, (d) Clahe, (e) 

GTSHE, and (f) the proposed methods. 

3.2. Statistical expeiments  
Visual experiences are clearly understandable to humans, but they do not constitute a scientific 

process for accurately and effectively evaluating the performance of the methods involved. This approach 

is not an analytical scientific measurement technique, and its estimation is not based on any meaningful 

measurements. Moreover, humans may not recognize some problems and noise. To overcome these 

features, this work performs an evaluation experiment using previously mentioned benchmark datasets 

and statistical measurements that involve the average information content (entropy), contrast, PSNR, 

and SSIM. 

Entropy presents the average information content in an image. It is a popular measurement for 

evaluating the amount of information  in the image. In this work the term entropy is the main 

measurement used to evaluate the main objective of this work. Its formula presented in an equation (10): 

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = ∑ 𝑒𝑒(𝑙𝑙) = −∑ 𝐸𝐸(𝑙𝑙)𝑙𝑙=255
𝑙𝑙=0 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙2𝐸𝐸(𝑙𝑙)𝑙𝑙=255

𝑙𝑙=0   (10) 

Where 𝐸𝐸(𝑙𝑙) is the probability of the gray value 𝑙𝑙 in the image. 

The contrast ratio presents the difference in the gray values between occurrences in the image. In 

low contrast states, the contrast ratio is small. It is presented by calculating the standard division value 

of pixels in the image. 

The PSNR is a widely use measurement approach to evaluate image quality and signals in general. In 

this case, it provides a value about the contrast that shows the enhancement quality of the processed 

image by the original image. The following formula presents the of PSNR equation (11): 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 10 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙10 �
2552

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸
�  (11) 

    𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 = 1
(𝑋𝑋×𝑌𝑌)

∑ ∑ (𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑃𝑃, 𝐸𝐸)𝑦𝑦=𝑌𝑌−1
𝑦𝑦=0 − 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑃𝑃, 𝐸𝐸))2𝑥𝑥=𝑋𝑋−1

𝑥𝑥=0  (12) 

where the size of image presented in X and Y, and the current positions of the pixel are presented by 

x and y. 
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The SSIM measured the quality of images by estimating the similarity between two images. The 

SSIM considers structural information changes such as contrast in the resulting image. The SSIM is 

computed according to different sub-images, the measure between the two sub-images x and y of image 

in size X×Y are presented by the following equation: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀(𝑃𝑃, 𝐸𝐸) = �2𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦+𝑂𝑂1��2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦+𝑂𝑂2�
�𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥2+𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦2+𝑂𝑂1��𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥2+𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2+𝑂𝑂2�

𝑐𝑐1 = (0.01 ×  𝐿𝐿)2,𝑐𝑐2 = (0.03 × 𝐿𝐿)2  (13) 

where L is the dynamic range of the pixel-values, and  𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥, 𝜇𝜇𝑦𝑦are the mean of x and y. 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥2,𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2 is the 

variance of x and y, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 the covariance of x and y. 

Table 1 indicates that the entropy and the absolute changes in the entropy among the methods and 

the original images. The proposed method is the optimal approach in preserving image information. 

The said method has entropy values like those of the original images and shows no difference between 

the original and enhanced images for all datasets.  

Table 1.  The entropy and absolute difference in entropy values between the original images and enhanced 

images of the Clahe [47], CS [29], HE [35], GTSHE [46], and proposed methods for the aerials, CG-1050 

dataset, and Miscellaneous images. 

 
Aerials CG-1050 dataset Miscellaneous 

 Entropy abs(Difference) Entropy abs(Difference) Entropy abs(Difference) 

Original 11.91 0 7.13 0 10.33 0 

Cleha[47] 13.82 1.91 8.84 1.71 12.02 1.69 

CS[29] 13.12 1.21 6.93 0.2 10.43 0.1 

HE [35] 11.75 0.16 6.99 0.14 10.04 0.29 

GTSHE [7] 11.9 0.01 7.12 0.01 10.29 0.04 

Proposed 11.91 0 7.13 0 10.32 0.01 

 

Conversely, the other methods have lower or higher entropy values (Fig. 8). Thus, each involved 

method lost information of or added noises to the enhanced images. As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 8, 

the Clahe method performed satisfactorily in visual experiments but was worst in the case of preserving 

original information in processed images. GTSHE is the second-best approach but losses some 

information in all datasets. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 8. The entropy values between the original and enhanced images of the Cleha, CS, HE, GTSHE, and 

Proposed methods for (a) Aerials, (b) CG-1050 dataset, and (c) Miscellaneous datasets. 
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Table 2 shows the results of the contrast, PSNR, and SSIM measurements. These measurements 

cannot give a direct meaningful evaluation in low contrast encasement because they cannot distinguish 

between fine enhancement, over-enhancement, under-enhancement, and noises. However, analysis of 

all values allows us to recognize the degrees of performance of each method. The contract values show 

the differences between new gray-values of the enhanced images. A higher value means high contract 

and more visual appearance, but we should ensure that the high values do not cause the loss information 

and produces noises and over-enhancement.  Therefore, it should be attached with high values of SSIM 

and PSNR. 

Table 2.  The Contrast, PSNR and SSIM of the Cleha, CS, HE, GTSHE, and Proposed method for Aerials, 

CG-1050 dataset, and Miscellaneous datasets images. 

 Aerials CG-1050 dataset Miscellaneous 
 Contrast PSNR SSIM Contrast PSNR SSIM Contrast PSNR SSIM 

Original 27.71 Inf. 1 42.72 Inf. 1 43.12 Inf. 1 

Cleha 46.54 19.51 0.77 47.86 27.71 0.74 52.27 23.04 0.85 

CS 40.78 20.77 0.89 66.13 20.4 0.81 63.82 19.19 0.87 

HE 73.56 13.76 0.57 75.11 16.18 0.61 74.89 15.6 0.65 

GTSHE 49.12 18.9 0.83 54.06 25.91 0.76 56.2 20.36 0.91 

Proposed 46.37 20.61 0.86 54.43 24.21 0.73 54.46 21.84 0.93 

 

According to the previous explanation and the results in Table 2, the proposed method, followed by 

the GTSHE show the best performances. With the aerial dataset images, the proposed method produces 

higher contrast (46.37) than that of the original images (27.71), accompanied by the high values of SSIM 

and PSNR (0.86 and 20.61, respectively). The CS have high values of SSIM and PSNR (0.89 and 20.77, 

respectively) but scored the lowest contrast results (40.78) than all methods. The HE method produces 

high contrast values at 73.56 but has low SSIM and PSNR results (0.57 and 13.76). in case of the CG-

1050 dataset, the proposed and GTSHE methods achieve an almost similar performance. Clahe presented 

high PSNR and SSIM values but had low contrast values (47.86). By comparison, HE has high contrast 

by (75.11) but scored the worst PSNR and SSIM values. With the Miscellaneous dataset, the proposed 

method scored a high contrast value (54.46) comparing with the original images (43.12) and achieved 

high SSIM and PSNR values (0.93 and 21.84, respectively). 

In summary, the entropy measurement shows that the proposed method is the only approach that 

preserves the information and details in enhanced images as in the original images. Moreover, the visual 

evaluation shows that the proposed method satisfactorily improves the low contrast and the image 

quality. The results of the contrast, PSNR, and SSIM measurements indicate a high performance of the 

proposed method relative to the other techniques with all datasets. 

3.3. Discussion  
The previous experiments aim to evaluate each method’s ability to improve image quality by 

improving low contrast levels in images by preserving the details, information, and features of processed 

images in the same original images. According to the literature review, Clahe [47], CS, HE [35], GTSHE 

[46][7] methods are popular histogram equalization methods that address many challenges of the low 

contrast problem. Therefore, high performance is expected from using these techniques to maintain the 

images’ information as similar to the original. According to the results, the following conclusions were 

reached: 

HE method [35] is a simple and popular method for enhancing the contrast of a histogram. The 

approach is suitable for improving the low contrast in a wide range of images. However, it highlights 

unnecessary information in several types of images. That feature led to undesirable effects and 

deterioration in the visual features which is reflected in the loss of information. CS [29] is also a simple 

and popular method to improve low contrast by stretching the histogram to its range values. It is an 
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acceptable method to improve the contrast in a wide range of images. However, CS may produce a slight 

improvement in several types of images and some noise effect. This outcome degrades unwanted effects 

or generates noise that distorts the original features of the images, thereby resulting in missing 

information or adding unwanted information to the processed image. Clahe [47] is one of the recent 

and popular contrast enhancement methods. It deals perfectly with the usual challenges in degraded 

images. In many cases, however, Clahe fails to perform efficiently. It may cause over-enhancement or 

under-enhancement. In addition, the main problem of this method is that it does not preserve the 

entropy. Clahe has worst entropy preservation among the involved methods. GTSHE [46] [7] enhances 

the low contrast and the visual appearance more effectively than previous methods. However, it shows 

extra brightness in many cases. In addition, the GTSHE outperforms other methods in the case of 

entropy, but it fails to preserve the entropy perfectly and in the same of original images. 

The proposed method enhances the low contract and the visual properties of images. The approach 

also enhances the visual appearance of images efficiently. Moreover, the experiments indicate that the 

proposed methods perfectly preserve the entropy and image contents as comparable to the original 

images. Its results’ entropy meets with all original images’ entropy of involved datasets in the 

experiments. 

Based on the above outcomes, the methods were effective on many images but presented some 

disparities. They reveal some weakness in their performances in the case of special images. In addition, 

they did not retain the original information of the images. Nevertheless, the results prove that the 

proposed method is the best in terms of preserving the original information details. The suggested 

approach improves contrast quality in all images without producing side effects, over-enhancement, and 

under-enhancement under all image states. 

4. Conclusion 
This research proposes a contrast enhancement method based on a histogram equalization approach 

that preserves the entropy of the enhanced image like that of the original image. The proposed method 

extracts the occurrences and histogram of the gray values in the original image. Then, the occurrences 

and the clipped histogram are equalized. Finally, the new pixel values are calculated by a proposed 

transferring function. To validate the performance of the proposed method, it compared with widely use 

benchmark methods such as Clahe, CS, HE, and GTSHE. Experiments using benchmark datasets and 

entropy, contrast, PSNR, and SSIM measurements are conducted to evaluate the performance. The 

results show that the proposed method is the only approach that preserves the information and details 

in enhanced images as in the original images. In addition, the results of the contrast, PSNR, and SSIM 

measurements indicate a high performance of the proposed method relative to the other techniques with 

all datasets. The proposed method satisfactorily improves the low contrast and the image quality without 

producing side effects. 
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1. Introduction 
Past disease outbreaks have affected humanity, making WHO and national authorities worldwide 

fight these pandemics. The COVID-19 pandemic, first found in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, 

remains a major problem [1]. According to the WHO, 213 nations and territories have COVID-19 [2]. 

COVID-19 can spread through direct physical contact, coughing, or sneezing [3]. In this case, COVID-

19 has a 14-day incubation period, which is key to its spread [4]. Therefore, the precise projection of 

recovered and contaminated COVID-19 cases is essential for monitoring the outbreak and implementing 

effective methods to prevent its spread. 

Biomedical informatics is important to any study attempt to treat COVID-19 patients. Artificial 

intelligence (AI) is becoming more common in healthcare systems to detect diseases [5] and perform 

clinical diagnoses [6]. This outbreak demonstrates the need and viability of utilizing AI to anticipate 

outbreaks. AI tools have excellent feature extraction capabilities [7], which help public health experts 

make decisions. AI can quickly extract information from health reports [8], social media [9], news [10], 

and media [11]. AI approaches have advanced in the recent decade. Machine learning [12] and deep 

learning [13] can automatically extract significant elements from complex data. Moreover, deep learning 
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 The new coronavirus (COVID-19) has spread to over 200 countries, with 

over 36 million confirmed cases as of October 10, 2020. As a result, 

numerous machine learning models capable of forecasting the epidemic 

worldwide have been produced. This paper reviews and summarizes the 

most relevant machine learning forecasting models for COVID-19. The 

dataset is derived from the world health organization (WHO) COVID-19 

dashboard, and it contains official daily counts of COVID-19 cases, 

fatalities, and vaccination use reported by countries, territories, and regions. 

We propose various convolutional neural network (CNN) based models 

such as CNN, single exponential smoothing CNN (S-CNN), moving 

average CNN (MA-CNN), smoothed moving average CNN (SMA-CNN), 

and moving average smoothed CNN (MAS-CNN). Here, MAPE and MSE 

are used to assess the suggested models. MAPE is frequently used to 

compare accuracy across time series with different scales. MSE, the model 

must strive for a total forecast equal to the entire demand. That is, 

optimizing MSE seeks to create a forecast that is right on average and so 

unbiased. The final result shows that SMA-CNN outperformed its 

baselines in both MAPE and MSE. The main contribution of this novel 

forecasting approach is a more accurate result as a base of the strategy of 

preventing COVID-19 spreads.  
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has advanced computer vision [14], robotics [15], medical imaging [16], chemistry [17], and forecasting 

[18]. Several studies in the literature focused on modeling, predicting, and forecasting COVID-19 spread 

based on recorded COVID-19 time series data to comprehend and manage this pandemic. 

Deep learning approaches have gained popularity in time-series modeling and analysis due to their 

generalization and nonlinear approximation [19]. Deep learning models are created by automatically 

combining neural network layers and extracting significant information from vast data [20]. This 

approach has been studied in several machine-learning applications. For example, the LSTM model 

predicts new COVID-19 cases in Canada from January-March 2020 [21]. In Russia, Peru, and Iran, an 

enhanced LSTM model predicts COVID-19 epidemic patterns [22]. Moreover, SVR, LSTM, BiLSTM, 

and GRU are used to forecast COVID-19 time-series data in 10 nations, and the result shows that 

BiLSTM data accessible through June 27, 2020, show higher performance [23]. 

Due to its performance, deep learning has been effectively applied to various real-world prediction 

challenges, including time-series forecasting. They make accurate forecasts despite the noisy and chaotic 

character of time-series forecasting. CNN is a popular, efficient deep learning approach [24]. CNN 

models can filter input data noise and extract more valuable characteristics for the final prediction model 

[25]. Standard CNNs are "feed-forward neural networks" that use filters and pooling layers, well-suited 

for spatial autocorrelation data but not complex and extended temporal relationships. Therefore, 

removing noisy samples improves temporal data representation and forecasting system accuracy by 

highlighting relevant patterns. Smoothing strategies help track data seasonality and improve deep 

learning performance [26]. Due to their simplicity and firm performance in time series forecasting, most 

strategies use moving averages [27] and seasonal exponential smoothing [28]. Smoothing improves 

interpretability and integrates the data series changing pattern into the prediction model. Furthermore, 

a CNN model automatically generates forecasts from the smoothed results. 

This paper proposed various CNN-based models such as CNN, single exponential smoothing CNN 

(S-CNN), moving average CNN (MA-CNN), smoothed moving average CNN (SMA-CNN), and 

moving average smoothed CNN (MAS-CNN). These multi-step CNN models may provide an accurate 

multivariate time-series analysis by modifying CNN to select and optimize the best smoothing 

techniques. The model and the baselines were then implemented in the various time series from the big 

five countries’ COVID-19 dataset. The contribution of the research are. 

• To increase the accuracy of the multivariate time-series forecasting analysis by employing innovative 

CNN in conjunction with smoothing approach optimization. 

• To implement an innovative forecasting model that can adapt to different multivariate time series 

COVID-19 datasets from the United States of America, India, Brazil, France, and Germany. 

• To produce a higher level of prediction accuracy by experimental study and validation of the model 

compared to the CNN, S-CNN, MA-CNN, SMA-CNN, and MAS-CNN. 

The remaining parts of this work are structured as described below. The section titled "CNN-based 

Forecasting Using Smoothing Approach" provides a detailed explanation of the smoothing technique 

used for the CNN time series and an explanation of the experimental design. The dataset, the data 

normalization procedure, the forecasting process, and the key performance indicator are all presented in 

the "Materials and Methods" section. The "Results and Discussion" section presents the findings and 

an in-depth examination of the experiments. A summary of the research is provided here, along with a 

discussion of the numerical experiments. The last section, conclusions, gives a summary of the overall 

findings as well as potential areas for further research. 

2. Method 
To carry out research in a manner that is more methodical, we planned the experiment in the manner 

depicted in Fig. 1. We used a variety of datasets to evaluate the effectiveness of several smoothed CNN 

compared to basic CNN. Fig. 1 shows that the experimental design employed in this investigation 

included five scenarios. The five scenarios are as follows: (1) data is processed directly with CNN; (2) 
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data is smoothed using single exponential smoothing and then processed with CNN (S-CNN); (3) data 

is smoothed using MA and then processed with CNN (MA-CNN); (4) data is smoothed using CNN. 

Smoothing using single exponential smoothing first, then MA (SMA-CNN); and (5) smoothing using 

MA first, followed by smoothing using single exponential smoothing again, which is then processed 

using CNN (MAS-CNN). 

The data quality can be improved by using data smoothing [29]. When applied to time-series data, 

the smoothing method gets excellent results after removing any outliers that could be present in the 

data [30]. This method can be easily comprehended and applied successfully in the new study without 

referring to or taking parameters from previous investigations. By taking the average of the previous 

values in a time series, smoothing processes make predictions more accurate. The algorithm provides a 

weighting value assigned to past observations to reduce noise, smooth the value of fluctuations in the 

data being utilized, and anticipate future values. In general, there are various common types of data 

smoothing. Single exponential smoothing (S) [31] and moving average (MA) [32] are two more frequent 

types of data smoothing. Smoothing is a strategy that can assist researchers in predicting trends when 

they are asked to do a forecasting task. 

The exponential window function is utilized in the single exponential smoothing (S) method, a rule-

of-thumb approach to smoothing time-series data [33]. Exponential functions are used to apply weights 

diminishing at an exponential rate over time. It is easy to understand and apply when making judgments 

based on the user's past assumptions, such as seasonality, and it does not require much time. The Moving 

Average (MA) is a formula used to examine data points [34]. It begins with creating a series of averages 

of various subsets of the complete dataset and then continues connecting those averages in the shape of 

a line. 

 

Fig. 1.  Experimental Design 

The use of single exponential smoothing by itself is not sufficient since it has the drawback of not 

being appropriate for anticipating data in seasonal and long-term periods, and the accuracy obtained is 

still inadequate. This makes the use of single exponential smoothing insufficient. In light of this, the 

motivation for the hybridization of smoothing techniques derived from single exponential smoothing 

with moving average (SMA) or vice versa moving average with single exponential smoothing (MAS) 

stems from the findings of this research. 

2.1. Dataset 
This research used five datasets through the application of COVID-19, which had information from 

five countries with the highest number of instances anywhere in the globe. The dataset was obtained 

from the publicly available WHO website, which may be viewed and downloaded at 

https://covid19.who.int/WHO-COVID-19-global-data.csv. The WHO website is open to the general 

public. The information about the five countries mentioned above is included in Table 1. The time that 

will be looked at for this research starts on January 3, 2020, and goes through August 1, 2022. 

https://covid19.who.int/WHO-COVID-19-global-data.csv
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Table 1.  Big Five Countries COVID-19 Dataset 

Dataset Country Number of Cases 
1 America 90.213.060 

2 India 44.036.275 

3 Brazil 33.813.587 

4 France 32.881.176 

5 Germany 30.903.673 

The new deaths attribute stores information on the number of deaths that occur each day, while the 

cumulative deaths attribute stores information on the total number of deaths that have occurred. The 

new cases attribute stores information on the number of new cases that occur each day, while the 

cumulative cases attribute stores the cumulative number of additional cases. The data utilized in this 

research is illustrated in Fig. 2, which provides a visual representation of the data. 

 

Fig. 2.  Visualization of Dataset 

2.2. Data Normalization 
 Scaling a character into a particular range required by the activation function can only be 

accomplished through data normalization, an essential component of CNN [35]. The process of data 

normalization is utilized to address this issue. Since one of the primary goals of data normalization is to 

ensure the quality of the data before it is given to any model, its impact on the performance of any model 

is significant. The Min-Max normalization method was utilized in this research. Even though it is 

ineffective in dealing with outliers, the technique ensures that all characteristics have the same scale. 

The Min-Max formula is shown in (1), which produces normalized data with smaller intervals that fall 

inside the range 0–1 [36]. 

𝑥𝑥′ =  (𝑥𝑥−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥)
(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥− 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥)

    (1) 

𝑥𝑥′ is the outcome of normalizing the data, 𝑥𝑥 is the data that has to be normalized, 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 is the 

minimum value of all the data, and 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the maximum value of all the data. 

2.3. Forecasting Process 
In this study, the dataset used for predicting with CNN is first smoothed using single exponential 

smoothing and moving averages. Single exponential smoothing is employed. One may observe the 

equation for single exponential smoothing in (2).  

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 =  𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝛼( 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 −  𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡−1)   (2) 

The smoothed data 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 is a result of smoothing the raw data {𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡}. The smoothing factor α, is a 

variable that specifies the smoothing level [37]. The interval for 𝛼𝛼 is between 0 and 1 (0 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 1) [38]. 

When α is close to 1, the learning process is accelerated because the smoothing effect is diminished. In 

contrast, values of α closer to 0 have a greater smoothing effect and are less sensitive to changes in the 
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recent past [39]. Not all cases have the same value for 𝛼𝛼. Therefore, we determine the optimal dataset’s 

properties smoothing factor value based on the dataset's properties [40]. The optimal alpha for single 

exponential smoothing is derived from (3). Then there is no need to manually attempt each α value 

from 0 to 1. 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝛼𝛼 =
( 𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥−  𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)−1𝑚𝑚∑  𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=1

𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥− 𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
   (3) 

So that the optimum single exponential smoothing (𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡) to improve the CNN algorithm performance 

used comes from the substitution of (3) to (2) results in the following (4). 

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 =  𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡−1  +
( 𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥−  𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)−1𝑚𝑚∑  𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚=1

𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥− 𝑋𝑋 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
( 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 −  𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡−1)   (4) 

In the meantime, smoothing using moving average (MA) considers all of the data and uses a 

somewhat extended backward period. Data from the past are never left out of the computation. However, 

their weight in the final result is relatively minimal due to the nature of the moving average. It can 

illustrate ongoing trends while simultaneously eliminating fluctuations thanks to noise reduction. The 

data is smoothed using a moving average of either one month or thirty days when it is smoothed using 

MA. It is possible to visualize the MA in (5). 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = (𝑥𝑥1+ 𝑥𝑥2 + … + 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚)
𝑚𝑚

   (5) 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 is the outcome of smoothing the data using 𝑥𝑥, where 𝑥𝑥 is the definition of each data point, and 

𝑚𝑚 is the number of periods. 

The CNN algorithm is the primary focus of this research. CNN employs the fundamental Neural 

Network (NN) algorithm with additional layers. Because of its effectiveness, CNN has garnered much 

attention in computer vision and image processing. CNN uses a convolution layer that can process the 

spatial information in images, while fully connected layers are equipped with a memory that allows them 

to store information from time-series data. The input given to the model, an image matrix for computer 

vision problems and a 1D array for time series forecasting, is the only thing that differentiates computer 

vision problems from time series problems. The observation sequence can treat the raw input data as a 

one-dimensional array, which the CNN model can then read and filter. Therefore, the use of this theory 

in the time-series analysis is possible. CNN architecture as shown in Fig. 3 

 

Fig. 3.  CNN architecture 

 CNN's architecture comprises the following layers: an input layer, a convolutional layer, a pooling 

layer, a flattening, and a fully connected layer, as well as an output layer. Convolutional and pooling 

layers are designed to filter input data and extract valuable information for a fully connected network 

layer. Convolutional layers use raw input data and kernels to create new feature values. This technique 

was designed to extract image features from structured matrices. The convolution kernel (filter) is a 

narrow window containing coefficient values in matrix form. All these procedures result in a convolved 
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matrix representing a feature value specified by the filter coefficients and dimension size. By applying 

alternative convolution kernels to the input data, additional convolved features can be formed, usually 

more helpful than the original beginning features, boosting the model's performance. 

A nonlinear activation function follows convolutional layers. Two typical activation functions are the 

sigmoid function and the rectified linear unit (ReLU). Both can be stated using (6) and (7) [41]. A 

pooling layer subsamples convolved features to create a lower-dimensional matrix. As with the 

convolutional layer, the pooling layer uses a small sliding window to take the values of each patch of 

convolved features and output one new value. Maximum and average pooling calculate each patch's 

maximum and average values. The pooling layer creates additional matrices that summarize the 

convolutional layer's features. Small input changes will not affect pooled output values, making the 

system more robust. 

𝜎𝜎(𝑧𝑧) =  1
1−𝑒𝑒−𝑧𝑧

   (6) 

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 (0, 𝑥𝑥)   (7) 

A list of CNN parameters can be adjusted in several different ways, depending on the application. 

Research [40]  provides the basis for establishing the CNN parameters used in this investigation. In this 

work, we modified the parameter settings in the fully connected layer by optimizing the hyperparameter 

tuning using particle swarm optimization (PSO) [42],  was done so that everything would not be precisely 

the same. The main reason is that the fully connected layer of the CNN reflects a more comprehensive 

set of features than the convolution layer. Each neuron in a fully connected layer is connected to all of 

the neurons in the layer below it [43]. A list of CNN forecast component parameters can be seen in 

Table 2. 

Table 2.  The list of CNN forecast component parameters 

Layer Parameter Value 
Convolutional Type of convolutional Conv1D 

 The number of convolutional 1 

 The number of filters 32 

 The filter size 1 

 The activation function ReLU 

Pooling Type of pooling MaXPooling1D 

 The number of pooling layer 1 

 Size of the pooling window 1 

 Dropout 0.2 

Flattent The number of flatten layer 1 

*Fully connected The number of hidden layers 2 

 The number of units or neuron 64 

 The Activation function output ReLU 

 Loss function MSE 

 Type of optimizer Adam 

 The number of epochs 100 

 The batch size 64 

 

2.4. Key Performance Indicator 
All experiments in this research were evaluated using key performance indicators, mean absolute 

percentage error (MAPE), and mean square error (MSE). In order to display errors in a manner that 

indicates accuracy, the MAPE metric is applied [27]. The MSE is a metric that can be used to detect 

outliers in a prediction system that has been created [44]. The MAPE and MSE values should be lower 

for a more accurate results prediction. The equation of MAPE and MSE can be seen in (8) and (9) [45]. 
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M𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  ∑  |(𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡−𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡)|
𝑚𝑚.𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡

𝑚𝑚
𝑡𝑡=1  𝑥𝑥 100   (8) 

𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃 =  ∑ (𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡−𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡)2

𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚
𝑡𝑡=1    (9) 

3. Results and Discussion 
All of the data had been smoothed down by the experimental design of this research. At the same 

time,  CNN was applied to the data. The outcomes of the forecasting evaluation were obtained in the 

form of MAPE and MSE, which can be viewed in Table 3 and Table 4. 

Table 3.  MAPE of New Cases 

Method Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4 Dataset 5 
CNN 10.90335 9.98161 10.56073 9.78018 10.87463 

S-CNN 10.48021 9.73711 9.07266 9.54466 10.77463 

MA-CNN 10.46680 9.41301 9.05266 9.48466 10.71020 

SMA-CNN 10.38977 9.08656 9.03067 9.08466 10.28978 

MAS-CNN 10.53081 9.52832 9.05067 9.22466 10.74021 

 

The MAPE for the new case forecasts is presented in Table 3. According to the table, we can conclude 

that the performance of CNN can be enhanced by utilizing exponential smoothing (S), moving average 

(MA), and its combination. Because of the treatment, there is a decline in the value of the MAPE. 

When applied to Dataset 3, SMA-CNN achieves the most outstanding performance of 9.03067. While 

using CNN, the worst possible acceptable result is 10.90335 for Dataset 1. As a result, SMA-CNN is 

the most effective algorithm for forecasting across all of the datasets included in this research. 

Table 4.  MSE of New Cases 

Method Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4 Dataset 5 
CNN 0.00283 0.00337 0.00492 0.00431 0.00593 

S-CNN 0.00252 0.00336 0.00432 0.00381 0.00445 

MA-CNN 0.00216 0.00290 0.00402 0.00193 0.00443 

SMA-CNN 0.00199 0.00166 0.00362 0.00185 0.00299 

MAS-CNN 0.00257 0.00298 0.00382 0.00225 0.00312 

 

There is a connection between sensitivity and the application of MSE in performance testing. 

According to Table 4, the MSE is reduced when the utilized algorithm is more complicated. In other 

words, SMA-CNN has a higher sensitivity than any other CNN-based algorithm that was tested for this 

study. Because the value of MSE is not very high, it can be deduced that the algorithm under 

consideration can recognize anomalies within the datasets used for forecasting. The results shown in 

Table 5. 

Table 5.  MAPE of New Deaths 

Method Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4 Dataset 5 
CNN 10.59285 9.84640 9.63077 9.68018 10.97463 

S-CNN 10.53449 9.31762 9.12146 9.67486 10.87463 

MA-CNN 10.50479 9.20877 9.03994 9.21712 10.77463 

SMA-CNN 10.33826 9.09776 9.02606 9.09712 10.38479 

MAS-CNN 10.57165 9.24941 9.03624 9.13712 10.83463 

 

Table 5 are comparable to those in Table 3. The MAPE that is the lowest is 9.02606, while the 

MAPE that is the greatest is 10.97463 (Dataset 5 using CNN). In every dataset, the performance of 

SMA-CNN was superior to that of CNN, S-CNN, MA-CNN, and MAS-CNN. The value reflects the 
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consistency of the accuracy of the forecast, although, under the same situations (Datasets 1, 2, and 5), 

MA-CNN performs somewhat better than MAS-CNN does. MSE of New Deats as show in Table 6. 

Table 6.  MSE of New Deats 

Method Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4 Dataset 5 
CNN 0.00602 0.00307 0.00832 0.00257 0.00373 

S-CNN 0.00531 0.00302 0.00553 0.00194 0.00324 

MA-CNN 0.00518 0.00216 0.00323 0.01390 0.00285 

SMA-CNN 0.00456 0.00197 0.00263 0.00174 0.00209 

MAS-CNN 0.00536 0.00243 0.00303 0.00214 0.00305 

 

Table 6 has a similar pattern to Table 4. According to the data presented in the table, SMA-CNN 

has the smallest MSE, with 0.00174 being the best possible result (Dataset 4). This score, which is very 

near zero, indicates that all CNN variations can make accurate predictions. The MSE for SMA-CNN is 

the lowest of all the datasets. 

S-CNN performs more accurately than CNN in most elements of the comparison, resulting from 

the application of optimal alpha, which was carried out [40]. The optimal value of alpha compels the 

process of smoothing to arrive at its optimal state, which results in a result that is both quick and 

accurate. In addition, the PSO hyperparameter tuning can produce an ideal model by applying the 

algorithm, thereby reducing errors in the dataset [42]. This smoothing process focuses more on values 

with the moving average timing in a given period, which can make the data more stable. MA-CNN may 

also improve results because of this smoothing process's attention to these values. It has been 

demonstrated that the smoothing technique known as smoothing moving average (SMA) has a 

performance that, when combined with exponential smoothing and moving average, can make time-

series data prone to high volatility more stable. 

On the other hand, MAS-CNN has been shown to have worse performance than MA-CNN in several 

tests. The series has no choice but to take on a linear form due to the exponential smoothing process 

after the moving average. Because of this condition, the absolute and mean square errors may increase. 

As a result of the MAPE and MSE, the SMA-CNN is considered the most practical combination of the 

moving average and exponential smoothing. We can use other exponential smoothings for further 

research, such as double exponential smoothing and triple exponential smoothing. 

4. Conclusion 
This research aims to improve the efficiency of CNN, an algorithm frequently utilized for image 

processing, by applying a smoothing strategy to its time-series analysis. Based on the investigation 

findings, one may conclude that the SMA-CNN model with the optimal smoothing factor performs 

significantly better than the other CNN-based forecasting smoothing technique techniques. The SMA-

CNN model used in this investigation yields the highest-quality assessment results. The usage of moving 

averages in combination with single exponential smoothing is continued as a data preparation strategy 

since it considerably improves the effectiveness of the forecasting algorithm. Although the results of this 

research have addressed the study's objectives, there are still some limitations. The implementation of 

smoothing techniques that are optimized in CNN methods is the primary subject of this study. As a 

result, research will be conducted shortly to determine how applying this strategy to more sophisticated 

deep learning algorithms (such as LSTM, DBN, and RBF) would affect the results. The next item we 

will concentrate on is conducting a more in-depth study of the various smoothing methods that may be 

implemented using double or triple-exponential smoothing. In the future study that is conducted, both 

beta optimal and gamma optimum will be taken into consideration. 
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1. Introduction 
Rehabilitation is required for patients recovering from neurological illnesses, particularly hand stroke. 

However, roughly two-thirds of hand stroke survivors have visual impairments because of visual field 

loss, double vision, and perception issues [1]. Vision problems may lead to different adverse outcomes, 

including grasping objects because of their limited range of motion and vision. Individuals find it more 

convenient to receive rehabilitation treatment at home rather than in a hospital setting. However, 

visiting patients’ homes is difficult during the COVID-19 outbreak. Telemedicine allows therapists to 

monitor rehabilitation patients via online therapy or video visits [2]. Because of limited therapeutic staff 

or privacy concerns, patients can not use this method indefinitely. Cyber-physical-social system (CPSS) 

[3] seamlessly integrates physical and social space in cyberspace. This technology can deliver valuable 

information which not available from typical physical sensors. 

Hand movement progress in poststroke patients has been studied using cyber-physical systems (CPS) 

[4]. This study has been conducted to track individual hand therapy. Hand monitoring can be done in 
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 Computer vision-based cyber-physical-social systems (CPSS) are predicted 

to be the future of independent hand rehabilitation. However, there is a 

link between hand function and cognition in the elderly that this 

technology has not adequately supported. To investigate this issue, this 

paper proposes a multiscopic CPSS framework by developing hand–object 

interaction (HOI)  based on visual attention. First, we use egocentric vision 

to extract features from hand posture at the microscopic level. With 

94.87% testing accuracy, we use three layers of graph neural network 

(GNN) based on hand skeletal features to categorize 16 grasp postures. 

Second, we use a mesoscopic active perception ability to validate the HOI 

with eye tracking in the task-specific reach-to-grasp cycle. With 90.75% 

testing accuracy, the distance between the fingertips and the center of an 

object is used as input to a multi-layer gated recurrent unit based on 

recurrent neural network architecture. Third, we incorporate visual 

attention into the cognitive ability for classifying multiple objects at the 

macroscopic level. In two scenarios with four activities, we use GNN with 

three convolutional layers to categorize some objects. The outcome 

demonstrates that the system can successfully separate objects based on 

related activities. Further research and development are expected to support 

the CPSS application in independent rehabilitation.  
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two ways: contact and noncontact. Most studies employ the contact method, where patients wear a 

device in their hands. In rehabilitation research, wearable hand devices are commonly used as contact 

methods. It provides accurate data by utilizing a variety of sensors, including flex, accelerometers, and 

hall-effect sensors [5]. However, this strategy has drawbacks, such as high equipment costs and 

uncomfortable use. 

Consequently, scientists are investigating new possibilities using noncontact techniques, such as low-

cost computer vision systems. Still, suppose this method does not consider some social aspects, such as 

dealing with privacy issues, getting justification from a clinical background, and understanding user 

experiences to provide better benefits. In that case, it may fail in user acceptance. Noncontact techniques 

for detecting human action recognition [6] still deal with complicated processing, multiple 

interpretations, and privacy concerns. Hence, an egocentric vision like smart glasses is required to address 

these issues [7]. Egocentric vision has the advantages of reducing privacy concerns, monitoring mobile 

devices, and attracting attention during activities. Hand–object interaction (HOI) recognition using 

egocentric vision should be studied further in rehabilitation applications [8].  

HOI recognition is increasingly being used in post-stroke therapy to track patients’ progress [9]. This 

recognition study outperforms full-body human interaction detection. This vision analyzes images 

captured by an on-body camera, such as smart glasses or an action cam. Still, HOI recognition is more 

straightforward because only hands and objects are detected, especially when using egocentric vision 

[10]. However, when using this vision, the expansion of HOI recognition encounters several challenges, 

particularly in 2D images. First, researchers frequently encounter data on hand and object invalid contact 

detection. This issue arises because 2D image data cannot express depth data. As a result, the system 

could not pinpoint the precise location of the hand and objects. Numerous approaches can address the 

issues, such as learning with the interaction point [11]. However, these approaches are limited to 

recognizing a single object type, and problems may arise when detecting many objects. 

Furthermore, the application of this method is limited to identifying hands and objects but not 

considering persons with visual impairment. Because of their visual impairment, patients struggle to 

make physical hand movements and apply their recognition ability. The egocentric vision that focuses 

on HOI recognition has the potential to monitor both physical and cognitive rehabilitation 

simultaneously. This vision system, for example, could use hand skeletal estimations and the kinematic 

finger model to assess the person’s physical condition. Besides that, specific cameras are outfitted with 

eye tracking to gather data on the user’s visual attention. Gaining user experience and developing 

cognitive abilities are required. Therefore, while handling objects, it’s crucial to pay attention to hand 

movements and vision. 

The study’s primary contributions are: (1) We apply egocentric vision and feature extraction to 

observe hand posture at the microscopic level. We use three layers of graph neural network (GNN) as a 

feature-based classifier to differentiate 16 grasp poses when interacting with objects. (2) At the 

mesoscopic level, we use active perception to validate HOI recognition with eye tracking in the task-

specific reach-to-grasp cycle. To identify the connection of the hand with an object, we use the distance 

between the fingertips and the center of an object as inputs to a multi-layer gated recurrent unit 

(MGRU) based on recurrent neural networks (RNN) architecture. (3) We implement a cognitive ability 

at the macroscopic level by incorporating visual attention. In two different scenarios, we use the object 

relation as the input of a GNN node classifier with three convolutional layers to separate objects based 

on related activities. This method’s output indicates the object’s relationship in activities based on 

personal behavior. 

The structure of this article is as follows. Section 2 discusses the research in hand rehabilitation 

monitoring and our proposed method for improving HOI recognition based on visual attention. Section 

3 discusses the findings and assesses the efficacy of the proposed framework. Finally, Section 4 discusses 

the research’s findings and some future directions. 
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2. Method 
Recent research trends in hand movements analysis using egocentric vision have been widely used to 

advance the field of rehabilitation. Some researchers are interested in introducing the patient’s hand 

behavior, for example, by using fingertip detection when using a therapy ball [12], monitoring hands in 

spinal cord injury patients [13]–[15], and stroke patients [9] [16]. Other research focuses on 

computational problem solutions, such as the high cost of additional equipment and pixel-level 

observations [17] and overcoming occlusion, inference, and contact [18]. Many studies employ 

egocentric approaches, like GoPro wearable cameras or datasets like Deeplab-VGG16, EgoHand, EPIC-

ADL, and multi-datasets [19]. Existing research focuses solely on physical hand evaluation. It is 

uncommon to find studies that combine physical hand and cognitive abilities [20], such as in hand-eye 

coordination research for predicting the “next active object” shortly [21]. Table 1 shows the research on 

hand rehabilitation with egocentric vision in the last 5 years. 

Table 1.  The research of hand rehabilitation with egocentric vision (2018–2022) 

No. Research Application (Sensor Types/Dataset) Methods 

1. 

Qurratu’aini 

et al. [12] 

Fingertips gripping a therapy ball for hand 

recovery. (HD Logitech C615 Web Camera 

with 1920 × 1080) 

Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) 

descriptors, K-mean clustering, and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). 

2. Li et al. [17] 

Overcoming expensive equipment and pixel-

level annotations. (Deeplab-VGG16 Dataset) 

Un-supervised hand segmentation using a 

fully convolutional neural network (FCN). 

3. 

Likitlersuang 

et al. [13] 

Monitoring spinal cord injury patients' hand 

usage at home. (GoPro Hero4 with 1920 × 

1080/30fps) 

Fast R-CNN (hand detection), Contour 

Selection (hand segmentation), and 

Functional Measure Extraction (interaction 

detection). 

4. 

Visée et al. 
[14] 

Home monitoring of SCI patient’s upper 

limb function. (GoPro Hero4 with 1920 × 

1080/30fps) 

YOLOv2 (hand detection), DAT (hand 

tracking), and Random Forest Classifiers 

(interaction detection). 

5. Xu et al. [16] 

Developing a low-cost technology to monitor 

stroke patient hand motions and gestures. 

(EgoHand datasets) 

CNN-based hand motion and gesture 

detection. 

6. Tsai et al. [9] 

Evaluating hand functions after a stroke. 

(GoPro Hero 5 with 1280 × 720/30fps) 

YOLOv2 (hand detection), UNET (hand 

tracking); Random Forest Classifiers 

(interaction detection). 

7. 

Jiang et al. 
[21] 

Visual attention and hand posture to predict 

the next active object. (EPIC and ADL 

Dataset) 

The deep neural network model combines 

visual and hand cues. 

8. 

Bandini et al.  
[16] 

Assessing hand usage at home after a cervical 

spinal cord injury. (GoPro Hero 5 Black 

(1280 × 720/30fps) 

Deep learning model (hand localization), 

HOID-Net (interaction detection), statistical 

analysis. 

9 

Lee et al. 
[18] 

Detecting hand motion tracking with 

robustness against occlusion, interference, 

and contact. (Stereo camera, intelligent 

gloves, and IMU) 

Visual-Inertial Skeleton Tracking (VIST) 

10. 

Our 
proposed 
method 

Develop HOI based on visual attention 
using multiscopic CPSS for physical-

cognitive rehabilitation support. (Tobii Pro 
3 Eye tracker 1920 × 1080/30fps) 

GNN graph classifier (grasp pose 
classification), MGRU (multivariate time-

series for HOI classification), and GNN 
node classifier (object classification). 

 
Previous work in our laboratory focused on nonverbal communication for socially integrated robot 

companions using directed learning [22]. This study examines person’s intents and abilities when 

reaching for and gripping objects. However, determining individual’s preferences for using the robot 

companion as a third person is difficult [23]. Occlusion limits the third-person perspective, which 

depends on many different viewpoints. From an egocentric standpoint, it is critical to support the current 

system. With a case study on the Chopsticks Manipulation Test, we examined the significance of 

combining finger joint angle estimation and a visual attention measurement in hand rehabilitation [24]. 

Our previous work used a multiscopic method to address dynamic locomotion in a legged robot [25] 
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and simulation for human-robot interactions [26]. We propose a multiscopic approach for developing a 

CPSS for HOI recognition based on visual attention based on this experience. Fig. 1 depicts the 

framework of HOI recognition based on visual attention using multiscopic CPSS. The subsections 

explain GNN, microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic levels. Each subsection outlines methodology, 

algorithm, and development in detail. 

 

Fig. 1. The framework of HOI recognition is based on visual attention using multiscopic CPSS 

Promoting independent hand rehabilitation from the ground up is critical, from the physical to the 

cognitive. This study presents the CPSS framework, which employs the multiscopic method to address 

the following technical issues: (a) Classify hand data at the microscopic level utilizing feature extraction 

abilities; data from vision sensors will be the input for this level. Using symbolic information, we develop 

a feature extraction capability to estimate hand and finger posture. (b) Using active perception ability, 

extract HOI at the mesoscopic level. At the mesoscopic level, this information will be used as input. As 

a knowledge graph, we will build active perceptions’ ability to categorize HOI. (c) Discover the object 

relationship via macroscopic cognition ability. At this level, the graph data will be used as input. We 

hone our cognitive abilities to demonstrate recommendations based on human behavior. 

2.1. Graph Neural Networks 
GNN is neural network architecture used to learn the representations of graphs data and has become 

a popular learning model for prediction tasks on nodes, graphs, and links. The basic idea of GNN is to 

learn suitable graph data representation for neural networks [27]. Before we talk about GNN, we should 

look at the basic mathematics of graph structure data in computer science.  A graph 𝐺𝐺 can be a part of 

set atributed graphs 𝒢𝒢. GNN use all graph information as an input, including the node features and the 

connections stored in the adjacency matrix. A graph 𝐺𝐺 is defined by the following equation: 

𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉,𝐸𝐸,𝑋𝑋), 𝐺𝐺 ∈ 𝒢𝒢   (1) 

Where 𝑉𝑉 = {𝑣𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛} is a set of nodes and 𝐸𝐸 = �𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎,𝑏𝑏, . . . , 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗� is a set of ordered couples representing 

the connection between two nodes belonging to 𝑉𝑉. Each node comes with 𝑋𝑋 = {𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣}  as a set of node 

attributes where 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉. GNN output new representation called embeddings for each node. These node 

embeddings contain the structural and feature information of other nodes in the graph. The embeddings 

can finally be used to perform predictions. We embed each node through several rounds of message 

passing. This paradigm can be broken down into (a) initialization, (b) aggregation, and (c) update. We 

initialize each node 𝑣𝑣 at layer 𝑘𝑘 = 0 as the first round of message passing with the following equation: 
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ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(0) = 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣, 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉   (2) 

Suppose ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝑘𝑘)  represents the node embeddings for some vertex 𝑣𝑣 at layer 𝑘𝑘-th, where node feature 

𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣 of all nodes 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 in graph 𝐺𝐺. Second, we do the aggregation function for each node 𝑣𝑣 with the 

following equations: 

𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝑘𝑘) = 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

(𝑘𝑘) �ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑢𝑢
(𝑘𝑘−1)�, 1 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ 𝐾𝐾.   (3) 

= 1
|𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣)|

∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑢𝑢
(𝑘𝑘−1)

𝑢𝑢∈𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) , 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗, 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 ≤ |𝑉𝑉|.   (4) 

We utilize the next step of the neural message passing scheme where we localized node 𝑣𝑣 from their 
neighbors 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣). The node feature ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑘𝑘−1) of all nodes 𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) in graph 𝐺𝐺 are iteratively aggregating 
and stored in 𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣

(𝑙𝑙)  as aggregation function 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
(𝑘𝑘) . The 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣)⊂V  denotes the neighborhood of 

𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉. The aggregation function performs a significant role and is shared by all nodes within an 
iteration. An average, degree-normalized sum or coordinate-wise min or max may also replace the 
sum.   

Third, we employ the last step of the neural message passing scheme where the node feature ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝑘𝑘−1)

 

of all nodes 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 in graph 𝐺𝐺 are iteratively updated by the aggregating result from their neighbors 

𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) with the following equations: 

ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝑘𝑘) = 𝑓𝑓𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

(𝑘𝑘)�ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝑘𝑘−1),𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣

(𝑘𝑘)�.   (5) 

= 𝜎𝜎�𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝑘𝑘−1) + 𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣

(𝑘𝑘)�, 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ |𝑉𝑉| .   (6) 

The update function 𝑓𝑓𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
(𝑘𝑘) is usually a weighted combination with learnable weight matrices. The 

update functions are implemented as a fully connected layer that alternates linear transformations 
and coordinate-wise nonlinear activations 𝜎𝜎 such as ReLU, tanh, or sigmoid. Fig 2 shows the graph 
representation including the graph with node feature and message passing mechanism. 

  

(a) graph with node feature (b) message passing mechanism 

Fig. 2. Graph representation 

The final node representation ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝐾𝐾)

 is the last layer, possibly concatenated with a linear classifier. If 

we want to make a graph-level prediction, all node embeddings can be aggregated into a unified graph 

embedding 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺
(𝐾𝐾)

 with 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅. The most popular method is to take the average of node embeddings. We 

add up all the node features of all nodes ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝐾𝐾) in the 𝐾𝐾-th layer and then dividing by the number of 

nodes,  as the following equation: 

𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 = 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅�ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣
(𝐾𝐾)�.   (7) 
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= 1
|𝑉𝑉|
∑ ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣

(𝐾𝐾)
𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉 .   (8) 

In the end, we use a linear transformation based on a fully connected layer with 𝑊𝑊𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 as weight 

projection and arg max function to determine which class corresponds to the graph input with the 

highest probability, as the following equation: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺𝑊𝑊𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗   (9) 

𝑦𝑦� = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎max
𝑖𝑖
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖   (10) 

We utilize Pytorch Geometric (PyG) as the GNN development framework. Our design uses high-

level graph computation with PyG to teach scene interpretation. Because our graph classification datasets 

are small, we do a mini-batch for the graphs before inputting them into a GNN to guarantee full GPU 

utilization. PyG automatically takes care of batching multiple graphs into a single giant graph. 

2.2. Microscopic Level: Feature Extraction Ability 
 The experimental setup and hand pose classification comprise the feature extraction ability at the 

microscopic level. We use egocentric vision with smart glasses facing the table and the objects. A 

participant facing down directly at the object wore Tobii Pro Glasses 3 smart glasses [28]. The smart 

glasses have a 1920 × 1080-pixel resolution and a frame rate of 25 frames per second. To capture hands 

and objects, this camera is used in 16:9 scene camera format with a wide field of view of 106° with 95° 

horizontal and 63° vertical. Visual attention or awareness is predicted to be appropriately detected when 

the interaction between the hand and the object falls within the field of view range.  

We used the YOLOv5 [24] model to extract the object’s location from picture frames represented by 

the bounding box and labels. To improve this detection, the Simple Online Real-time Tracking (SORT) 

[29] technique was used. This framework excels at representation learning and applying it to object 

recognition and tracking applications. We employ MediaPipe [30] hand tracking to obtain estimated 

hand posture data. A construction designed specifically for complex perceptual channels that use rapid 

real-time inference. We only utilize hand posture prediction as supporting data to validate HOI 

recognition in our approach. Object detection and hand estimation provide us with two pieces of 

information. First, we can look for an object in a specific image, and then we can pinpoint the precise 

location of the hand and its feature in the two-dimensional image. Fig. 3 depicts the experiment’s design, 

which includes the experimental setup of the systems and the implementation of an egocentric view of 

HOI recognition with visual attention. 

 

(a) Experimental setup (b) Egocentric vision with attention 

Fig. 3. Design of the experiment 
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Many hand grasp variants and orientations are collected. We standardize the angular data to eliminate 

outliers. Then, we perform three positions in the vector-to-joint-angle conversion to obtain each finger 

feature. This transformation is accomplished by converting these three-dimensional coordinate points 

into an angle. Below is the equation used to calculate an angle from two vectors in three-dimensional 

coordinates: 

𝜃𝜃 =  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 � 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�����⃗ ∙𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵�����⃗

�𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�����⃗ ��𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵�����⃗ �
�   (11) 

We can compute 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�����⃗  and 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵�����⃗  if we have the coordinates for three points (A, B, and C). The angle 

obtained by 𝐴𝐴 → 𝐴𝐴 → 𝐵𝐵
 
employing the right-hand rule from B continues using dot products, whereas 

�𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�����⃗ � determines the length of 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�����⃗ , �𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵�����⃗ � determines the size of 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵�����⃗ , and θ (theta) is the angle formed 

by two vectors. And then, we can get the dot product 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�����⃗ ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵�����⃗  as well as the lengths �𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴�����⃗ � and �𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵�����⃗ �. 

After all, by replacing the equation, we rearrange the formula for determining θ. These joint angle values 

are used for features in the data graph. We represent the relationship between joints in a directed graph 

(digraph). 

We use this GNN to classify 16 manipulation grasping poses. We acquire 130 data for every grasp 

pose in various orientations. Thus, we have 2080 graphs with divisions of 1600 for training and 480 for 

testing. Our data graph consists of 16 nodes consisting of all nodes connected by 15 edges. We utilize a 

graph input layer consisting of 15 joint angle nodes and one wrist node as the center of the finger 

connection. The layer of output consists of 16 nodes representing grasping posture. We train a final 

classifier on graph embedding. Before applying the final classifier on top of the graph, we employ 

Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function to create localized node embeddings. We use three 

layers of GNN with the same training cycle: construct an optimizer, feed the model inputs, compute the 

loss, and optimize using autograd. A linear transformation layer and argmax function are used to classify 

and determine which class of grasp posture corresponds to the input with highest probability. 

We discuss training and testing outcomes in the results and discussion section. Fig. 4 shows the 

microscopic level design using a three-layer GNN for hand pose classification. 

 

Fig. 4. The microscopic level design uses a three-layer GNN for hand pose classification 

2.3. Mesoscopic Level: Active Perception Ability 
This subsection describes the phases of active perception ability development at the mesoscopic 

level. These phases are object-centered coordinate transformation and validation of HOI recognition 
using the task-specific reach-to-grasp cycle. We accomplished a coordinate transformation centered 
on the object to simplify the validation procedure and get fewer data [31]. The goal of centering the 
item is to relocate the image coordinates’ initials (0,0) to the middle of the object. We obtain a new 
center and identify the position of the new coordinates for every new frame. This method uses for 
any pixel (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛,𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛) in the image plane. The joint finger position in the new coordinate plane contains 
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the object’s length (𝑎𝑎0) and width (𝑏𝑏0). The inner and outer borders of the object are acquired using 
this additional bounding box location information. Then, using the Pythagorean equation, we can 
estimate the distance between a point (𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛,𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛) to the center of the object coordinates (0,0). The 
distance 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 must be determined between the fingertip or finger joint and the object-centered 
coordinate. To get these properties, we then utilize 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛, 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛, and 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 to validate the HOI transformation. 

Validation of HOI recognition is restricted to the reference grasp of the approved hand usage section 

in ICF for hand rehabilitation, notably in the case of the reach-to-grasp cycle [32]. The procedure has 

four distinct tasks, each of which is defined separately. The “wonder” task, which indicates that the user 

moves the hand without reaching for the object, is the first task displayed as the starting status. The 

second task is the “reach” task, which requires the subject to extend his arm and open his hand to the 

object. The third task is the “grasp,” in which the participant holds the object in any position. The task 

switches to a new state called transport when the user moves the holding object. The fourth task is the 

“released” task, which occurs when the individual pulls their open palm away from the item. Fig. 5 

compares the traditional method to object-centered coordinates with visual attention in HOI 

recognition. 

  

(a) conventional interaction point 

(b) object-centered coordinate with visual attention 

and fingertips distance 

 

(c) phases of the task-specific reach-to-grasp cycle 

Fig. 5. The comparison method 

In our initial stage, we utilize a single object as a reference. We picked a medium-sized cup with 

various hand postures. We use ten features: five elements of each fingertip’s distance to the center of the 

object (𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝,𝑑𝑑1,𝑑𝑑2,𝑑𝑑3,𝑑𝑑4), four elements of each fingertip’s distance to the thumb fingertip 

(𝑒𝑒1, 𝑒𝑒2, 𝑒𝑒3, 𝑒𝑒4), and one visual attention (𝑓𝑓0). We obtain 50 frames per sample using our computer specs, 

which becomes our benchmark for estimating the length of a data stream. We analyze 10 data points in 

each picture capture series to obtain a real-time result. In our neural networks, we use this data as input 

for the learning system.  

We use an RNN architecture to classify multivariate time series using an MGRU [32]. The total 

number of layers, input size, hidden size, and the number of recurrent layers are some variables that can 
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be changed in this design. To compute each element in every layer of an MGRU, we calculate as the 

following functions: 

𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝐴𝐴 + 𝑊𝑊ℎ,𝐴𝐴ℎ(𝐴𝐴−1) + 𝑏𝑏ℎ,𝐴𝐴),   (12) 

𝑧𝑧𝐴𝐴 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑧𝑧𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑧𝑧 + 𝑊𝑊ℎ,𝑧𝑧ℎ(𝐴𝐴−1) + 𝑏𝑏ℎ,𝑧𝑧),   (13) 

𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴 = 𝜎𝜎ℎ(𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑛𝑛 + 𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴 ∗ (𝑊𝑊ℎ,𝑛𝑛ℎ𝐴𝐴−1 + 𝑏𝑏ℎ,𝑛𝑛)),  (14) 

ℎ𝐴𝐴 = (1 − 𝑧𝑧𝐴𝐴) ∗  𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴 + 𝑧𝑧𝐴𝐴 ∗ ℎ𝐴𝐴−1.  (15) 

The time is symbolized by 𝑡𝑡. The hidden states are represented by ℎ𝐴𝐴; the inputs are characterized by 

𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴, the hidden states of the layers at 𝑡𝑡 − 1 is expressed by ℎ𝐴𝐴−1 or the early hidden states at the initial 

time 𝑎𝑎, and 𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴, 𝑧𝑧𝐴𝐴, 𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴 are the resets, updates, and new gates. The sigmoid function is represented by and 

∗ symbolized by the product. In the MGRU, the input 𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴
(𝑙𝑙)

 of the 𝑙𝑙-th layer (𝑙𝑙 >= 2) is the hidden 

states ℎ𝐴𝐴
(𝑙𝑙−1)

 of the previous layers multiplied by dropout, 𝛿𝛿𝐴𝐴
(𝑙𝑙−1)

 where each 𝛿𝛿𝐴𝐴
(𝑙𝑙−1)

 is a Bernoulli random 

variable 0 with a probability of dropout. Fig. 6 illustrates the mesoscopic level design for multivariate 

time-series classification using MGRU-RNN. 

 

Fig. 6. The mesoscopic level design for multivariate time-series classification using MGRU-RNN 

After building the MGRU-based RNN architecture, the next step is to generate a dataset to evaluate 

each action on HOI recognition. For each sequence, we collect 1–2 seconds of video with a minimum 

of 50 frames per sample. We compiled a collection of 100 videos of hands interacting with various objects. 

We shot the video using the following division: 25 data for the wonder, 25 data for the reach, 25 data 

for the grabbing job involving transportation, and 25 data for the release. We randomly divided the 

training and validation data into an 80:20 ratio. We decided this distinction was appropriate because the 

data we obtained was subjective. This experiment includes a responder. The system utilizes 80 movies 

and 20 videos for instruction. The training and testing outcomes are then discussed in the results and 

discussion section. 

2.4. Macroscopic Level: Cognitive Ability 
This subsection investigates the active perception ability development at the mesoscopic level. Using 

vision-based data collection, we create datasets for an object detection algorithm. The goal is to compile 

a list of captured objects at a given time. The Tobii Pro eyewear eye tracker sensor analyzes how the 

human eye responds to different environmental stimuli. Two scenarios are used to demonstrate human 

interaction with items found in everyday life. The scenario includes table activities, such as eating and 
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working. This experiment utilizes eleven different objects. In each scenario, we choose a participant to 

perform these exercises in sequence for approximately 5 minutes. Every time, the camera records these 

interactions and stores them in the Neo4j graph database. We create a system that generates a network 

of nodes and their interactions. The system computes each item’s frequency of occurrence and 

relationships with others. The system then deduces the relationship between the objects and adds them 

to the graph's edge components. Fig. 7 depicts the lifelog graph dataset generation as the input of the 

macroscopic level. 

  

(a) attention to a laptop (b) attention to a cup and spoon 

  

(c) interaction with a spoon (d) interaction with a cup 

Fig. 7. Lifelog graph dataset generation at macroscopic level 

The collected data will be converted into graph data structures. This data representation is 

increasingly being used to detect connections between nodes. When two objects are connected, the edges 

show how they relate. Symbolic logic is used to develop a graph. This paradigm’s information can be 

processed by computer programs and stored in graph database structures. As in previous works, we create 

a graph structure from the collected data to demonstrate the relationship [32]. The spring model is used 

to create a graph structure from this data. The features can then be assigned to network nodes and edges. 

GNN recently broadened the scope of datasets using graph-based topologies. We use Kipf and Welling’s 

approach to the GNN convolutional framework to perform node classification [33]. The convolution 

layer is implemented by passing in the node feature representation and the graph connectivity 

representation. The macroscopic level design for object classification using the GNN node classifier with 

three convolutional layers is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. The macroscopic level design for object classification using the GNN node classifier with three 

convolutional layers 
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We initialize the building blocks and define the flow of our network as a forward function. We 
present three convolution layers that aggregate 3-hop neighborhood information around each node. 
This layer reduces the node feature dimensionality from the number of the node to the number of the 
class (i. e. ,11 → 4 → 4 → 2). Tanh nonlinearity is used to improve each convolutional layer. After 
that, we apply a single linear transformation as a classifier to map our nodes to the classes. We return 
both the final classifier output and the final node embeddings produced by the GNN convolution 
layer. The node embeddings are then processed by passing the initial node feature 𝑋𝑋 and graph 
connectivity information 𝑉𝑉 to the model and visualizing with two-dimensional embeddings. It 
generates an embedding of nodes that closely resembles the structure of the graph before training our 
model weights. Nodes of the same color are already closely clustered in the embedding space. Before 
training, the weights of our model are completely randomized. This indicates the conclusion that 
GNNs introduce a solid inductive bias, leading to similar embeddings for nodes close to each other 
in the input graph.   

We train our network parameters using information about the activities of each node in the graph. 

We train the model by adding some objects with labels. Because our model is differentiable and 

parameterized, we observe how the embeddings react. We define a semi-supervised or transductive 

learning procedure by training against one node per class but are allowed to use the complete input graph 

data. We use a loss criterion to define our network architecture and start a gradient optimizer. Each 

round consists of a forward and backward pass to compute the gradient parameters of the loss derived 

from the forward pass. We compute node embeddings for all of our nodes, but only the training nodes 

are used to calculate the loss. This is implemented by filtering the output of the classifier out and ground-

truth labels data to only contain the nodes in the training mask. The GNN model’s three convolutional 

layers successfully separate the objects and classify the majority of the nodes.  

This experiment focused on object classification in our everyday lives. The scenario creates a graph 

of ten daily items and their relationships in two scenarios of four activities. Next, the object is divided 

into two groups. In this semi-supervised learning scenario, only a person and single objects are labeled. 

Next, we discuss the training and testing outcomes in the results and discussion section. 

3. Results and Discussion 
This part describes the results obtained at the microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic levels. Then, 

we discuss the key points that must be emphasized in the current multiscopic system development for 

future improvement. 

3.1. Discussion on Microscopic Level 
We have developed a microscopic level by designing feature extraction ability using an egocentric 

vision to observe hand and finger posture. The GNN learning results for classifying 16 grasp poses in a 

directed graph structure were reported. During training, the grasp acquisition collects input from the 

system. The loss was less than 0.1 after 1000 epochs. The experiment result demonstrated that the GNN 

for supervised classification is considered enough to be discussed. The performance of the classification 

is then validated during testing. The approach integrates the testing dataset into the model. GNN graph 

classifiers are evaluated by comparing the accuracy of our model’s predictions to traditional models such 

as multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The confusion matrix of grasp poses classification at the 1000

th

 epoch 

of GNN compared to MLP is shown in Fig. 9. 

All training for the GNN and MLP architectures has been completed for categorization. We used 

the learning outcomes model in the testing dataset to detect grasp posture. The testing accuracy for the 

16 grasps pose using the GNN model is 94.87%. This result outperformed the accuracy of the MLP 

network, which scored 78.75% in our previous work [34]. This discovery demonstrates that the gathered 

dataset of grasp postures contains essential characteristics. We could see that MLP is considered to fail 

to recognize three classes properly, namely, in classes 3, 4, and 5 (adducted thumb, light tool, thumb-4 

finger). The results show that adding a three-layer GNN to the MLP can improve it. This result indicates 

that GNN has a pretty good accuracy value, between 0.8 to 1, to classify 16 grasp poses. However, there 

is no way to know how well the model has trained each hand grasp posture. We must test the model on 
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diverse datasets to estimate its success rate. Hence, we must first decide whether we need power or 

precision to compare each grasp. These assignments have a variety of similar grab poses. For future 

developments, the deep learning application in grasp analysis requires hyperparameter optimization. 

Detailing specific grab postures might boost their accuracy. 

 
(a) MLP testing accuracy (77.75%) 

 
(b) GNN testing accuracy (94.87%) 

Fig. 9. The confusion matrix of grasp poses classification at the 1000

th

 epoch 

We summarize the basics microscopic level. It is reported in this section that the grasp pose 

categorization uses angle features. The egocentric vision with a single camera and eye tracker sensor 

module produced a homogeneous hand skeleton model in the form of a directed graph structure. The 

grasping posture was observed while the hand interacted with the item that generated the data. The data 

was collected and covered into angular attributes. The suggested approach was then tested using real-

world grab position datasets. The categorization of grasp poses has been tested in a real-time application. 

Personal datasets, particularly from rehabilitation patients, are required to recognize grasp posture with 

multiple options for practical applications. In the future, we will employ the suggested technology to 

acknowledge a person’s behavior when grasping the object in rehabilitation. 
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3.2. Discussion on Mesoscopic Level 
Several experiments were carried out to test the proposed frameworks at the mesoscopic level. First, 

we conducted a single-participant task-specific reach-to-grasp cycle experiment. We extended the 

egocentric vision feature extraction capabilities discovered in our earlier research [34]. To make it easier 

to extract these characteristics, we used object-centered coordinate transformation to make it simple to 

extract these characteristics. Nonetheless, significant technical issues with the extraction occurred 

throughout the system’s deployment. The first issue we discovered was that MediaPipe’s hand position 

evaluation predicted only one frame. Object identification using YOLOv5 in conjunction with object 

tracking produces less accuracy in certain gripping poses because it does not use previous data. Hand and 

finger tracking with estimation filters, such as those found in the Leap Motion Controller [35], could 

be used to address this issue. Another issue is that the collected data is in 2D pixel units, whereas the 

egocentric approach is in three dimensions. Despite its limitations, the RGB camera may provide 

consistent results if the captured range is as far as the hand can reach, eliminating the need for precise 

data, such as millimeters. As a result, additional research may be conducted to improve the spread of 

this low-cost application. 

Second, we evaluate the testing results regarding active perception ability in the task-specific reach-

to-grasp action. We trained three RNN models five times: vanilla-RNN, MGRU, and long short-term 

memory (LSTM). With an average training time of 13.03 seconds (20.48 seconds), the MGRU is 

expected to outperform the RNN and LSTM in the 50th epoch. All RNN-based learning systems are 

well classified. The system’s accuracy yields the best recognition results, with MGRU averaging 97.0% 

and 94.0% for LSTM. In this experiment, the MGRU outperformed the standard RNN. MGRU uses 

fewer tensor operations and takes less training time than LSTM. The results of the three RNN-based 

models, however, are nearly identical. In real-time testing, the average accuracy of MGRU is 90.75% 

and LSTM is 77.75%. The confusion matrix of HOI recognition at the 50

th

 epoch of MGRU compared 

to LSTM is shown in Fig. 10. 

  

(a) LSTM (b) MGRU 

Fig. 10. The confusion matrix of HOI recognition at the 50

th

 epoch 

We investigate active perception capability by using an MGRU-based RNN to solve a multivariate 

time-series classification problem. By benchmarking multivariate time-series classification studies, this 

MGRU solves the vanishing and rising gradient problem of traditional RNNs [36]. MGRU is rated 

higher than vanilla-RNN and LSTM. Several studies show that for a simple model, the MGRU model 

integrates quickly and improves time-series identification performance. Compared with traditional 

algorithms, like the RNN and the LSTM, this learning technique improves accuracy. Even though we 

only use a few features for training, we achieve adequate accuracy. 

The overall mesoscopic level is summarized. For the task-specific reach-to-grasp cycle, we 

investigated visual attention to obtain information about hand action from objects. In this study, a new 

concept for independent rehabilitation in a patient with grasping and vision problems was developed. To 
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investigate HOI in real-world activities, we developed an egocentric viewpoint. Using active perception 

and hand skeleton model estimation, we successfully created object grasp detection. Then, we used RNN 

in conjunction with an MGRU-based architecture to classify essential hand activities. We analyzed our 

approach using a new dataset for object-grasping behavior. Our research has shown that our proposed 

method accurately verifies HOI recognition. In the future, we will work with the recommendation 

system [37] to solve nonstandard grasp pose and object affordance problems. We hope that this study 

will be used as the foundation of the macroscopic level for diverse and multi-object hand rehabilitation. 

3.3. Discussion on Macroscopic Level 
We present the macroscopic level learning stage findings in this subsection. We discovered that a 

GNN algorithm is intended to learn the graph data. Because the network has a small number of nodes 

and edges, we perform graph learning on each object in several daily activities and compare it with other 

objects [38]. Table 2 depicts data collection in four activities: (a) working using a laptop, (b) playing 

with a phone, (c) pouring water from a bottle into a cup, and (d) eating from a bowl. After a few epochs, 

the GNN learning system could perform semi-supervised classification in four cases. The graphic 

representation is used to calculate the distance between objects.  

Table 2.  Data collection in two scenarios with four different activities 

Scenario A Scenario B 
Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4 

    

Working with a laptop Playing with a phone Pouring water into a cup Taking food from a bowl 

 

These findings imply that the relationship between objects in each scenario influences their class 

position. The experimental result for classifying some objects using the GNN node classifier is shown in 

Fig. 11. This diagram shows how the initial epoch can generate node embeddings similar to the graph 

structure. In the embedding space, nodes of the same color are close together, though some objects still 

overlap with other classes. The red line represents the laptop’s relationship to the closest related object. 

The three-layer GNN model separated the communities linearly and correctly classified the nodes. 

Objects from Activities 1 and 2 appear close together as objects in Activities 3 and 4. As a result, after 

the 100th epoch, it is clear that GNN can separate two clusters that are far apart. This occurs because 

working on laptops and playing with phones occur in the same work environment as eating and drinking 

at the dining table. 

The entire macroscopic level is summarized. We addressed graph learning research for object 

classification in the application. Based on the accumulated graph, we can observe how the system evolves. 

All interactions can be described as knowledge domains at the macroscopic level. A GNN application 

with weights on each attribute is required for input graphs with various contexts [39]. This method’s 

goals are for semi-supervised categorization in daily activities related to objects. This system requires 

more dispersed personal datasets for real-world applications. This object classification method should be 

tested in several daily activities in real time. These technologies will be developed as a result of this work 

for future cognitive rehabilitation. Environmental constraints must be considered to tailor the 

rehabilitation system to specific issues. We hope that this study will help therapists and researchers by 

providing information unavailable in the clinic. We hope to collect patient samples for further validation 

and use this technology for rehabilitation in the future. 
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(a) epoch 1 (b) epoch 15 (c) epoch 45 

   

(d) epoch 75 (e) epoch 100 (f) epoch 135 

Fig. 11. The experimental result for classifying some objects using the GNN node classifier 

4. Conclusion 
This paper proposed HOI recognition based on visual attention using multiscopic CPSS. Feature 

extraction capacity utilizing an egocentric vision has been designed to observe hand and finger posture 

at the microscopic level. The GNN successfully enhanced the MLP in classifying hand grasp pose with 

94.87% average accuracy. At the mesoscopic level, an active perception ability has been proposed to 

validate HOI recognition with eye tracking in the task-specific reach-to-grasp cycle. Objects with hand 

skeletal tracking were combined as inputs to MGRU, which is based on RNN architecture and has 

90.75% average accuracy in categorizing hand interactions with objects. At the macroscopic level, 

cognitive ability has been implemented by adding visual attention to describe human behavior when 

interacting with multiple objects. GNN node classifiers can differentiate between two scenarios with four 

main activities. The outcome demonstrates that the system can successfully separate some objects based 

on related activities. Further research is expected to benefit independent rehabilitation support and boost 

community self-efficacy. 
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Data and Software Availability Statements  
We develop applications using Python 3.8, Windows 11 operating system, and open-source 

frameworks, including OpenCV 4.6.0 for standard computer vision applications, YOLOv5 and SORT 

for tracking objects, and Mediapipe 0.8.10.1 for tracking hands. For the learning environment, we use 

Pytorch 1.8.2 with several additional graph learning features utilizing Pytorch Geometric 2.0.4. We 

employ the Tobii Glasses 1.12.11 software for the eye tracker sensor reader and the RTSP protocol. We 

use PostgreSQL as the time-series database and Neo4j as the graph database. The code and data set can 

be accessed at https://github.com/anom-tmu/hoi-attention. 

Appendix 
 
Appendix 1 shows the commonly used notations in this paper. 

Appendix 1. Commonly used notations. 

Notations Descriptions 

𝐺𝐺 A graph 𝐺𝐺 ∈ 𝒢𝒢. 
𝒢𝒢 The set of graphs. 

𝑉𝑉 The set of nodes in a graph. 
𝑣𝑣,𝑢𝑢 A node 𝑣𝑣,𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 
𝑋𝑋 The set of node features in a graph 
𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣 A feature vector in a node 𝑣𝑣 
𝐸𝐸 The set of edges in a graph 
𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 An edge 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐸𝐸 

𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) The neighbors of a node 𝑣𝑣 
ℎ𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣 The embedding vector of a node 𝑣𝑣 in a graph 𝐺𝐺 
𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺,𝑣𝑣 The embedding vector of aggregation result 
𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺  The embedding vector of a graph 𝐺𝐺 
𝑊𝑊 The set of weight / learnable model parameter 
𝑓𝑓 A function 

𝑘𝑘,𝐾𝐾 The layer index 
𝑡𝑡,𝑇𝑇 The time step/interation index 

𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 The dimension of weight matrix 
𝜎𝜎 (·) The activation function 
| · | The length of a set 
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1. Introduction 
Deep learning networks have made extraordinary progress in artificial intelligence [1]–[4]. Multi-

granularity structure is an important feature of deep networks, whether it is image, text, or speech data, 

where feature representations can be extracted at different granularities [5], [6]. Deep networks extract 

finer-grained features by processing data from low to high and building multi-level, multi-granular 

semantics [7]–[9]. Deep networks consist of multiple layers of small groups of neurons (e.g. 

convolutional kernels, etc.), each of which processes only a portion of the input image. In general, the 

lower the underlying layer, the smaller the receptive field and the finer the granularity of the features. 

The features of each layer are combined into a new receptive field, usually more significant than the 

receptive field of the previous layer, and this is the granularity of the features.  

As in Fig. 1, the VGGNet16 [10] network goes through multiple layers of feature extraction to obtain 

a high-level representation of an image. Res2Net [11] is an improved multi-level, multi-granularity 

residual network. Fig. 2 shows the structure of each residual unit to obtain different features fi (i=1,2... 

. s) by fusion to increase the multi-granularity feature representation capability of the network. The 

hierarchical pyramid structure of the FPN network [12] mines multi-grained features of images and 

fuses the information of multi-grained features to obtain rich and powerful high-level features (Fig. 3). 

Training deep learning networks requires a lot of data and tag costs [13]. Active learning can reduce 

labeling costs by selecting the most informative samples of the dataset [14], [15]. 
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 The reliance on data and the high cost of data labeling are the main 

problems facing deep learning today. Active learning aims to make the best 

model with as few training samples as possible. Previous query strategies 

for active learning have mainly used the uncertainty and diversity criteria, 

and have not considered the data distribution's multi-granularity. To 

extract more valid information from the samples, we use three-way 

decisions to select uncertain samples and propose a multi-granularity active 

learning method (MGAL). The model divides the unlabeled samples into 

three parts: positive, negative, and boundary region.  Through active 

iterative training samples, the decision delay of the boundary domain can 

reduce the decision cost. We validated the model on five UCI datasets and 

the CIFAR10 dataset. The experimental results show that the cost of 

three-way decisions is lower than that of two-way decisions. The multi-

granularity active learning achieves good classification results, which 

validates the model. In this case study, the reader can learn about the ideas 

and methods of the three-way decision theory applied to deep learning.  
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Fig. 1. Multi-grain convolutional features of VGG networks 

Unlike traditional passive supervised learning, active learning methods train on labeled samples to 

obtain a priori knowledge, which is then used to evaluate the value of unlabeled samples. Therefore, how 

to efficiently select unclassified labeled samples with high classification contributions for annotation and 

add them to the existing training set is a key issue in active learning. 

  

Fig. 2. Multi-granularity feature extraction with residual module 

However, in active learning, the arbitrary uncertainty of the recognition samples may also lead to 

higher computational costs in iterative retraining [16]. To speed up training and extract features more 

efficiently, we introduce a three-way decision approach [17] in active learning networks, where each 

batch of new labels is trained incrementally and multi-granularity feature extraction of uncertain samples 

is performed using three-way decisions, which greatly reduces the computational demand of active 

learning methods. 

 

Fig. 3. Pyramidal multi-grain feature extraction for FPN networks 
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Three-way decision theory [18] is a multi-granularity approach to solving complex problems. It 

complements and extends classical two-way decision-making; It simulates solving problems for human 

minds by determining the acceptance and rejection domains and taking delayed confirmation decisions 

for inaccurate or uncertain information. By gathering more granular data, the uncertainty part is 

transformed into the realm of certainty (the domain and rejection), thereby reducing its inconsistency 

and improving the accuracy of decisions. 

In this paper, our contributions are mainly as follows: 

• A novel model combining deep and active learning is proposed to achieve dynamic incremental image 

recognition and classification of data. 

• The sample selection strategy of active learning is improved to reduce the cost of iterative training. 

• The hierarchical and multi-granularity characteristics of decision queries are achieved. Using three-

way decision-making, representative samples from uncertain samples can be effectively extracted, 

improving the performance of the classifier. 

Following the Introduction section, Section 2 describes the three-way decision and active learning 

algorithms. In Section 3, we discuss the network model parameters and experimental results, and Section 

4 concludes the paper. 

2. Method 

2.1. Three-way decision 
The three-way decision is a way to model a multi-level decision by dividing the whole into three 

distinct and related parts [19]. Humans can immediately judge entirely accepted and rejected; research 

and learning are required to make final judgments for uncertain things. The inaccuracy of an indefinite 

item is due to its different granularity. The solution to this uncertainty can be a granularity 

transformation of its attributes to refine the coarse granularity, thus making the uncertain object a 

definite object. 

To implement the three-way decision, it is first necessary to introduce the decision function f(x) of 

the entity, also called the evaluation function; then, a pair of threshold values α and β is introduced, and 

the event objects in the argument domain U are divided into positive POS(U), boundary BND(U) and 

negative domains NEG(U) according to the decision state value and threshold value, corresponding to 

the acceptance, deferral and rejection rules of the three-way decision. (α,β) denotes the upper and lower 

approximation. The decision rules are defined as follows: 

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥)  ≥  𝛼𝛼, 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑥𝑥 ∈  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑈𝑈)   

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼 <  𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥) <  𝛽𝛽, 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝑈𝑈)   

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥)  ≤  𝛽𝛽, 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑥𝑥 ∈  𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑈𝑈)  (1) 

For a sample set U, C represents the description of the state U. For each sample x ∈ U, f(x) 

represents the evaluation of the current definition of Des(x). The three decision steps are: targets that 

satisfy C are assigned to POS(U), those that do not are assigned to NEG(U) and those that are difficult 

to judge are assigned to BND(U). The cost of classifying a sample into the three domains is different. 

Assuming that SP represents a sample in the positive domain and SN represents a sample in the negative 

field, these two fields are divided into three regions, resulting in six different classification cost functions, 

as in (2). 

λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = λ�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃�𝐿𝐿(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝�, λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = λ{𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃|𝐿𝐿(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃},   

λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = λ{𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁|𝐿𝐿(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝},λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = λ{𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁|𝐿𝐿(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃},   
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λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃 = λ�𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵�𝐿𝐿(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝�,λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃 = λ{𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵|𝐿𝐿(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃}  (2) 

Where L(x) is the conditional probability of classifying sample x into the positive domain, and the 

expected risk of classifying sample x into the three domains can be calculated using (3). 

C(POS|x)=λPPf(x)+λPN�1-f(x)�   

C(NEG|x)=λNPf(x)+λNN�1-f(x)�  

C(BND|x)=λBPf(x)+λBN�1-f(x)�   (3) 

 In general, the cost of correctly classifying a positive domain sample into its region is small or even 

negligible, and the cost of delaying a decision on a sample should be lower than the cost of 

misclassification, i.e. : 

λPP<λBP<λNP,λNN<λBN<λPN   (4) 

Furthermore, the cost of incorrectly accepting a negative domain should be much higher than the 

cost of incorrectly rejecting a positive example, and based on the above equation, the decision threshold 

can be obtained as follows： 

∝= λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃+λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

, β= λBN-λNN
λBN-λBP+λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

   (5) 

The cost of partitioning the sample into boundary regions varies with the number of three-way 

decision steps. The richer the information, the less acceptable the delayed decision and the higher the 

cost of making the delayed decision. As the cost of delayed choices increases, the extent of the boundary 

region gradually shrinks or even disappears, and the three-way decision degenerates into a two-way 

decision. 

2.2. Multi-granularity three-way decision model 
The sequential three-way decision is a multi-granular decision model  (Fig. 4)  dealing with dynamic 

decision problems [20], [21].  

 

Fig. 4. Multi-grained decision model with sequential three-way decision 

Assuming that the n-step decisions constitute n levels of granularity, 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥), 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥)  represent the 

state description of sample x at step i and the evaluation of the decision maker, respectively, and the 

increasing accuracy of these evaluations as in (6). 

(𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷1(𝑥𝑥), 𝑖𝑖1(𝑥𝑥)) ≼ (𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷2(𝑥𝑥), 𝑖𝑖2(𝑥𝑥)) ≼∙∙∙ (𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥), 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥))    (6) 

This constitutes a step-by-step cognitive process of moving from coarse to fine granularity of the 

target. 
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For objects divided into boundary regions, only the last layer uses a two-way decision, and the other 

granular layers use a three-way decision. Therefore, a reasonable decision threshold is set on each grain 

layer. It is a multi-granularity decision approach where the cost of each delayed decision step increases 

as i increases. The threshold value for each decision step is given in (7). 

∝𝑖𝑖=
λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃

𝑖𝑖

�λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
𝑖𝑖 �+�λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃

𝑖𝑖 −λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃�
   

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 = λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
𝑖𝑖 −λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

�λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
𝑖𝑖 −λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃�+�λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃

𝑖𝑖 �
     (7) 

The final step of the three-way decision has ∝𝑛𝑛=𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛, and assuming that λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
𝑖𝑖 /λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃

𝑖𝑖 =C, the final 

threshold obtained can be calculated as follows: 

λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
𝑛𝑛 = λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

(λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)+𝐶𝐶(λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)
   

λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
𝑛𝑛 = 𝐶𝐶 λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

(λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)+𝐶𝐶(λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)
  (8) 

Fig. 5 shows the multi-granularity three-way decisions Classification algorithm. The Input was 

imbalanced dataset, attributes of multi-granularity information, decision cost thresholds of different 

granularity (αi, βi). 

1 Initialize U1=U；POS=NEG=BND=∅ 

2 for i=1,2,…,n do 

3    P(X|[xi])=P(X)P([xi]|X)/P([xi]);  

4    if(𝑃𝑃(𝑋𝑋|[𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖] ≥ 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖)  
5       POS=POS∪ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 
6    else if(|𝑃𝑃(𝑋𝑋|[𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖] ≤ 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖)  
7       NEG=NEG∪ 𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 
8    else 

9       𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖+1=𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 
10    i=i+1 

11 end for 

12 if 𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛 ≠ 𝜙𝜙  then 

13    𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = {𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛|𝑃𝑃(𝑋𝑋|[𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖] ≥ 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖； 

14    𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 = {𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛|𝑃𝑃(𝑋𝑋|[𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖] < 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖} 
15    POS=POS∪ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 
16    NEG=NEG∪ 𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 
17 End if 

Fig. 5. Multi-granularity three-way decisions Classification algorithm 

2.3. Active learning 
The active learning method interacts with the classifier and the expert to obtain high-value samples 

to improve the classifier’s performance.  It avoids redundancy and unnecessary additions to data and 

reduces the cost of tagging large amounts of data [22]. Active learning is divided into two steps: 1) 

Sample selection: select the most valuable sample marks and then add them to the training set; 2) Model 

training: supervised learning is carried out to measure the classification performance of the classifier. In 

the active learning process, the two steps are executed alternately in an iterative. The algorithm 

terminates when a preset number of iterations or a preset classification performance is reached, as shown 

in Fig. 6. 

In Fig. 6, an initial classifier must be trained by obtaining a portion of the used samples at the 

beginning. The selected examples will significantly influence the evaluation of the initial classifier. 

javascript:;
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Suppose the initial classifier has a certain level of accuracy. Suppose the initial classifier has a sure 

accuracy. In that case, it can minimize inefficient markers, speed up the active learning process to a 

certain extent, and achieve the same performance with fewer samples. 

 

Fig. 6. Multi-granularity decision model with sequential three-way decision 

The sample selection strategy determines the amount of information in the training set. The most 

straightforward method is random sampling, but more is needed to improve the generalization 

performance of the classifier. In contrast, generating high-entropy samples is a strategy for selecting the 

most valuable samples [23]. Based on the information entropy definition of the probability distribution, 

chosen examples by interval sampling are: 

𝑥𝑥∗ = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥∈𝑈𝑈(−∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 (𝑦𝑦 = ji|𝑥𝑥)𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎(𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦 = ji|𝑥𝑥))),   (9) 

where ji denotes the most likely category i. 

Fig. 7 shows the uncertainty entropy sampling algorithm. The Input was unlabeled samples U, sample 

queries:n, similarity threshold:s, and Output: L(set of samples to be labeled). 

1 Initialization: t=0; L=∅ 

2 While t<n do 

3     Maximum similarity m=0 

4     Select sample: 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖ϵ ∪ 

5  for each  𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∈ L do 

6     Computational similarity: Sim(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗) 

7     m=max(m, Sim(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗) ) 

8   end for 

9  if(𝑎𝑎 < 𝐷𝐷 ) then 

10     L=L∪ 𝑥𝑥i 
11     t=t+1 

12  End if 

13   ∪←∪−𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 
14 End while 

15   Return L 

Fig. 7.  Uncertainty entropy sampling algorithm 

We use the idea of non-maximum suppression in our uncertainty sampling strategy [24], where the 

first step of the algorithm selects the most informative sample of the current model and then determines 

whether the similarity between this sample and any sample in the iso be labeled higher than a set 

threshold. If it is higher than this threshold, piecemeal is suppressed in this. Otherwise, the sample is 

placed in the set to be labeled L.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Multi-granularity active learning model and parameters 
To reduce overfitting and training time, we start training by selecting a portion of the samples from 

the sample. We use a multi-granularity active learning network (MGAL) to extract features for image 
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classification. In Fig. 8, feature extraction of image information is used as image description Des(x), and 

then the probability result f(x) of classification is obtained using the softmax function. After training 

with partially labeled samples, the unlabeled samples are evaluated and decisions are made by Algorithm 

1, and then Algorithm 2 is used to select the most useful samples. 

 

Fig. 8. Multi-granularity active learning model based  on the three-way decision 

The model makes a three-way decision on the classified sample set and calculates the classification 

cost for the three domains. The result with the lowest price is the decision result of the sample. So we 

add labeled samples to the previous step of the model. In each step model, these samples bring more 

information and make the model more accurately describe the sample set. The hyperparameters of the 

cost loss function in three-way decisions are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Three-way decision cost 

Decision L(x)= SP L(x)=SN 

copy 
λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 0 λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 5 

Refuse λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 4 λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 0 

Delay decision λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
𝑖𝑖 = 1 +

𝑖𝑖
𝑒𝑒 λ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃 = 2+ 𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛
 

Confusion Matrix was used to analyse the classification results of model prediction, where TP 

represented the positive samples predicted into positive ones. TN is a positive class expected to be the 

negative class; FP is the negative samples indicated as positive samples; FN is the negative samples shown 

as negative ones and TP+FP+ TN+ FN= Total number. The evaluation metrics are defined as follows. 

Accuracy = TP+ TN 
TP+TN+FP+FN

   (9) 

The following experiments compare the accuracy of the experiments when 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 

60% and 80% of the unlabeled sample set are added. 

The algorithm divides the data set into the training set(10%), the unlabeled sample set(60%) and 

the test set (30%). The threshold value of redundant information reduction was set at 99.9%. The CNN 

network calculated the output value of the posterior probability of the unlabeled sample work—the 

number of expected labels per iteration to 10% of the initial sample set. 

3.2. Experimental result on the UCI dataset 
The five publicly available datasets from the UCI dataset [25], both binary multi-classified fields, 

were selected for part 1 of the experiment, as shown in Table 2. Four other active learning methods were 

selected for comparison experiments to validate the three-way decision-based active learning method 

(MGAL) proposed in this paper. 

• Random selection [26] (Random). 

• Representation Samples [27] (RA). 
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• Group-based approach [28] (GA) 

• Cost-effective Active Learning [29] (CEA) 

Table 2.  Examples of UCI public datasets 

No. Datasets Features  Samples  Categories  
1 Pima 8 768 2 

2 Sonar 59 208 2 

3 CMC 9 1473 3 

4 Vehicle 18 846 4 

5 Yeast 7 1484 10 

As can be seen from Table 3, Our proposed MGAL model performs relatively well on most of the 

sample sets and outperforms other active learning algorithms many times with the same proportion of 

unlabeled samples added. Fig. 9 shows the average results of the performance metrics on different 

datasets, and the MGAL model achieves significant improvement for the same increment. 

Table 3.  Accuracy of active learning models with different increments of unmarked samples 

Datasets 
Algorithm Increment for unmarked samples(%) 

10% 20% 40% 60% 80% 

Pima 

Random 0.7705 0.7769 0.789 0.7965 

RA 0.7774 0.7876 0.7831 0.7903 

GA 0.7745 0.7796 0.7914 0.7943 

CEA 0.7861  0.7913  0.8033  0.8062  

MGAL 0.8078 0.8091 0.8193 0.8357 

Sonar 

Random 0.7415 0.7745 0.8321 0.8512 

RA 0.7771 0.8109 0.828 0.8282 

GA 0.7323 0.7732 0.8207 0.8697 

CEA 0.7892  0.8126  0.8626  0.9141  

MGAL 0.8022 0.8237 0.8716 0.9172 

CMC 

Random 0.6509 0.6737 0.6862 0.6905 

RA 0.6658 0.6795 0.6997 0.6822 

GA 0.6579 0.6567 0.6688 0.671 

CEA 0.6872 0.6867 0.7148 0.7251 

MGAL 0.6956 0.7077 0.7297 0.7334 

Vehicle 

Random 0.7874 0.7947 0.8226 0.8362 

RA 0.7713 0.8001 0.8128 0.8325 

GA 0.7778 0.8093 0.812 0.8343 

CEA 0.7932 0.8193 0.8256 0.8446 

 MGAL 0.8026 0.8231 0.8313 0.8522 

Yeast 

Random 0.7105 0.7251 0.7654 0.7806 

RA 0.7348 0.7577 0.7739 0.7841 

GA 0.7159 0.7255 0.7498 0.7889 

CEA 0.7481  0.7581  0.7835  0.8244  

MGAL 0.8073  0.8259  0.8379  0.8398  

The experimental results show that the evaluation results of the classification algorithm gradually 

become better and close to a fixed value as unlabeled samples are added. The random active learning 

method, which selects unlabeled selections randomly, may cause inconsistent results. The Representative 

active learning method, which can choose the most representative samples, also suffers from the situation 

that the density of samples is high, but the value is not high; the CEA algorithm takes into account the 

cost of different labels and is second only to our algorithm in terms of effectiveness. 
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Fig. 9. Average classification accuracy on different data sets 

3.3. Experiments on the dataset CIFAR10 
Part 2 of the experiments compared the classification accuracy and decision cost of the three-way 

decision and with the classical two-way decision on the CIFAR10 dataset, which consists of 10 classes 

and 60,000 images, of which 80% were used for the training set, and 20% were used as the test set [30]. 

And a small portion of data containing labels was randomly selected as the initial training set. The 

similarity parameter S1 = 0.70 charged location for the data. The decision cost loss function parameters 

are shown in Table 1, and the classification accuracy and decision cost of the two-way and three-way 

decisions under different selection strategies were compared, as shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 12. 

 

Fig. 10. Accuracy of three-way and two-way decisions     

It is clear from the graph that the overall trend of the decision cost is the same for the three-way and 

two-way decisions. As the number of labeled samples increases and more time is spent on training, the 

network extracts more features, resulting in a more accurate description of the decision object and 

improving classification performance. For the same active learning strategy, the classification accuracy of 

the three-way decision is higher than that of the two-branch decision. At the same time, the cost is 

lower, which is the advantage of making delayed decisions with insufficient information. 
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Fig. 11. Loss cost of three-way and two-way decisions 

 

Fig. 12. Training time for three and two-way decisions 

4. Conclusion 
This paper proposes a new multi-granularity active learning classification model based on three-way 

decision theory. It can be used to label unlabeled samples and classify multi-granularity images. The 

three-way decision algorithm is used to divide the uncertain sample space. The suspicious samples are 

decomposed into three subdomains for three-way decision-making to select a representative and low-

cost example and improve the decision efficiency. Compared with the two-way decision, the three-way 

decision can better handle the uncertainty and multi-granularity features in the samples. Experimental 

results on the UCI and CIFAR10 datasets show that the method significantly improves classification 

performance compared to other active learning methods. However, Our active learning algorithms can 

also increase computational complexity when dealing with high feature dimensions or large sample sizes. 

Future work will introduce downscaling and attribute reduction methods for complex datasets to further 

improve the efficiency of this model. 
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1. Introduction 
Stock markets are dynamic and complex environments whose behavior is largely influenced by 

exogenous factors (such as political and geopolitical, economic, and natural). The influence of these 

factors can be so extreme that it can trigger certain crises such as bubbles, panics, booms, meltdowns, 

or crashes [1], [2]. For example, stock markets across the world reacted with extreme variations to the 

spread of the COVID-19 pandemic [3]–[6]. In such contexts, the challenge traders and investors face is 

proactively anticipating and integrating the impacts of such events into their trading strategies Fig. 1 

shows the drop in the S&P 500 and five major emerging stock market indices during the early days of 

the COVID-19 pandemic (1

st

 semester 2020).  
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 Accurately predicting extreme stock market fluctuations at the right 

time will allow traders and investors to make better-informed 

investment decisions and practice more efficient financial risk 

management. However, extreme stock market events are particularly 

hard to model because of their scarce and erratic nature. Moreover, 

strong trading strategies, market stress tests, and portfolio 

optimization largely rely on sound data. While the application of 

generative adversarial networks (GANs) for stock forecasting has 

been an active area of research, there is still a gap in the literature on 

using GANs for extreme market movement prediction and 

simulation. In this study, we proposed a framework based on GANs 

to efficiently model stock prices’ extreme movements. By creating 

synthetic real-looking data, the framework simulated multiple 

possible market-evolution scenarios, which can be used to improve 

the forecasting quality of future market variations. The fidelity and 

predictive power of the generated data were tested by quantitative 

and qualitative metrics. Our experimental results on S&P 500 and 

five emerging market stock data show that the proposed framework 

is capable of producing a realistic time series by recovering important 

properties from real data. The results presented in this work suggest 

that the underlying dynamics of extreme stock market variations can 

be captured efficiently by some state-of-the-art GAN architectures. 

This conclusion has great practical implications for investors, 

traders, and corporations willing to anticipate the future trends of 

their financial assets. The proposed framework can be used as a 

simulation tool to mimic stock market behaviors.  
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Fig. 1.  Crash of S&P 500 and five major emerging stock market indices during the first days of the COVID-19 

pandemic (1

st

 semester 2020) 

Efficiently simulating stock prices’ extreme fluctuations would allow decision-makers and investors 

to make better-informed investment decisions and practice more efficient financial risk management. 

The classical procedure of evaluating trading strategies involves testing them on real, observed market 

data through a process called backtesting [7]. However, a major shortcoming of this procedure is its 

reliance on historical data, which offers only one view of market behavior. Efficient trading strategy 

calibration would require multiple market scenarios and a wide range of realistic price variations. 

In this study, we designed a procedure to simulate stock-market conditions, even the extreme ones, 

by generating realistic synthetic market data and reproducing a wide range of price variations. This 

framework can be used as a practical tool to test and improve forecasting models, trading strategy 

calibration, portfolio management, market manipulation detection, and risk management. 

The difficulties encountered while dealing with stock market data are multiple and varied (such as 

the nature of the factors influencing the variations; the non-linear, non-parametric, nonstationary, and 

arbitrary nature of the data; and extreme movements) [8]. Moreover, access to granular microstructure 

market data is limited and expensive. Access to a richer data set is of great importance for the research 

community. Therefore, the procedure proposed in this study also helps overcome data-access limitations 

for researchers, traders, and investors by creating synthetic datasets with the same statistical properties 

as the original data. 

Understanding and modeling the temporal dynamics of stock markets to simulate their behaviors 

and predict their future movements, especially during periods of crisis and high volatility, is an objective 

that has caught the interest of researchers, traders, and investors for several years [9]–[11]. Deep learning 

[12] is one of the most promising techniques tested for stock-market prediction. This technique is 

inspired by the brain structure consisting of multi-layer neural networks [13] and overcomes the 

limitations of traditional machine-learning methods that cannot efficiently capture the complexity of 

financial data [14]. Motivated by the successes of deep recurrent learning models [12], especially in their 

ability to learn long-term dependency information, several studies have attempted to apply them to 

financial data, particularly to stock markets [15]–[18]. Deploying effective deep-learning models requires 

large and balanced datasets to get convincing results because small and unbalanced training datasets lead 

to overfitting and poor generalization [14]. Extreme variations in the stock market are rare events [15]. 

This is an additional difficulty from the modeling perspective. Furthermore, stock price data with 

extreme variations are unbalanced time-series datasets. To mitigate this challenge, algorithm solutions 

and data-oriented methods are used. The former consists of adapting algorithms to better handle 

minority class errors (extreme instances). The second, a more flexible approach, consists of data 

augmentation and oversampling (undersampling) of the minority (majority) class [19]. Generally, this 

technique is used to fix imbalanced data sets and missing data or create new synthetic data points when 

access to real data is limited [20], [21]. The synthetic data must be as realistic and flexible as the real 

one. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are among the data augmentation techniques tested for 
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stock markets [22]–[25]. However, the majority of the above-mentioned studies assessed the quality of 

their results under normal market conditions. Extreme variations in the stock markets are extraordinary 

and rare circumstances. Generating data similar to extreme market situations requires additional 

conditioning and tuning of the generating process to produce realistic synthetic data.  

Although GAN application for stock-market prediction is an active area of research, to the best of 

our knowledge, there is still a gap in the literature on the use of GANs for market simulation and 

extreme-event prediction. Considering the above observations, we designed a framework based on the 

GAN procedure using three state-of-the-art algorithms, which offer interesting features regarding the 

possibility of conditioning the extremeness of generated data, to simulate market behavior and produce 

new synthetic examples that are used to efficiently predict financial stock prices during extreme 

variations. We tested the framework on stock data from the S&P 500 and five emerging markets. In this 

study, GANs were employed as a data augmentation technique to create new realistic synthetic examples 

to tackle the scarcity of extreme observations in the training dataset and to simulate multiple scenarios 

of market evolution. After enriching the training dataset, a long short-term memory model (LSTM) 

was used for prediction tasks. 

Our study makes the following key contributions: 

• We propose a framework capable of producing synthetic data that simulates market behaviors: this 

work contributes to the new area of research in GAN usage for stock market simulation. This 

application of GANs yields the potential of overcoming issues related to limited data access.  

• We illustrate that synthetic stock market data can be used to enhance training datasets and improve 

the forecasting of extreme events: by proposing a clear methodology to assess the quality of the 

generated data, we show that the synthetic real-looking examples can efficiently be used to perform 

some practical tasks such as the forecasting of stock prices. We trained an LSTM model on both real 

and synthetic data to forecast stock price variations and evaluated the improvement in the forecasting 

error metrics after using the new synthetic examples. 

• We present a comparison between three different GAN architectures to perform extreme events 

prediction—which, according to our knowledge, is still an understudied application of GANs: the 

usage of GANs for extreme event modeling is a promising area of research, and this work illustrates 

the practical steps to undertake to get robust results.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The proposed framework is detailed in section 2. The 

experiment results are discussed in section 3. Finally, conclusions and possible extensions are discussed 

in the last section. 

2. Method 

2.1. Problem formulation 
The underlying process of stock-price evolution is hard to model. Trying to capture the stock-market 

dynamics by explicitly developing handcrafted assumptions and rules is intractable and inefficient. 

However, the GAN framework offers the possibility of reproducing features of the underlying process of 

the stock market movements with high fidelity. We assumed that the generated data will enrich the 

training examples, particularly more examples from the tail of the underlying distribution, as our focus 

was on the prediction of extreme events.  

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇 = (𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2, . . ,𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇) be a sample of our dataset, where 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 represents the features of the 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ 

time-step of the sample. T represents the time window size. The objective was to allow the generator 

framework to reproduce high-quality data by learning a density 𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇) that approximated the best 

original density 𝑝𝑝 (𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇), where 𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇) is the learned density that minimizes the following distance: 

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀 𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿(𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇)|| 𝑝𝑝 (𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇))   (1) 
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 The metric (Dist) is the Jensen–Shannon Divergence [26]. 

In addition, the generative process described above was needed to efficiently capture the temporal 

transitions. More formally, we needed to accurately capture the conditional distribution 𝑝𝑝(𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇|𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇 −
1) that characterized temporal dependencies. The goal was to accurately predict 𝑋𝑋𝑝𝑇𝑇 + 1,𝑋𝑋𝑝𝑇𝑇 +
2, . . . ,𝑋𝑋𝑝 𝑇𝑇 + 𝑘𝑘 by training a model using real and synthetic data. The synthetic data itself was generated 

using the sample 𝑋𝑋1:𝑇𝑇 =  (𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2, . . . ,𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇 ). 

2.2. The proposed framework 
In this section, we present the proposed framework for extreme events forecasting. As mentioned 

before, synthetic data were used in our study to overcome the rarity of extreme events in the stock 

market. Hence, by generating new synthetic data, we improved the richness of the initial dataset and 

gave the learning model new data to train with. To assess the fidelity and predictive power of the 

generated data, we used it to train a recurrent algorithm—namely, LSTM—and compared the quality 

of the predictions on the synthetic examples against the predictions on the real ones. Furthermore, 

quantitative tests were conducted to evaluate the fidelity of the synthetic data and its predictive power. 

The framework was composed of three modules: (1) the data generation module, (2) the forecasting 

module, and (3) the testing module Fig. 2 provides an overview of the proposed framework.  More details 

about the components of the framework are presented in the following subsections. 

 

Fig. 2.  Proposed framework 

2.2.1 Data generation module 
GANs [26] are a class of unsupervised learning algorithms composed of two deep adversarial systems: 

a generator G that tries to map a random noise z, drawn from a Gaussian, to a sample of real data x and 

a discriminator D that tries to distinguish between the real data and the generated one. The two systems 

are simultaneously trained in a two-player zero-sum game with a value function V (G, D): 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷 𝑉𝑉 (𝐺𝐺,𝐷𝐷)  =  𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 ~ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚(𝑚𝑚) [𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷(𝑚𝑚)]  + 𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧 ~𝑃𝑃𝑧𝑧(𝑧𝑧)[𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(1 –  𝐷𝐷(𝐺𝐺(𝑍𝑍))]  (2) 

Here, D(x) is the probability attributed by the discriminator that the real examples x are real. D(G(Z)) 
is the probability attributed by the discriminator that a fake example is real. E is the expected value. 

It is worth mentioning that training a GAN is a tricky task. A GAN can easily fail to converge because 

of many reasons such as vanishing gradients or mode collapse problems. To overcome GAN training 

issues, recent works have proposed modifications to the objective function to ensure smooth training 

[27]. 
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We used GANs as data generation techniques to create synthetic training instances. We tested and 

compared three state-of-the-art generative algorithms: DoppelGANger (DG) 

https://github.com/fjxmlzn/DoppelGANger, TimeGAN https://github.com/jsyoon0823/TimeGAN, 

and Recurrent conditional GAN (RCGAN) https://github.com/ratschlab/RGAN.  RCGAN [28] is a 

GAN variant that produces time series data. In RCGAN, both the generator (Fig. 3) and the 

discriminator are LSTM conditioned with auxiliary information. 

 

Fig. 3.  Architecture of the RCGAN’s generator  

The conditional vector gave more context to the generator to produce data with properties similar 

to the real ones.   The setting of RCGAN hyperparameters is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Key hyperparameters of the RCGAN model 

Hyperparameters Values 
RNN  LSTM 

The number of layers of the generator/discriminator 3/3 

The number of units in each layer of the generator/discriminator 20/20 

Conditional inputs size/values 3 / Xt,High, Xt,Low, Xt,Open 

TimeGAN [29] is basically made of four functions: recovery function, embedding function, sequence 

discriminator, and sequence generator. The training steps were performed in a way to make TimeGAN 

simultaneously learn the temporal dependencies, encode features, and generate representations Fig. 4 

shows the main components of the TimeGAN architecture. The Key hyperparameters of the TimeGAN 

model could be seen in Table 2. 

 

Fig. 4.  Architecture of TimeGAN  

Table 2.  Key hyperparameters of the TimeGAN model 

Hyperparameters Values 
Embedding network, generator, and discriminator LSTM 

The number of layers of the generator/discriminator/embedding 3/3/4 

The number of units in each layer of the generator/discriminator/embedding 20/20/30 

Latent space dimension 2 
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DG (Fig. 5) used recurrent neural networks (LSTM) as generators to capture long-term dependency 

[30]. It also used some innovative ideas to tackle the above-mentioned shortcoming of classical GAN 

architecture: (1) Bach-generation: To make the LSTM more efficient in generating sequential samples, 

instead of generating one record, DG produced 𝑆𝑆 records at each pass. (2) Auto-normalization: To 

prevent mode collapse, the minimum/maximum of each time series was learned and generated by an 

independent generator and used as conditional input. (3) Attributes generation: Correlations between 

the time series and their attributes were captured by another generator that learned and generated the 

time series attributes used as conditioning inputs. This procedure differed from classical GAN 

approaches, where attributes and features are generated in the same step.  

 

Fig. 5.  Architecture of the  DG’s generator  

To improve the fidelity of the generated distribution, DG also used an auxiliary discriminator that 

discriminated only on metadata. DG model hyperparameters setting are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3.  Key hyperparameters of the DG model 

Hyperparameters Values 
𝑆𝑆 records generated by the bach-generation 4 

Minimum/maximum generator: Multilayer perceptron (MLP) (input units:hidden units:output units) 

input units: minimum/maximum 

2:4:2 

Metadata generator: MLP (input units:hidden units:output units) 

input units: Xt,High, Xt,Low, Xt,Open,  
3:6:4 

Number of layers in the time series generator (LSTM) 3 

Number of units in each layer of the time series generator (LSTM) 20 

The noise feed to the generators was a vector of random values drawn from a Gaussian distribution. 

The dimension of this vector was a hyperparameter set to 10 in our experiments. 

2.2.2 Forecasting module 
For prediction purposes, the forecasting module used an LSTM. The LSTM cell (Fig. 6)  had three 

gates: an input gate, a forget gate, and an output gate to add or remove information.  

 

Fig. 6.  Architecture of the LSTM’s Cell 
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The cell state, indicated by « St », represented the internal final memory that stored short-term and 

long-term dependencies, and �̃�𝑆𝑡𝑡  was the new intermediary state of the memory cell. To minimize the 

prediction error, the weights between the hidden layers were adjusted during the learning step of the 

LSTM.  The outputs ht were new features that captured the essential information from input features. 

Here, it, ot, and ft are the outputs of the cell gates. The LSTM Model hyperparameters are shown in 

Table 4. All the experimental computations were coded using Python within the TensorFlow 

framework. 

Table 4.  Key hyperparameters of the LSTM model 

Hyperparameters Values 
Number of layers 3 

Number of hidden units per layer 50/100/150 

Number of training epochs 300 

Training algorithm Adam optimizer 

Learning rate 0.001 

Dropout layers 2 

Dropout probability 50% 

Mini-batch size 50 

2.2.3 Testing module 
To assess the quality of the generated data and the forecasting results, the testing module used two 

main criteria: (1) distributional diversity generated samples should be distributed like the real data (even 

the extreme events) and (2) predictive power generated data should be as informative as the real one and 

useful in training models for predictive tasks. To assess these criteria, we considered the following 

metrics:  

• Distributional metric [31] 

To assess criteria (1), we compared the distributions of synthetic and real data. The two distributions 

had to be as close as possible. We assumed a binning Sh = (S1, ..., SK) such that about n records of the 

observed data X1:T  were in each bin. The empirical probability density function of the observed series f

̂

h 

: Sh → R ≥ 0 and the synthetic f

̂

g : Sh → R ≥ 0 could then be defined. The absolute difference between 

these functions was 

  𝛴𝛴𝐵𝐵 ∈  𝐵𝐵ℎ| 𝑓𝑓𝑝ℎ(𝑆𝑆) −  𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑙𝑙(𝑆𝑆)|   (3) 

This quantity measured how the two distributions were close to each other. The smaller this quantity, 

the closer the distributions were. 

• Predictive Score [29] 

By using additional synthetic samples, we enhanced the predictive power of the real data. So, we first 

compared the accuracy of the prediction of the same model (LSTM used in the forecasting module) on 

the real data, then on the synthetic data. To do so, two settings were tested: train on real and test on 

real (TRTR) and train on synthetic and test on real (TSTR). The TSTR procedure consisted of the 

addition of the generated synthetic examples to the training dataset already containing real examples.  

This procedure enriched the training datasets with more examples. The tests were always performed 

on real data [28]. Since we were comparing continuous real-valued times series, we needed to use metrics 

that captured the values of differences between real (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖) and generated data (𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖 ). Hence, errors were 

measured by using mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and mean 

squared error (MSE). MAE was used to measure, on average, how close the predictions were to the 

outcomes.  MAPE was the average percentage of errors. Finally, MSE measured the average squares of 

the error. It gave more importance to the big errors.  

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸 =  1
𝑛𝑛
∑ | 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖  |𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=0   (4) 
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𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 =  100
𝑛𝑛
∑ |  𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖−𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖
 |𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0   (5) 

𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 =  1
𝑛𝑛

 ∑ (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 −  𝑦𝑦�)2𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖   (6) 

2.3. Experimental Data 
Generally, stock market analysts use a wide range of technical indicators as handcrafted features to 

predict future evolutions of the stock price. For this framework, we chose the following attributes as 

input features for the data generation and forecasting modules: Xt = (Xt,High, Xt,Low, Xt,Open, Yt,Close), 

referring to the highest, lowest, opening, and closing prices, respectively, recorded on trading day t. 
Table 5 shows examples of these data. The forecasting module aimed to accurately predict ŶT+1, ŶT+2, 
..., ŶT+k, by training an LSTM using real and generated (synthetic) data, where k is the forecasting 

horizon. In our study, for the sake of simplification, this parameter was set to 1. 

Table 5.  Examples of the studied data (Brazil stock index) 

Date Open High Low Close 
02-01-2018 76403 77909 76403 77891 

03-01-2018 77889 78414 77602 77995 

04-01-2018 77998 79135 77998 78647 

05-01-2018 78644 79071 78218 79071 

2.3.1. Data description 
To demonstrate the utility of using synthetic data for stock market forecasting and, more specifically, 

for extreme variations, we applied our framework to real data from the S&P 500 and five emerging 

markets: Brazil, India, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Russia. The choice of these data allowed a 

comparison based on a wide range of market profiles.     

Our dataset covered 4 years from 2018 to 2021, corresponding with more than 730 data points for 

each stock. The historical data were obtained from finance.yahoo.com. 

Table 6 presents a summary of some descriptive statistics related to the studied datasets. The standard 

deviation (SD) measured how the data were spread around the mean Fig. 7 shows examples of the 

extreme behavior of the studied indices during the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. The prices of 

these indices experienced a significant drop during the early days of the pandemic.  

Table 6.  Descriptive statistics of the studied indices (closing prices) 

Statistics Brazil India Malaysia Philippines Russia S&P500 
Count 741 735 732 728 740 755 
Mean 93705 37213 1640 7333 2629 2958 
SD 12397 3302 130 879 287 286 
Min 63570 25981 1219 4623 2090 2237 
Max 119528 47746 1895 9058 3289 3735 

 

 

                                       (a)_S&P extreme variations                               (b)_Brazil stock index extreme variations 

Fig. 7. Examples of indices with extreme variations 
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Fig. 8 illustrates how the returns are spread around the means, with extreme values being far from 

the center of the distributions. 

 

(a)_S&P returns 

 

(b)_Brazil stock index returns 

 

(c)_Phillippines stock index returns   

Fig. 8. Examples of returns as histogrammes of the studied indices 

2.3.2. Data preparation 
Dataset splitting: The dataset was split into two parts: two-thirds of the records were used for the 

training step and the remaining observations were used for testing (robustness check) and comparing 

the tested models.  

Data standardization: The standardization step was crucial to speed up the learning process. In our 

study, we standardized the data in a way that their distribution would have a mean value of 0 and an SD 

of 1, as illustrated in equation (5): 

𝑚𝑚’ =  𝑚𝑚 −  µ/𝜎𝜎  (5) 

Where µ and σ are the mean value and the SD, respectively, of the training sample prices. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Experimental Results 
The output of the generation step was sets of synthetic data resembling the real ones with the same 

entries (features). The visual investigation of the histograms in Fig. 9 shows the high similarity between 

the distributions of the generated and real data. In addition, the synthetic data show real-looking extreme 

values between the ±5% and ±10% returns. Since there is a lack of space, each index Fig. 9 shows only 

the results for the best generation model from the three models tested.   

The figure also shows that the DG algorithm produced the best real-looking data, followed by 

RCGAN. TimeGAN’s output was similar to the original data in only the bulk of the distributions, but, 

in our dataset, it failed to replicate the characteristics of the tails of distributions.        

 These results can be explained by the conditioning attributes offered by the DG algorithm that 

better captured the underlying dynamics of training data.  
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                                 (a)_S&P samples generated with DG        (b)_Phillippines index samples generated with RCGAN 

 
                             (c)_Russian index samples generated with DG               (d)_Brazilian index samples generated with DG 

 
                             (e)_Malaysian index samples generated with DG         (f)_Indian index samples generated with RCGAN  

Fig. 9. Histograms of the generated samplesUnits 

Quantitatively, the measure of similarity between the distributions, reported in Table 7, shows that 

DG and RCGAN give the best distributional scores. In other words, the data generated by RCGAN and 

DG look more like real data in terms of the shape of their distributions. Unlike DG and RCGAN, 

TimeGAN did not allow any conditioning for the generation step; this can explain the relatively low 

quality of the produced data. 

Table 7.  Distributional scores  

 S&P 500 Brazil 
 

India 
 

Malaysia 
 

Philippines 
 

Russia 
 TimeGAN 0.0472 

±0.0003 

 

 

 

 

0.0642 

±0.0002 

0.0763 

±0.003 

0.0891 

±0.001 

0.0303 

±0.003 

0.0601 

±0.002 

RCGAN 0.0353 

±0.0002 

0.0612 

±0.0003 

0.0388 
±0.001 

0.0799 

±0.002 

0.0478 
±0.002 

0.0588 

±0.001 

DG 0.0287 
±0.0001 

0.0587 
±0.0001 

0.0407 

±0.002 

0.0678 
±0.002 

0.0509 

±0.002 

0.0418 
±0.002 

 

The predictive power of the generated data was assessed through their usefulness for prediction 

purposes. LSTMs with the same architecture (see key hyperparameters in Table 4) were trained and 

tested via the TRTR and TSTR schemes, as described in subsection 2.2.3.  

Table 8 reports how synthetic data improved the performance of the prediction algorithm (LSTM) 

regarding the accuracy of prediction, which was evaluated by MAE, MAPE, and MSE values between 

the TRTR and TSTR settings. This improvement was due to the richness (more diverse examples) and 

fidelity of the synthetic data produced by the framework. The outperformance of the RCGAN and DG 

was confirmed again by all three assessment criteria.  
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Table 8.  Predictive scores 

Index Model MAPE % MAE  MSE 
TSTR TRTR TSTR TRTR TSTR TRTR 

 

S&P 500 

TimeGAN 1.84 2.07 3.05 4.85 0.0036 0.0059 

RCGAN 1.75 2.07 2.60 4.85 0.0029 0.0059 

DG 1.39 2.07 1.31 4.85 0.0017 0.0059 

 

Brazil 

 

TimeGAN 1.89 2.75 3.90 4.50 0.0026 0.0067 

RCGAN 1.74 2.75 2.99   4.50  0.0019 0.0067 

DG 1.60 2.75 2.06 4.50 0.0012 0.0067 

India 

 

TimeGAN 1.67 2.31 3.75 4.64 0.0032 0.0052 

RCGAN 1.35 2.31 2.60 4.64 0.0019 0.0052 

DG 1.59 2.31 1.43 4.64 0.0018 0.0052 

Malaysia 

 

TimeGAN 1.64 2.56 3.45 4.45 0.0025 0.0061 

RCGAN 1.51 2.56 2.47 4. 45 0.0016 0.0061 

DG 1.39 2.56 1.23 4. 45 0.0013 0.0061 

Philippines 

 

TimeGAN 1.86 2.87 4.32 4.66 0.0045 0.0088 

RCGAN 1.32 2.87 3.31 4.66 0.0023 0.0088 

DG 1.41 2.87 3.97 4.66 0.0032 0.0088 

Russia 

 

TimeGAN 1.87 2.21 3.35 4.34 0.0036 0.0064 

RCGAN 1.55 2.21 2.34 4.34 0.0025 0.0064 

DG 1.18 2.21 1.84 4.34 0.0018 0.0064 

3.2. Robustness check 
To check the robustness of our results and the generalization of our framework regarding the extreme 

variations modeling, we performed specific examinations on the independent test dataset (one-third of 

the original dataset). We considered extreme events as the movements of stock prices smaller or greater 

than the following quantity: 

µ ±  2 ∗ 𝜎𝜎  (6) 

where µ and σ are the mean value and the SD, respectively, of the training sample variations. Once 

these data points were identified, we specifically compared the MAE, MAPE, and MSE metrics of the 

predictions of these events in terms of the TSTR and TRTR procedures. Table 8 presents the mean 

values of the three tested algorithms. 

Table 9.  Predictive-score results for extreme events 

Index MAPE % MAE MSE 
TSTR TRTR TSTR TRTR TSTR TRTR 

S&P 500 1.55 2.55 2.45 4.45 0.0026 0.0053 

Brazil 1.17 2.86 2.95 4.67 0.0028 0.0061 

India 1.72 2.16 2.31 5.05 0.0024 0.0057 

Malaysia 1.97 2.37 2.74 5.34 0.0021 0.0067 

Philippines 1.18 2.77 3.33 5.15 0.0025 0.0082 

Russia 1.36 2.48 2.18 4.88 0.0020 0.0073 

The results in Table 8 indicate a clear improvement in the forecasting of extreme events by using 

synthetic data. The quality of extreme event forecasting is almost as good as the prediction of the points 

from the bulk of the distribution (Table 8). 

4. Conclusion 
In this work, we developed a framework based on GAN algorithms to simulate extreme stock-market 

variations by generating synthetic data. This framework can efficiently capture the underlying dynamic 

of stock data and help tackle the problem of extreme event–data scarcity. Experiments performed on the 

data from the S&P 500 and five emerging markets show that adding synthetic data to the training 
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process improves the prediction accuracy of extreme events. The quality of the generated data was 

evaluated by quantitative and qualitative metrics. The results of this study have significant practical 

implications for investors, traders, and corporations willing to anticipate the future trends of their 

financial assets. The proposed framework fills the gap in the usage of GAN for stock market simulation 

and it is a tool to mimic the stock market’s extreme behaviors. For future research, we suggest testing 

more GAN architectures and using advanced techniques for hyperparameter tuning. We also suggest 

diversifying the metrics used to assess the generated data. Trading strategies can also be simulated on 

the generated data to verify to which extent the framework can be profitable. 
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1. Introduction 
Melody and harmony are important concepts in music. Melody refers to the tone and rhythm [1], 

while harmony is the use of chords or tones together [2]. They work together to create a great musical 

composition. Melody is usually noticed first when listening to music, followed by harmony, which 

completes the tune. Harmony music is used in both Western and Eastern music, including Javanese 

gamelan, a traditional music from Indonesia that uses harmony music as its accompaniment. 
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 Javanese gamelan is a traditional form of music from Indonesia with a 

variety of styles and patterns. One of these patterns is the harmony music 

of the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments.  When playing 

gamelan, the resulting patterns can vary based on the music’s rhythm or 

dynamics, which can be challenging for novice players unfamiliar with the 

gamelan rules and notation system, which only provides melodic notes.  

Unlike in modern music, where harmony notes are often the same for all 

instruments, harmony music in Javanese gamelan is vital in establishing the 

character of a song. With technological advancements, musical 

composition can be generated automatically without human participation, 

which has become a trend in music generation research. This study 

proposes a method to generate musical accompaniment notes for harmony 

music using a bidirectional long-term memory (BiLSTM) network and 

compares it with recurrent neural network (RNN) and long-term memory 

(LSTM) models that use numerical notation to represent musical data, 

making it easier to learn the variations of harmony music in Javanese 

gamelan. This method replaces the gamelan composer in completing the 

notation for all the instruments in a song. To evaluate the generated 

harmonic music, note distance, dynamic time warping (DTW), and cross-

correlation techniques were used to measure the distance between the 

system-generated results and the gamelan composer's creations. In 

addition, audio features were extracted and used to visualize the audio. The 

experimental results show that all models produced better accuracy results 

when using all features of the song, reaching a value of around 90%, 

compared to using only 2 features (rhythm and note of melody), which 

reached 65-70%. Furthermore, the BiLSTM model produced musical 

harmonies that were more similar to the original music (+93%) than those 

generated by the LSTM (+92%) and RNN (+90%).   This study can be 

applied to performing Javanese gamelan music. 
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Each musical instrument has a distinct role to perform in the creation of a harmonic song. In Western 

music, for example, the piano, harmonica, saxophone, and violin create the melody, while the guitar, 

keyboard, piano, and harp give harmony, and the tambourines and drums form the rhythm. Every 

instrument is designed to perform a specific function based on the notes, chords, and rhythms contained 

within the piece. Moreover, the chord notation for all instruments is at the same pitch and is not 

influenced by the rhythm. 

However, Javanese gamelan is unique in its harmony music, where the harmonic tones have different 

variations based on the rhythm, structure, and dynamics of the song [3]. Each instrument has different 

tones, with the Bonang instrument (consisting of Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus) playing harmony 

music. In contrast, the Balungan group (Saron, Demung, and Peking) plays the melody, and the Gong 

and Kendhang groups are responsible for organizing the rhythmic patterns. 

Song in Javanese gamelan comprises a variety of elements including rhythm, laya, scale (laras), mode 

(pathet), and dynamics. Rhythm is determined by tempo gradation, while laya pertains to the speed of 

the song. Laras refers to the scales used in the song, and pathet conveys the emotional feeling conveyed 

by the song. Dynamics highlight the variation, proportionality, and dynamic nature of the musical 

elements present in a song [4], [5]. Its purpose is not only to entertain but also to convey social, moral, 

cultural, and spiritual values [6]. The composition is conveyed through a pattern of playing variations, 

and if the resulting pattern is not appropriate, the beauty and character of the composition will be lost. 

In Javanese gamelan music, harmony is achieved through variations of the pattern played, which are 

tailored to the specific characteristics of the song, thereby showcasing the unique character of each piece. 

Harmony in Javanese gamelan music is unique. A single song can have several variations of harmony, all 

based on the specific characteristics of the piece. These variations in musical harmony are usually 

influenced by including rhythm, laya, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and dynamics of song [4], [5]. Fig. 1 

shows an example of a song with the same melody but different harmony notes. 

 

Fig. 1.  Javanese gamelan music with the same melody but different note in harmony using (a) Gembyang pattern 

with Irama Lancar (b) Imbal Sekaran pattern with Irama Lancar (c) Mipil pattern with Irama Tanggung 

A: Balungan note 

B: Bonang Barung note 

C : Bonang Penerus note 
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In Indonesia, modern music uses numeric notation for the melody and letters for chords. This system 

makes it easier to write and read music, and is used in both classical and modern music, including 

Javanese gamelan. In modern music, all instruments typically use the same sheet music. However, in 

traditional Javanese gamelan music, each instrument has its own notation. Fig. 2 illustrates the 

differences in modern and traditional music notation in Indonesia, where in modern music chord 

notation is usually the same for all instruments, whereas in Javanese gamelan, the harmony notation can 

be different for each instrument. 

 

 

 

A: Numeric Note for Melody for Balungan  

B: Note harmony for Bonang Barung  
C: Note harmony for Bonang Penerus  

a. Numeric note        b. Chord for note in harmony 

                                      (a)                                                                     

 

                              (b) 

Fig. 2.  An Indonesian music notation (a) modern music (b) traditional music in Javanese gamelan 

The notation used in Javanese gamelan music is less detailed than shown in Fig. 2b, where only the 

main melody is written. This means that only experienced gamelan musicians can play all the instruments 

by reading the information in the song, such as the song structure, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and 

dynamics of the music, without knowing the detailed notation for all the instruments. The problem is 

that novice musicians need complete notation for all instruments to play gamelan music, because the 

harmony music may have different notation patterns. For example, the song Lancaran Angleng Pelog 

Barang. 

• This song will use Gembyang pattern for harmony music if the dynamic of the song is for music 

only, and this song will use Imbal Sekaran pattern if the dynamic of the song is for singer 

accompaniment. 

• This song will use Gembyang pattern for harmony music if the rhythm of the song uses Irama 
Lancar, and this song will use Mipil pattern if this song uses Irama Tanggung. 

The selection of the musical harmony pattern is based on the characteristics of a song (such as: 

rhythm, laya, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and dynamics and the melodic notation of the Balungan 

instrument). Fig. 3 demonstrates how Javanese gamelan songs are written. Gamelan music uses numeric 

notes, with the main melody represented by Balungan notes. Fig. 3 provides an example of gamelan 

music notation and other information contained in songs [3]–[5], [7]–[10], including: 

• The song Manyar Sewu is an example of Javanese gamelan music. Its structure is Lancaran, its scale 

is Slendro, and its mode is Manyura, all of which are included in the song title. 

• Javanese gamelan music has various song structures, including Sampak, Srepegan, Ayak-Ayakan, 

Lancaran, Bubaran, Ketawang, and Ladrang. Each structure is determined by the position of the 

Kethuk, Kenong, Kempul, Kempyang, and Gong playing, similar to a genre in modern music. 

• There are two musical scales in Javanese gamelan: Slendro, which has five notes (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6), 

and Pelog, which has seven notes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). The musical scale is called laras. 
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• Pathet is a system of musical modes, and the Slendro is composed of Manyura, Nem, and Sanga, 

while the Pelog comprises the notes Barang, Lima, and Nem. The pathet helps create the 

atmosphere of the song. 

• Buka is the opening of the song, which is represented by the Bonang Barung note. 

• Rhythm (irama) is usually found at the start of the section. 

• Ompak is a song section represented by the Balungan note. Each part is usually organized into 

multiple lines called gongan. Depending on the song structure, there may be multiple gatra in a 

single line, and each gatra consists of several notes from the Balungan based on rhythm. 

• In gamelan music, the Balungan notes are represented by symbols, such as a circle for Gong Ageng, 

smiley and frowny faces for Gong Suwuk, a smiley face for Kempul, and a frowny face for Kenong. 

A dot above a number and the lower octave by a dot below a number indicates the upper octave. 

Additionally, a dot in place of a number indicates a break or interruption. 

 

Fig. 3.  A song of Javanese gamelan (a) song structure (b) name (c) scale and mode of the song  

(d) rhythm (e) gatra (f) gongan (g) melody note 

All the characteristics of a Javanese gamelan song have a significant impact on the resulting variations 

of harmony music. Even with the same melody, differences in rhythm can result in different harmony 

music, as demonstrated in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1c. Likewise, variations in song dynamics can lead to different 

harmonies, as shown in Fig. 1b for a singer's accompaniment and Fig. 1a for music alone. Therefore, 

the song's characteristics that heavily influence the harmony of Javanese gamelan music are song 

structures, rhythm, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and song dynamics. 

Based on the previous explanation, the problems discussed in this study are: 

• Javanese gamelan music has various harmony note variations depending on the characteristics of 

the song, such as song structure, rhythm, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and dynamic of the song. 

• Notation for all instruments in a Javanese gamelan song is not fully written, only the melody 

notation, which becomes a difficulty for novice gamelan musicians. 

This study proposes a deep learning model for composing musical accompaniment as note harmony 

in Javanese gamelan using detailed information about a song. This study aims to assist novice gamelan 

musicians in learning the harmony music in Javanese gamelan. The main contributions of this paper are 

presented as follows: 
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• Proposing a simplified method for representing music data as input, utilizing numeric notes. 

• Proposing a deep learning model to generate musical accompaniment as note harmony using 

detailed information about a song. 

• Using song characteristic for features such as song structure, gatra, and rhythm, this study 

successfully generates music accompaniment for music harmony, including Bonang Barung and 

Bonang Penerus. 

The structure of this study is as follows: Section 1 introduces the context and significance of the 

research, and Section 2 discusses earlier studies that have been done on Music Generation, as well as the 

details of BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. Additionally, it includes a discussion of the dataset used for this 

research and methods for creating an accompaniment Javanese gamelan music generator of the Bonang 

Barung and Bonang Penerus. Section 3 presents the outcomes of the experiments conducted and their 

analysis. Finally, Section 4 concludes by summarizing the findings of this study and outlining future 

work. 

2. Method 

2.1. Related Work 
Deep Learning has rapidly expanded in recent years, solving many complex Artificial Intelligence 

issues. Deep Learning models are effective at solving various problems, including recognition [11], 

regression [12], semi-supervised and unsupervised problems [13] for medical diagnosis [14], natural 

language [15] and image processing [16], and prediction system [17]. These models learn hierarchical 

features from different data types, including numerical, image, text, and audio. There are different types 

of Deep Learning neural networks, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN), and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). 

This study suggests using Deep Learning to create music with a type of RNN. Typically, only 

professional composers can create music, but this study aims to help beginners create their own. This is 

called music generation, and it uses AI to create its own music. This is done by combining AI and art, 

producing music without human interference. 

Research on music generation is conducted to generate melodies [18], polyphonic [19], multitrack 

[20], and predict musical accompaniment to a given melody [21]. Most of the generators are polyphonic 

[19]–[23]. Data is typically separated into audio and symbols due to the different forms in which music 

is presented [22]–[24]. Meanwhile, audio data is used more often, and symbols are also important 

because melodies are read through notation [22]. Artificial neural networks (ANNs), such as RNNs and 

their variations, are currently used in music generation [4], [24]–[31]. ANNs can predict musical notes 

based on previously learned musical structures without the help of a human expert to impart musical 

knowledge and analysis. RNNs and their variations are particularly useful in music generation because 

they can remember the musical notes created in the past and use that information to predict future 

notes. 

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are unique in their ability to remember past data and use it to 

predict future data. Therefore, many researchers have used RNNs to create automatic music. For 

instance, RNNs have been used to predict melodic pitch and generate new music in MIDI format [24], 

as well as to generate sheet music with a defined structure and style, without imposing the rules of 

musical composition on the model using ABC Notation [25]. 

LSTM networks are a type of RNN that can solve long-term dependency problems. Unlike 

conventional RNNs, which can struggle to link previous and new information, LSTMs store information 

in memory for an extended period. Although RNNs and LSTMs have similar structures, LSTMs have 

different memory or repeating modules. Researchers have used LSTM networks for music generation, 

including creating melodies and harmonies from a MIDI file using a single-layer LSTM [26]. Multiple-

layer LSTMs have also been used to generate musical notes, preserving a song's characteristics, and 
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resulting in better musical variance [27]. In another study, the dataset was preprocessed before entering 

the LSTM, and the results were reconstructed into sheet music in ABC format, producing pleasant-

sounding music [28]. 

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) is a variant of LSTM which can process 

sequence information in two directions, past to future and future to past. This allows the network to 

preserve both past and future knowledge and generate more relevant output, making it useful in music 

generation tasks as well as NLP tasks. Researchers have studied the use of BiLSTM with Dynamic Time 

Wrapping to identify relative content and measure similarity between two temporal sequences [29], 

generating accurate next music with epoch variations [30], creating note sequences for classical piano 

[31], and generating unique music with attention [4]. 

The BiLSTM is a neural network that is an advanced version of the LSTM architecture and belongs 

to the RNN family [32]. It is capable of better contextual understanding due to its ability to process 

input sequences in both forward and backward directions. This allows the network to take into account 

contextual information from both past and future inputs, leading to more precise predictions. 

Furthermore, the complexity of the BiLSTM architecture makes it less prone to overfitting compared 

to LSTM and RNN. 

This study proposes a BiLSTM model for generating music accompaniment as music harmony from 

numerical notes and song characteristic features, such as rhythm, melody, scale (laras), and mode (pathet) 
in Javanese gamelan. The proposed model aims to overcome the limitations of previous works [4], [29]–

[31], which only focused on predicting the next melody to generate new notes. 

2.2. Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) 
Composers often choose notes based on their context, both before and after, which cannot be easily 

handled by simple RNNs and LSTMs. To overcome this limitation, a Bidirectional LSTM combines 

two independent RNNs and takes data from both ends of the input flow to model sequential 

dependencies in both directions, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In addition, BiLSTM adds another LSTM layer 

that flows the input sequence backward. The outputs from the two LSTM layers can be combined in 

various ways, such as averaging, summing, multiplying, or concatenating. BiLSTM is particularly useful 

in music generation since it can preserve both future and previous knowledge, resulting in more relevant 

output. 

The LSTM network uses activation values other than Candidate values (C). This LSTM network 

has two outputs, namely the current value of the memory cell (𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡>), and the output value or hidden 

state (𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡>), which is defined according to equations (1) and (2). 

𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡> = 𝛤𝛤𝑢𝑢 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁<𝑡𝑡> + 𝛤𝛤𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡−1>   (1) 

𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡> = 𝛤𝛤𝑜𝑜 ∗ 𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡>   (2) 

Thus, the result of calculating the potential value of the memory cell is defined in equation (3). 

𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁<𝑡𝑡> = tanh (𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐)   (3) 

There are separate gate equivalents (3), (4), (5) in the LSTM to control memory cells, i.e.: 

𝛤𝛤𝑢𝑢 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢)   (4) 

𝛤𝛤𝑓𝑓 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓)   (5) 

𝛤𝛤𝑜𝑜 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑜𝑜[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜)   (6) 
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 Where  𝑊𝑊 and  𝑏𝑏 are weight matrices and vectors, t is the current iteration of the recurrent network 

𝛤𝛤𝑢𝑢,   the update gate, 𝛤𝛤𝑓𝑓 the forget gate, 𝛤𝛤𝑜𝑜  the output gate. Therefore, if all of these components are 

combined, the LSTM cell is shown in Fig.7. 

2.3. Dataset 
The data musical notes for this study used only Lancaran song structure, which was collected from 

http://www.gamelanbvg.com/. The Lancaran is a short Javanese gamelan song with a variety of harmonic 

patterns, often used in traditional arts such as shadow puppets and traditional dances. Since the dataset 

used in this study only includes the Lancaran, the song structure is not a considered feature, unless the 

dataset is expanded to include all types of song structures. The dataset includes notes for Balungan, 

rhythm, melodic notes at the end of lines and melodic notes at the end of the song, scale, and mode of 

music were obtained from Javanese gamelan song, and the dynamic of song was determined by gamelan 

expert. The note of Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus were created by gamelan expert as the output.  

 The data used were ten songs as training and validation data, divided between training (80% of data) 

and validation (20% of data) and one song as test data. Each song had three different harmonic music 

notation structures: Gembyang pattern with an Irama Lancar, Imbal Sekaran pattern with an Irama 

Lancar, and Mipil pattern with an Irama Tanggung. Therefore, a total of 33 songs, divided into 

approximately 400 gatra, were used in this study, as illustrated in Fig. 4. While Table 1 lists the songs 

used in this study. 

 

Fig. 4.  Dataset Representation 

 Each song's melody notes, represented by the Balungan, are divided into multiple lines. Each line is 

composed of several gatra, with each gatra containing several notes. The number of bonang notations, 

including Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus, depends on the rhythm used. For each Balungan note 

in each gatra, there is either one Bonang Barung note or 1-2 Bonang Penerus notes (Irama Lancar), two 

Bonang Barung notes or 2-4 Bonang Penerus notes (Irama Tanggung), or four Bonang Barung notes or 

4-8 Bonang Penerus notes (Irama Dadi), as illustrated in Fig. 5. 

http://www.gamelanbvg.com/
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5.  Structure Notation for (a) Irama Lancar (b) Irama Tanggung (c) Irama Dadi 

Table 1.  List of songs for dataset 

No Song Titles * Dataset 
Training Validation Test 

1 Lancaran Kuda Nyongklang Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

2 Lancaran Maesa Kurda Slendro Sanga Yes Yes No 

3 Lancaran Manyar Sewu Slendro Manyura Yes Yes No 

4 Lancaran Rena Rena Slendro Manyura Yes Yes No 

5 Lancaran Sarung Jagung Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

6 Lancaran Angleng Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

7 Lancaran Bendrong Pelog Nem Yes Yes No 

8 Lancaran Kandhang Bubrah Pelog Nem Yes Yes No 

9 Lancaran Kedhu Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

10 Lancaran Lasem Bubrah Pelog Nem Yes Yes No 

11 Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura No No Yes 

* Lancaran is song structure, Pelog/Slendro is scale, Barang/Sanga/Manyura/Nem is mode 

 

Harmony music in Javanese gamelan is produced by the Bonang group, which includes Bonang 

Barung and Bonang Penerus. Both instruments have the same layout and design, differing only in their 

musical scale, Pelog or Slendro, as shown in Fig. 6. The Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus have a 

medium melody in the bottom layout and a high melody in the top layout. They can be played using a 

single or double melody. Writing a note in Bonang Barung can be done with one note if played in a 

single melody or a double note with medium and high notes played simultaneously. For example, 3 

represents playing Bonang 3 in the lower and upper octaves simultaneously. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.  (a) Bonang kettles (b) Layout of Slendro and Pelog Bonang 

2.4. Prediction of Notes Harmony as Accompaniment Music 
The proposed method in this study is the Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) method for generating 

musical accompaniment to traditional Javanese gamelan music, as illustrated in Fig. 7.  The input and 

output of the system are as follows. 

• Input: notes for Balungan, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note at the end of the song, scale, 

mode, dinamic of song. 

• Output: sequence of notes harmony for Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments 
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Fig. 7.  Diagram of proposed method BiLSTM for prediction of notes harmony in Javanese gamelan 

2.4.1. Data Encoding 
Before using the input and output data in the BiLSTM, the input and output data need to be encoded 

into the correct input vector using a one-hot encoding mechanism. Each element of the input/output 

data is assigned a suitable true/false value. For example, if a particular note exists at a specific time step, 

the value of the column corresponding to that number "1" will be true, and all other settings will be 

false. Fig. 8 shows an illustration of a hot coding mechanism, where each column shows the vector code 

for a different note, rhythm, scale, mode and dynamic in the song for each data. The resulting vector is 

used as input to the BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN models. 

 

Fig. 8.  Encoding Technique (a)Note (b)Rhythm (c)Scale (d)Mode (e) Dinamic of song 
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2.5. BiLSTM Model 
This section explains the structure of the BiLSTM model. Fig. 9a shows BiLSTM architecture, 

which includes an input layer of size 66, 256 LSTM cells, and 256 dropout cells to prevent overfitting. 

The output layer has 24 dense layers, with 8 for Bonang Barung and 16 for Bonang Penerus. The input 

includes Balungan note, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note at the end of the song, scale, mode, 

and dynamic of song. The input layer is the first layer of the model, followed by the BiLSTM (LSTM 

128) and Dropout (0.2) layers. This is followed by a dense layer and a sigmoid layer as the activation 

layer for the output of the network. The sigmoid layer can predict accompanying notes in a piece of 

music. By training the model with an original dataset and testing it with new data, the model can 

generate accompanying music.  

For comparison, this BiLSTM model is also compared with LSTM and RNN models. The structure 

of the LSTM and RNN architectures is shown in Fig. 9b and Fig. 9c, which are similar to the BiLSTM 

architecture. The results section discusses the performance of these models. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 9.  Diagram architecture (a) BiLSTM (b) LSTM (c) RNN for prediction of notes harmony Javanese gamelan 

2.6. Generated of sequences of note in harmony 
After the BiLSTM network is trained, it can generate a sequence of musical notes for harmonic 

accompaniment. A dataset with different variations in the composition of musical notes was used to 

improve prediction and generate diverse sequences with three harmonic musical patterns. The model 

automatically predicts Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus notes based on test data containing Balungan 

note, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note at the end of the song, scale, mode, and dynamic of the 

song. 

3. Results and Discussion 
In this study, we compared our proposed BiLSTM model with RNN and LSTM models to predict 

harmonious notes in Javanese gamelan music. To analyze its performance and the resulting harmonic 

notes, we evaluated the model's effectiveness using prediction accuracy and loss values. Then, we selected 

a sample song (Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura, not included in the training data) to compare 

with the generated and then evaluated the similarity using musical analysis. 

This study presents two experiment scenarios to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. In 

the first scenario, all features (including notes for Balungan, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note 

at the end of the song, scale, mode, and dynamic of the song) are used as input for the model. In the 

second scenario, only two features—the note of melody and rhythm—are used. In Javanese gamelan, 

melody and rhythm are typically the most important factors in determining the harmony of a song. 

However, sometimes other factors must be considered because different songs with the same melody 

and rhythm may produce different harmonic notes. This is due to various song characteristics, such as 
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the types of modes and scales, the dynamic of songs (accompaniment of singers or just instruments), 

and the final note of each line and the song. 

3.1. Quantitative Analysis 
This section compares the accuracy and loss values of three models: RNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM in 

two scenarios (with all features and with only two features). Table 2 shows their loss values and prediction 

accuracies during the training phase. The dataset consisted of 400 data points and was trained with all 

three models. From Table 2 we can see that BiLSTM has the highest accuracy values compared to 

LSTM and RNN for all scenarios and all instruments, although the difference is small, around 0.01-

0.05 for accuracy values, and the lowest loss value for all scenarios and all instruments, with a difference 

of around 0.01-0.1. These results were obtained after training the models for 100 epochs with a batch 

size of 4. 

Table 2 also shows that using all song features improved the accuracy of all models. This shows that 

using all the features of a song can improve the success rate in generating musical accompaniment 

compared to using only 2 features (Balungan notes as melody notes and rhythm). 

Fig. 10 shows the training and validation accuracy and loss values of the 400 data points trained using 

BiLSTM, LSTM and RNN. The three graphs show that BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN have similar 

results, reaching stability at around epoch 40 in the training process. 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

  

(c) 

Fig. 10. Graph accuracy and loss value of architecture (a) Bi LSTM (b) LSTM (c) RNN 

3.2. Musical Analysis 
Musical analysis is used in this study, including note distance, spectrogram [33], dynamic time 

warping (DTW) [34] and cross-correlation [35]. The aim is to provide additional insight, analyze the 

effects of musical harmony, and evaluate the similarity between the original music generated by the 

models, BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN respectively. This multi-faceted approach ensures a more 

comprehensive analysis and a more accurate assessment of the similarity of the generated music to the 

original music.  
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Based on Table 2, the accompaniment music generator analyzed using note distance, spectrograms, 

dynamic time warping (DTW), and cross-correlation are scenarios using all features because the accuracy 

results are better when compared to those using 2 features. 

3.2.1. Music Generation Result 

 After training the three BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN models, the system can produce harmonic music 

in numerical notation for both Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus notations, when all features are 

used as input. In this study, the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song was used as test data for 

three different harmonic music models: Gembyang pattern for Irama Lancar, Imbal Sekaran pattern for 

Irama Lancar, and Mipil pattern for Irama Tanggung. Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig.13 show the results of testing 

the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus notes for this song with three patterns. 

• In the Gembyang pattern for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song, the system generated 

identical harmonic music for the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments as created by 

the gamelan composer (Pangrawit), as shown in Fig. 11. 

• The Mipil pattern for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song also produces harmony 

music of the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments that are similar to those created by 

Pangrawit, as shown in Fig. 12. 

• The Imbal Sekaran for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song, the system produced 

harmony music for the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments, shown in Fig. 13. 

The Imbal Sekaran pattern is unique because it produces different notes despite having the same 

Balungan notes and rhythm as the Gembyang pattern. This is because the musical harmony notes are 

influenced by various song features such as the song's use, final note of each line, last note of the song, 

and its scale and mode. It can be seen in Fig. 13a and Fig.13b that there is a slight difference between 

the notation created by the gamelan composer and the result of the music generator produced by 

BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. However, according to the analysis of gamelan experts, this difference does 

not significantly affect the sound of the gamelan produced later, because the notation that is the Dhing 

Dhong gamelan (marked with a red box) is still the same as the gamelan composer's creation. 

To further analyze the results of the system, the harmonic tones generated by the system are 

combined with the melodic tones of the Balungan instrument using the Gamelan Synthesis application. 

This evaluation is done because there is no difference between the instruments used in the Gembyangan 

and Mipil patterns created by the gamelan composer and the results of the generating system. Therefore, 

the Imbal Sekaran pattern for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song is evaluated to assess the 

performance of the system's generator. This study visualizes audio features using Spectrogram and 

Amplitude vs. Frequency and calculates the correlation between two audio files using Note Distance, 

DTW, and Cross Correlation to evaluate similarities between the original music and the resulting results 

from BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. 

Table 2.  Accuracy and lost value of prediction for different models 

Model Loss and 
Accuracy 

Scenario 
All Features 2 Features 

Bonang Barung Bonang Penerus Bonang Barung Bonang Penerus 
BiLSTM Loss 0.042 0.034 0.120 0.110 

 Accuracy 0.912 0.949 0.656 0.727 

LSTM Loss 0.041 0.033 0.112 0.106 

 Accuracy 0.911 0.947 0.663 0.728 

RNN Loss 0.046 0.038 0.110 0.108 

 Accuracy 0.906 0.943 0.665 0.732 
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A. Balungan note 
B. Bonang Barung note 
C. Bonang Penerus 

note 

   
    
    

   
    

    

   
    
    

   
    
    

A. Balungan note 
B. Bonang Barung note 
C. Bonang Penerus note 

3.2.2. Note Distances 

 Note distances are used for calculations to analyze the similarity of musical harmony between the 

original music and the music produced. This distance is called the exact distance, and its value contains 

a binary indicator. 

𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1,𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2) = �0 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2
1 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1 ≠  𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2

   (7) 

As shown in Fig. 13, these values were obtained by calculating the difference between the original 

notation of the gamelan composer and the generator results of the BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN models 

of both instruments, Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus. Based on equation (7), the note distance 

value for the test data of the Gembyang and Mipil patterns is 0, as shown in the generator results in Fig. 

11 and Fig. 12, where for all models BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN are similar to the creations of gamelan 

composers. 

In contrast, for the Imbal Sekaran pattern, the value of the note distance varies depending on the 

generator model. The Bi-LSTM model has a note distance value of 7, the LSTM model has a value of 

9 and the RNN model has a value of 10. This means that the result generated by BiLSTM is closer to 

the original song than LSTM and RNN. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Part of Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song using Irama Lancar and Gembyang pattern 

 

 

Fig. 12. Part of Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song using Irama Tanggung and Mipil pattern 

 

 

A. Balungan note 
B. from Gamelan 

composer 
C. Generated note using 

BiLSTM 
D. Generated note using 

LSTM 
E. Generated note using 

RNN 

 

 

 

A. Balungan note 
B. from Gamelan 

composer 
C. Generated note using 

BiLSTM 
D. Generated note using 

LSTM 
E. Generated note using 

RNN 

 

Fig. 13. Part of Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura using Imbal Sekaran pattern, the yellow sections on parts C, 

D, and E are the note generator system results that differ from the gamelan composer, the red box is the 
dhing dhong gamelan (a) note harmony for Bonang Barung (b) note harmony for Bonang Penerus 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 14. Spectrogram of the audio data test (a) original (b) generated result using (c) BiLSTM (d) LSTM (e) 

RNN 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 15. Visualization of original vs system audio produced by (a) biLSTM (b) LSTM (c) RNN 

3.2.3. Audio Visualization 

3.2.3.1. Spectrogram 

This study uses a spectrogram to extract musical features from audio and measure how similar or 

different two sounds are. The spectrogram shows the frequency of sound over time, using color to 

represent signal intensity. Fig. 14 shows the time of the clip on the horizontal axis and the intensity of 

the original instrument and the generated system on the vertical axis using different colors for the 

original music from the gamelan composer and the results generated by BiLSTM, LSTM and RNN. 

The four images show the similarity between the original music and the generator results. 

3.2.3.2. Amplitude vs Frequency 

The second technique for visualizing audio is to compare the relative amplitudes of the two audios 

(the original instrument and the generated system) at different frequencies. Fig. 15 shows a plot where 

the y-axis ranges from 0 to 1. This makes it possible to compare the amplitudes of the original 

instrument with the generated system, BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN on the same scale. 

From the three plots in Fig. 15, it can be seen that between the original audio (blue) and the 

generator (red), the results of the BiLSTM generator are more similar to the original shown in Fig. 15a, 

where the blue plot is less visible compared to the plots of the LSTM and RNN generator results. 

3.2.4. Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) 

DTW is a method for comparing two time series of audio or signals that may have different lengths 

or distortions [34]. It finds the best alignment or distortion path between the two series, which reduces 

the distance between corresponding points along the path. 

Typically, the DTW is used to calculate the distance between two identical data, with lower values 

indicating more similarity. In this study, the BiLSTM model has the lowest DTW value of 58198, while 
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the LSTM and RNN models have DTW values of 77964 and 117480, respectively. These results indicate 

that the BiLSTM produces music that is closer to the original music than the LSTM and RNN models. 

3.2.5. Cross-Correlation 

Cross-correlation is used to evaluate the similarity between two audio files by comparing their spectra 

in the spatial and frequency domains, where a high similarity value indicates similarity with the 

comparison data [35]. 

In this study, the analysis of the results shows that the biLSTM model produces audio that is 93.00% 

similar to the original. Meanwhile, the LSTM model produces audio that is 92.26% similar, and the 

RNN model produces audio that is 90.09% similar. 

4. Conclusion 
This study aims to generate harmony notes as accompaniment for Javanese gamelan music using 

three different recurrent neural networks—BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. The models were trained using 

numerical notation to represent the melody for Balungan and Bonang notation. The use of numerical 

notation is a simplified way of representing musical data. Because the data used has balanced variations, 

the three different recurrent neural networks—BiLSTM, LSTM and RNN models—can learn the 

patterns of musical notes to generate harmonic music. Since the dataset used is only Lancaran type, the 

song structure is not a feature in this study. Based on the experimental results, it was found that all the 

models performed better in generating harmonies when using all the features of the song (Balungan 

notation, rhythm, end of lines and songs, scale, mode and dynamic of the song) than when using only 

two features (rhythm and Balungan notation). Among the three models, BiLSTM is able to produce 

harmonies that are more similar to the original music, as shown by the results of note distance analysis, 

audio visualization, and similarity measurements using DTW and cross-correlation techniques, 

compared to the LSTM and RNN models. This is because BiLSTM has 2 directions, forward and 

backward, in learning the training data.  However, this study still has limitations in the dataset used, 

namely having unbalanced variations. Thus, it is necessary to add BiLSTM architecture to increase the 

output produced, one of which is to use BiLSTM with attention. 

Future research can use audio data to produce harmonic music and explore more varied song 

structures in gamelan music, such as Ketawang, Ladrang, Bubaran, and Ayak-Ayakan, which also have 

variations in notation for their harmonic patterns. The characteristics of a song greatly affect the success 

of producing musical accompaniment. Therefore, in future research it is still necessary to study the 

characteristics of each song according to its song structure, because the diversity of Javanese gamelan 

styles is not only limited to playing music, but to a more philosophical art. From the results of this 

study, it appears that the results of the generator system can replace gamelan creators in completing song 

notation which usually only consists of melodic notation for several instruments. One of them is the 

harmony notation of the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments. Therefore, this study aims 

to help novice gamelan players learn to play the gamelan, one of which is the harmony music of the 

Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments which have various patterns, without the need to 

understand the rules in Javanese gamelan. 
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1. Introduction 
A large-scale software system development normally involves vast amounts of requirements, which 

contribute significantly to the success of the system. Software projects, on the other hand, do have 

resource constraints that impede them from realizing all the requirements at once. In essence, 

implementing massive requirements with limited resources due to budget, schedule [1], and staff 

constraints is troublesome [2]. One possible management strategy to resolve the issue is through 
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 Requirement prioritization (RP) is a crucial task in managing requirements 

as it determines the order of implementation and, thus, the delivery of a 

software system. Improper RP may cause software project failures due to 

over budget and schedule as well as a low-quality product. Several factors 

influence RP. One of which is requirements dependency.  Handling 

inappropriate handling of requirements dependencies can lead to software 

development failures. If a requirement that serves as a prerequisite for other 

requirements is given low priority, it affects the overall project completion 

time. Despite its importance, little is known about requirements 

dependency in RP, particularly its impacts, types, and techniques.  This 

study, therefore, aims to understand the phenomenon by analyzing the 

existing literature. It addresses three objectives, namely, to investigate the 

impacts of requirements dependency on RP, to identify different types of 

requirements dependency, and to discover the techniques used for 

requirements dependency problems in RP. To fulfill the objectives, this 

study adopts the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) method. Applying 

the SLR protocol, this study selected forty primary articles, which comprise 

58% journal papers, 32% conference proceedings, and 10% book sections. 

The results of data synthesis indicate that requirements dependency has 

significant impacts on RP, and there are a number of requirements 

dependency types as well as techniques for addressing requirements 

dependency problems in RP. This research discovered various techniques 

employed, including the use of Graphs for RD visualization, Machine 

Learning for handling large-scale RP, decision making for multi-criteria 

handling, and optimization techniques utilizing evolutionary algorithms. 

The study also reveals that the existing techniques have encountered 

serious limitations in terms of scalability, time consumption, 

interdependencies of requirements, and limited types of requirement 

dependencies.  
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prioritization. Requirements prioritization (RP) is an essential part of requirements management, aimed 

at selecting the requirements based on certain predetermined criteria so that they could be implemented 

in stages [3]–[5]. Several common criteria that determine RP include stakeholders [6], system 

functionality [7], cost [8], processing time [8], risk considerations [9], [10], and business values [4]. 

RP activities always involve two parties, namely developers and stakeholders. The two parties have 

different focuses and thus, priorities [11]. Stakeholders focus on urgency, needs, and business values 

[12], [13]. Although developers are concerned about project attributes such as effort [12] and cost [14], 

[13], they are also aware of internal constraints such as dependency between functions or requirements 

[12]. This is due to the fact that requirements dependency is commonly found on the project software 

[2], [15]. It is thus risky to conduct RP without considering the dependency between requirements [16], 

[17]. For instance, giving high priority to requirements that depend on other requirements can increase 

the waiting time and delay the project [18]. This is because the dependent requirements have to wait 

for the prerequisite requirements to be completed before they could be implemented. In addition, 

requirements dependency also implies product complexity [2] and project risk [19]. The higher the 

dependency, the higher the complexity of the system and thus the higher its risk of failure is [20]. 

Several studies have investigated RP concerning the criteria and techniques used in the process, such 

as Hujainah et al. [21], Tan and Mohamed [22], Falak Sher et al. [23], Muhammad Sufian et al. [24], 

Pitangueira et al. [25], Achimugu et al. [16], and Al Ta’ani and Razali [26]. However, none of the studies 

examine requirements dependency in depth. In fact, only 4 out of the 65 RP techniques consider 

requirements dependency [2]. Many studies on RP do not include requirements dependencies as one of 

the factors influencing priority sequencing. Little is known about requirements dependency in RP. 

Therefore, this study aims to explore further requirements dependency in RP by conducting a systematic 

literature review (SLR) in order to improve the understanding of the phenomenon. The objectives are: 

• to investigate the impacts of requirements dependency on RP 

• to identify different types of requirements dependency  

• to discover the techniques used for requirements dependency problems in RP 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology used in the review. 

Section 3 discusses the threats to validity. Section 4 presents the results and discussions. Section 5 

concludes the study. 

2. Method 
This study adopts the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) method proposed by Kitchenham et al. 

[27]. Fig. 1 illustrates the review protocol used, which comprises five stages: identification, search 

strategy, study selection strategy, data retrieval, and result. 

 

Fig. 1. Review Protocol 
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In the first stage, the research questions were constructed and aligned with the research motivation 

and research question. The second stage determined the resources and the search strings based on the 

research questions. The third stage outlined the inclusion and exclusion criteria for screening the 

gathered articles together with the Quality Assessment Criteria (QAC) process. The fourth stage 

finalized the selection of the data collection through which data synthesis was made. In the final step, 

the results of the synthesis were obtained, which are presented in this paper. 

2.1. Research Questions 
The study aims to understand the relationships between requirements dependency and RP. 

Therefore, the following research questions (RQ) were constructed: 

• RQ1: Does requirements dependency have impacts on RP?  

• RQ2: What are the different types of requirements dependency? 

• RQ3: What are the existing techniques used for requirements dependency problems in RP? 

 

2.2. Search Strategy 
The search strategy undertaken in this study began with determining the sources of scientific 

literature. Seven sources were used in the literature search, as listed in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Selected Literature Database Resources 

Resource Name Resource Link 
SpringerLink  http://www.springerlink.com 

Google Scholar     https://scholar.google.com 

ISI Web of Knowledge     http://www.isiknowledge.com 

Elsevier    http://www.elsevier.com 

ScienceDirect    http://www.sciencedirect.com/  

IEEE Xplore   http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/xplore/  

ACM Digital Library   http://portal.acm.org 

• Resources: The seven sources were selected because their contents are relevant to the subjects of this 

study, besides being referred by researchers in the field. 

• Search Strings: Specifically, the keywords used for searching research articles in this study were 

'requirement prioritization' or 'dependencies'. The search keywords for review papers were 

'requirement prioritization' (AND/OR) 'literature review'. 

2.3. Study Selection Criteria 
The searches in the seven sources using the predefined keywords found 432  articles. These articles 

were firstly screened in terms of suitability based on  their titles and/or abstracts. As a result, only 133 

articles were selected. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the articles. Most articles are journal and 

conference papers.  

To ensure only the most relevant articles would be selected, the 133 articles were further vetted 

through several subsequent stages, as shown in Fig. 3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: The inclusion 

criteria used to select the articles are as follows: 1) Articles are written in English; 2) Articles focus on 

requirements dependency in RP domain; and 3) Articles are able to answer at least one of the research 

questions. The exclusion criteria include: 1) Articles are not written in English; 2) Duplicate articles - 

excluding multiple copies of the same study; and 3) Articles are not answering any of the research 

questions. Each collected article was briefly read through its title, abstract, and content. Studies that did 

not address the research question were excluded. Similarly, studies that were still in the research process 

or not published by a publisher were not included. This study aims to gather findings that have been 

proven empirically. Therefore, review articles were excluded from the selection. If the same article was 

http://www.springerlink.com/
https://scholar.google.com/
http://www.isiknowledge.com/
http://www.elsevier.com/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/
http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/xplore/
http://portal.acm.org/
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found from different sources, only one would be chosen. The articles were published within the period 

of 2012 to 2022. 

 

Fig. 2. Precentage of collected articels based on titles and/or abstracts 

 

 

Fig. 3. Precentage of collected articels based on titles and/or abstracts 

Quality Assessment Criteria: Quality Assessment Criteria (QAC) was used to measure the quality of 

the gathered articles with respect to the objectives of the study. First, the articles shall cover 

requirements dependency and RP. Second, the articles shall be trustworthy. Eight questions were derived 

to represent the criteria, as listed in Table 2. The possible score for each question was divided into three: 

Yes (1), Partially (0.5) and No (0). The weighted score for each study was the sum of scores for the eight 

questions. The assessments were conducted by the authors, through which the scores were consensually 

determined. 
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Table 2.  Question for Quality Assessment Criteria 

ID Question (Q) Answer Score 
Q1 Is the objective of the research related to requirements prioritization clearly stated? Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

Q2 Does the study focus on the requirement prioritisation? Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

Q3 Does the study focus on the dependencies on RP? Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

Q4 

Does the study illustrate the current various/complexity/types of requirement 

dependencies on RP? 

Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

Q5 

Does the study explain the proposed techniques to handle requirements dependencies in 

RP? 

Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

Q6 

Are the measures used in the study the most relevant ones for answering the research 

questions (this study)? 

Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

Q7 

Does the research contribute to requirements prioritization considering requirements 

dependencies? 

Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

Q8 Is the result of the study clearly stated? Yes = 1/ partially= 0.5/no = 0 

 

After the assessment, only forty articles were selected based on the weighted score > 4.5. A score of 

4.5 was used as the baseline as it designates that the article has achieved more than 56% of the best score 

(4.5 out of 8). Table 3 presents the weighted scores for the forty selected articles. The highest score is 8 

(five articles) and the lowest score is 5 (five article), whereas the median score is 6 (twelve articles). This 

implies that the selected articles are well-documented, and thus contain well-conducted studies. This 

claim is particularly demonstrated by the scores attained for Q1, Q7 and Q8, which are mainly 1 (Yes). 

The selected articles are however moderately covering the focus of this study, as the scores for Q2 to Q6 

are mostly 0.5 (Partly). This indicates that the emphasis of the current available studies on requirements 

dependency and RP are still lacking, albeit relevant. Only five articles (Score = 8) fulfill the quality criteria 

of the study entirely. 

Table 3.  Quality Assessment criteria results 

Reference of the selected 
study Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Score 

[7] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[18] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 

[28] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 

[29] 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 7.5 

[30] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[31] 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 0.5 6.5 

[32] 1 1 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 1 1 5.5 

[12] 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 1 1 6.5 

[33] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 6.5 

[34] 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 5.5 

[35] 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 7.5 

[36] 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 5.5 

[26] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[37] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[38] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[39] 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 5.5 

[40] 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 6.5 

[41] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[42] 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 6 

[43] 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 7.5 

[44] 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6.5 

[45] 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 7.5 

[46] 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[47] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[48] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 7.5 

[49] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 

[50] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 

[51] 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 7 

[52] 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 6 
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Reference of the selected 
study Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Score 

[53] 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 1 1 5 

[54] 1 0,5 0,5 0 0 1 1 1 5 

[55] 1 0,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 7,5 

[56] 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 

[57] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 

[58] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 

[59] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 

[60] 1 0,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 7,5 

[61] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 

[62] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 

[63] 1 0,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 7,5 

 

2.4. Data Retrieval 
The data retrieval consists of two activities, namely data collection and data synthesis. Data collection 

is the process of bringing together the selected articles, whereas data synthesis is a purposeful activity 

that extracts facts from the selected studies for answering the stated research questions [27]. 
• Data Collection: This stage gathered and consolidated the selected thirty articles. The articles were 

then classified into three groups based on the three RQs: RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3. For example, the 

articles that discuss the impact of requirements dependency on RP were placed under RQ1 group. 

Same goes to the articles that belong to RQ2 and RQ3. The articles that address more than one RQ 

were placed accordingly into the respective RQ groups.  

• Data Synthesis: This stage extracted facts from the grouped articles in order to find the answers for 

the research questions. The facts were then analyzed and visualized. For example, the findings for 

RQ1 are presented as a chart that shows the frequency distribution of articles across RP factors. 

Similarly, the requirements dependency types for RQ2 are illustrated as a taxonomy graph, whereas 

the techniques for RQ3 are demonstrated as chart and table. The visualization helps in explaining 

the results, thus providing a better understanding of the phenomenon. 

3. Threats of validity 
The main challenge in SLR is the validity of the study, which includes the completeness, publication 

bias and data synthesis [27]. This study adopted the review protocol to overcome the completeness 

threat. The searches were conducted on various databases and the articles were screened using the 

predetermined quality criteria. Nevertheless, the searches were limited to publications from year 2012-

2022 and articles in other languages were excluded. The consideration for choosing English is due to its 

status as an international language widely used in reputable journals. To avoid publication bias, only 

articles that contain empirically proven data were considered. Therefore, gray studies that are still in 

progress were not included. The consideration to exclude gray literature is the ease of literature search 

for future researchers. To mitigate the data synthesis threat, QAC process was conducted. QAC 

identified and filtered reliable studies that could answer the research questions. Moreover, manual checks 

were carried out on the extracted facts repetitively. The assessments were carried out objectively and 

consensually by the authors to avoid inconsistencies. The authors read the entire collected papers and 

provided scores based on the QAC questions. 

4. Results and Discussion 
This section describes the results of the analysis based on the forty selected articles. 

4.1. Overview of Selected Primary Research Studies 
Fig. 2 shows that the most selected articles are journal and conference papers (96%), whereas the 

rest are book sections, newspaper articles and reports (4%). After QAC process, the distribution changes 
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slightly as shown in Fig. 4. Most articles still constitute journal and conference papers (92.5%), while 

the rest are book sections only (7.5%). As newspaper articles and reports generally lack scientific evidence 

and arguments, they could not be selected in this round. 

 

Fig. 4. Percentage of selected articles 

Fig. 5 displays the distribution of the selected articles within the period of 2012 until 2022. The chart 

shows the topics which are consistently studied every year for the last eleven years, with at least three 

articles per year (median). The number is not high, this indicates that requirements dependency and RP 

are two topics investigated by the research community in recent years. Since it is not as many as other 

topics in requirements engineering field, this may suggest that more studies are required to investigate 

the topics. 

   

Fig. 5. Number of selected articels by publication year 

4.2. Does requirements dependency have impacts on RP (RQ1)? 
Fig. 6 indicates that requirements dependency is a critical factor that is of concern to many studies 

in regards to RP. The articles emphasize that requirements dependency becomes more challenging, 

particularly for large-scale systems [28], [35], [48]. Improper handling of requirements dependency may 

cause inefficiency [29], project delays [54], redesign and rework [52], as dependencies among 

requirements are commonly found in software projects [64]. If a requirement that becomes a prerequisite 

to other requirements is given a low priority, it affects the completion time of the whole project [18], 

[40]. The prerequisite requirements, therefore, need to be given a higher priority. This implies that 

requirements dependency determine the complexity of relationships between requirements and thus 

contributes to erroneous or redundant results [30] and also implies a higher requirement implementation 

risk [44], [55]. In the requirement prioritization process, there are two different perspectives from the 

stakeholders and developers. On the client-side, priorities depend on urgency, needs, and business value. 
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On the developer side, the priority is influenced by something more technical in the system development 

process, which is the requirements dependencies. [29], [36]. The results of the qualitative research 

conducted by Al Ta’ani [26] obtained the same result, indicating that analysts and system developers 

considered dependency as an important factor in requirement prioritization. 

Fig. 6 shows that cost and risk are also relatively significant in RP. In general, cost and risk are 

implicitly influenced by the complexity of requirements, among others. The higher the complexity, the 

higher the cost and the risk of implementing the requirements are [20]. As discussed earlier, 

requirements dependency causes requirements complexity [2]. This fact indirectly highlights further the 

impacts of requirements dependency on RP. 

  

Fig. 6. Frequency of requirements prioritisation factors 

4.3. What are the different types of requirements depenceny?(RQ2) 
RQ2 focuses on extracting the types of requirements dependency. In general, there are two main 

classifications of requirements dependency proposed by [65] and [66]. As illustrated in Table 4, the 

former classifies dependency into three groups [65]: Functional; Value-related, and Time-related. The 

Functional consists of Combination, Implication, and Exclusion. Combination refers to the 

requirements to be implemented together and Implication is the requirements that must wait for other 

requirements to complete. Exclusion is the opposite of Combination, comprising the requirements that 

cannot be applied together as they are conflicting with each other. On the other hand, Value-related 

consists of Revenue-based and Cost-based; Revenue-based are requirements that can affect income, 

whereas Cost-based are requirements that can affect costs. The last group is Time-related, which is 

requirements that need to be implemented based on the time stated in the project schedule. 

Table 4.  Dependency Classification Based On C. Li 

Dependency group Dependency Type 

Functional dependency 

Combination 

Implication 

Exclusion 

Value-related dependency 

Revenue-based 

Cost-based 

Time-related dependency Time-related 

The latter classifies dependency into three types, as shown in Table 5, namely Structural 

Interdependencies, Constrain Interdependencies, and Cost/Value Interdependencies [66]. Structural 

Interdependencies consist of four: Refined to; Change to; Similar to; and Requires. Constrain 

Dependencies consist of Requires and Conflicts with. The Requires are included in both Structural and 
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Constrain Interdependencies. Another classification is Cost/Value Interdependencies, which comprise 

Increase/Decrease Cost of and Increase/Decrease Value of. 

Table 5.  Dependency Classification Based On Dahlstedt’s Model 

Dependency group Dependency Type 

Structural Interdependencies 

Refined_to 

Change_to 

Similar_to 

Constrain Interdependencies 

Requires 

Cost-based 

Conflicts_with 

Cost/Value Interdependencies 

Increases/ Decreases_ cost_of 

Increases/ Decreases_ value_of 

Structural Interdependencies Refined_to 

In addition to the above classifications, there are also articles that mention indirectly and solely other 

types of requirements dependency. The articles mostly use different terms, even though they refer to the 

same kinds of dependency. In order to avoid redundancy and inconsistency, this study joins similar types 

together and assigns coherent terms that represent the classifications best. Fig. 7 illustrates the taxonomy 

view of requirements dependency categories synthesized from various classifications proposed in the 

selected articles. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Types of requirements dependency 
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Overall, there are two requirements dependency categories: Internal and External. Internal 

dependency means interior attributes of the system that cause its requirements interdependencies. 

External dependency means exterior attributes that affect or influence the requirements of the system. 

Internal dependency has two subcategories, namely, Functional and Structural. External dependency is 

divided into four subcategories which consist of Time-related, Value-related, Human Resource, and 

Business Process. 

For the Functional subcategory in Internal category, there are three types of dependency including: 

• Combination [42], [65], [66] is a pair of requirements that must be applied together. Other similar 

terms used are Coupling [7], Concurrence [35], Requires [54], [55], and Constrain [18], [49]. This 

type has two subtypes, namely Complete [29], and Limited [29]. Complete is dependent on another 

requirement completely while Limited is partly dependent on another requirement. 

• Exclusion [42] is a pair of conflicting requirements, which cannot be applied together. Other similar 

terms used are Conflicts [35], Contradict [43]. 

• Implication [42] is a requirement that requires other requirements to function. Other terms used are 

Precedence [7], [51], [58], Time-related [42], [65] and Support [43]. 

Likewise, there are three types for the Structural [66] subcategory, namely: 

• Direct [29], [41] means that requirements depend directly on other requirements. For example, X 

depends on Y directly. 

• Indirect [29] means that requirements depend on other requirements indirectly. For example, X 

depends on Z, while Z depends on Y. This shows X depends on Y but through Z. 

• Refines [35], [67] means that requirements of higher levels are explained by a number of 

requirements of lower levels. Another term used for this type is hierarchy [31]. 

On the other hand, the External category consists of Time-related, Value-related, Human resources, 

and Business processes. There is only one type of Time-related sub-category, namely Time-based [42], 

[65]. This means a requirement that needs to be implemented based on the time stated in the project 

schedule. Meanwhile, in the Value-related subcategory, the two types comprise: 

• Cost-based [28], [42], [65], [58], [57], means a requirement that can affect cost. Other terms found 

are Contribution [35] and Cost-related [58]. 

• Revenue-based [42], [47], [65] means a requirement that can affect income. 

There are two types of Human resource subcategory, namely: 

• Dependencies due to Downstream Activities [52] imply requirements whose implementation 

considers optimizing existing human resources. 

• Team-based Dependencies [52] concern about avoiding multiple teams having to work on the same 

or on dependent requirements. 

• The last sub-category of External category is the business process, which has three types as follows: 

• Inter-domain Dependencies [52] indicate requirements whose implementation depends on 

requirements across business sectors. 

• Intra-domain Dependencies [52] indicate requirements whose implementation depends on certain 

business processes. 

• Dependencies among user stories [52] indicate dependencies between non-functional requirements 

(e.g. usability, maintainability) and architecture choices. 
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4.4. What are the existing techniques used for requirements dependency problems in RP? (RQ3) 
There are various techniques proposed in the selected articles for solving requirements dependency 

problems in RP. All the techniques used in the selected studies (based on QAC) were analyzed, clustered, 

and studied in their process. In general, the discovered techniques have specific problem criteria. 

Decision Making is used to address RP with multiple criteria: Evolutionary Algorithm for computational 

optimization, Fuzzy logic to handle uncertainty factors, NLP for automated identification of RP and RD 

based on human language, Machine Learning for automatic determination of RP based on datasets, and 

Graph-based approaches for mapping RD within groups of requirements. 

The  most commonly used techniques found in the selected articles are Decision Making, including 

Collaborative requirement prioritization method [12], Utility-based prioritization [68], Majority Voting 

Goal-Based (MVGB) [37], Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [18], [50] and Hierarchical Dependencies 

[31]. One of the Multi-Criteria-Decision-Making techniques is AHP. AHP has excellent accuracy since 

pairwise comparison is able to provide decisions that are accurate and worth considering [69]. However, 

pairwise comparison is time-consuming for large scale projects [37]. 

The second-highest technique is Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), which comprises the Least-Squares-

Based Random Genetic Algorithm [30], Hybrid Enriched Genetic Revamped Integer Linear 

Programming [42], Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) [15], MOSAs [58], Interactive 

Genetic Algorithm (IGA) [51] and Early Mutation Testing [32]. The most widely used EA technique 

is the Genetic Algorithm (GA). This technique aims to reduce computation time. It can be combined 

with other techniques that are able to provide better accuracy. In the selected articles, EA is only used 

in simulation cases. Thus, it needs to be proven in industry settings. 

The next category is Fuzzy Logic. There are three techniques in this category, namely the 

Hierarchical Fuzzy Inference System (HFIS) [7], Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) [45], Fuzzy Clustering 

[62], Rough Set Theory [63], and Tensor and Fuzzy Graphs [28]. Fuzzy is used to help in the decision-

making process. Each stakeholder's perception of the value of a requirement is different, which is mainly 

based on interests and knowledge. Fuzzy Logic can be used to solve uncertainty problems due to human 

judgment. 

Previous studies also use Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) for requirements dependency in RP, 

such as Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [48] and  SNIPR [70]. SNIPR completes SMT. NLP is 

used as the input for both techniques. Requirements are clustered using NLP and combined with 

weighting dependencies. The ranking process is combined with GA [48] and AHP [70]. NLP is quite 

helpful in filtering requirements, thus minimizing redundancy and similarity. Nevertheless, NLP still 

needs to be explored more in detecting dependencies between requirements, so that costs and time can 

be further optimized, especially for large scale projects. 

Other existing techniques are Graph and Matrix. They are used to visualize and calculate relation 

weights. The Matrix can be applied separately [34], [71], [44], [38] or in conjunction with Graph [43], 

[57]. Graphs are composed of nodes, which represent requirements, and edges as relations. Matrix, on 

the other hand, consists of rows and columns, with cells showing relations between requirements. 

Because of the visual representation, both techniques make it easy to view dependencies among 

requirements. However, the techniques would consume time and cost for large-scale requirements.  

Machine learning (ML) has been introduced to automate the process of RP. There are five ML 

methods for requirements dependency in RP, namely CDBR [29], DRank [35], Active Learning [60], 

Supervised Classification Technique [55], and Interactive Next Release Problem (iNRP) [39]. First, 

CDBR exploits the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method [29]. The technique minimizes conflicts 

between stakeholders and developers using a variety of population sizes, between 10 to 50 set 

requirements. On the computational time and complexity side, CDBR shows excellent results compared 

to AHP. Second, DRank uses the RankBoost algorithm for learning and calculating requirements 

dependencies [35]. The graph is used to show or represent dependencies between requirements. There 

are two types of a graph generated by the DRank method—the first graph is for representing 

contributions, and the second graph is to represent business rules. Third, iNRP uses Least Median 
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Square (LMS) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) techniques [39]. Time-consuming testing, placing 

DRANK, is superior to the AHP and CBRank methods [35]. In general, ML could be used to reduce 

interactions with practitioners. It provides better computational efficiency at significant scalability. 

However, the challenge is the availability of datasets and the selection of techniques that fit the project's 

characteristics.  

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of techniques used to address requirements dependency problems in 

RP, based on their technical bases. Most techniques seem to employ Decision Making and Evolutionary 

Algorithm technical bases. 

  

Fig. 8. Techniques of  handling requirements dependency in requirements  prioritisation 

The brief explanation of each technique in terms of process and limitations is presented in Table 6. 

Based on the synthesis presented in the table, each technique has its own designated approaches in 

solving requirements dependency problems in RP. It can be seen that most techniques to date only 

handle small numbers of requirements and cover limited types of dependency. They in fact have yet to 

be tested using real cases with large data sets. Some are incomplete and shallow, covering trivial aspects 

of the matter. Stakeholders have different perceptions in assessing the importance of requirements due 

to diverse backgrounds and knowledge. The Fuzzy Logic techniques are widely used to solve the problem 

of uncertainties among stakeholders in determining priorities  [7], [28], [45].  

Decision Making techniques help RP by comparing requirements [12], [18], [31], [33], [37], [50], 

and [54]. The techniques are accurate, but the comparisons become complex when they involve a large 

number of requirements. The techniques therefore are not suitable for large-scale projects. ML can help 

resolving the issue of large data. Prior to that, ML however requires training data that are based on the 

generated knowledge base containing patterns or rules. Graph [38], [40], [43] and Matrix [34], [43], 

[44], [71] can aid to visualize the dependencies between requirements. As these techniques only focus 

on visualization, they usually have to be combined with other techniques because RP needs to consider 

the values of interest between requirements. 

 NLP works by reading and recognizing patterns. Although promising, a common obstacle of applying 

this technique is the inconsistency in the written requirements [48], [70]. As such, reading the patterns 

is difficult. Recognizing discrete patterns is also not so straightforward, as dependencies vary. EA is a 

metaheuristics-based technique [30], [42], [47], [51], [72]. Its advantage is the gene selection, which 

means only the best requirements can survive. EA can be combined with another method that exploits 

a genetic algorithm to reduce the number of pairs of elicited requirements [51]. Only pairs that allow 

the disambiguation of equally ranked or differently ranked requirements are elicited. However, this 

technique has yet to be applied in real projects to truly prove its practicality. 
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Table 6.  Process and Limitation of Requirements Dependencies Techniques 

Technique Description Process Limitation 
Hierarchical Fuzzy 

Inference System 

(HFIS) [7] 

 

Technical base: 

FUZZY LOGIC 

HFIS is built hierarchically 

and deals with uncertainty 

about human judgment. 

• Data collection 

• Preprocessing (include Dependencies) 

• Ranking uses HFIS 

• Release plan generation 

It only handles two 

types of dependency: 

Coupling 

(Combination) and 

Precedence 

(Implication).  

AHP [18] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

 

AHP-based prioritisation is 

performed pairwise by 

comparing every 

requirement against each 

other. 

• Matrix and start comparing all 

requirements 

• Pairwise comparison of requirements  

• Obtain values for each requirement 

• Sum the row for each column 

• Divide each value by sum the rows 

• Averaging and normalization 

• Priority out of 1 or 100 

Cannot be applied 

efficiently for large 

size requirements 

Tensor and Fuzzy 

Graphs [28] 

 

Technical base: 

FUZZY LOGIC 

 

Fuzzy-Graph is defined: its 

nodes are set of nonempty 

identified requirements R = 

{r1,..., rn} and the edges 

show the explicit cost 

relation among the 

requirements as C = R ×R 

 

Tensor Algebra is a 

multidimensional array that 

generalizes the 

representation of the 

matrix, and each dimension 

of the tensor is called a 

mode. 

• Eliciting importance values of 

functional requirements (FRs) 

regarding nonfunctional requirements 

(NFRs) 

• Generating a primary prioritisation list 

using the tensor concept 

• Generating a fuzzy graph of 

“increase/decrease cost of” dependency 

• Generating order of cost dependency 

• Integrating prioritization 

• Final prioritisation 

It handles small 

numbers of 

requirements - need 

to be tested in large-

scale requirements 

Collaborative 

requirement 

prioritisation 

approach (CDBR) 

[29] 

 

Technical base: 

MACHINE 

LEARNING 

An iterative hybrid 

approach called the 

Collaborative Dependency-

Based Ranking approach 

follows a priori and a 

posterior perspective for 

requirement prioritisation. 

CDBR exploits the use of 

Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) 

• The cause of Initial Priority 

Assignment  

• Initial Priority Assignment by 

stakeholder 

• Initial Priority Assignment by 

developer  

• Final priority estimation using Particle 

Swarm Optimization  

It only handles two 

types of dependency: 

Direct and Indirect. 

Least-Squares-

Based Random 

Genetic Algorithm 

[30] 

 

Technical base: 

EVOLUTIONARY 

ALGORITHM 

Improve method from the 

interactive genetic 

algorithm. This method 

begins from select the 

initial population by 

analyzing some partial input 

orders, or it can be done 

randomly. 

• The population is initialized 

• Maintain crossover mutation 

• The threshold value should be null 

• The main loop is entered in the 

algorithm 

• Start the while loop in which 

disagreement is higher than the 

threshold value 

• The process which is to be performed 

first 

• The result of the comparison is stored 

• The survey is to be utilized 

It handles small 

numbers of 

requirements - need 

to be tested in large-

scale requirements 

Hierarchical 

Dependencies [31] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

Modified AHP that 

consider the relationships 

between the stakeholders’ 

needs and the derived 

requirements in the form of 

use cases and non-

functional requirements 

• Elicitation of New Requirements 

• Requirements Integration 

• Relativeness Computation 

• Requirements Prioritisation 

• Rearrangement of Requirements 

It handles small 

numbers of 

requirements - need 

to be tested in large-

scale requirements 
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Technique Description Process Limitation 
Early mutation 

testing [32] 

 

Technical base: 

EVOLUTIONARY 

ALGORITHM 

The mutation process is 

involved in the 

modification of software 

artifact (e.g., CS) by 

injecting artificial faults. 

Each mutated version is 

called a mutant. 

• Mutant generation using MutML 

• Evaluation of the test suite adequacy 

• Ranking of the test suites 

• Adequacy score selection 

• Scenarios identification 

• Mapping test cases to requirements 

• Dependencies analysis 

• Prioritisation of requirements 

It handles simple and 

small numbers of 

requirements - need 

to be tested in large-

scale requirements 

Manual process 

Collaborative 

requirement 

prioritisation 

method [12] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

A collaborative method 

where both developers and 

stakeholders are equally 

involved in assigning final 

priority. 

• Stakeholder’s perspective and their 

priority inputs 

• Developer’s perspective and their 

priority inputs 

• Dependency computation 

• Dependency classification 

• Requirement weight computation 

classification 

• Priority assignment rules to calculate 

the developer’s priority 

• Prioritisation process 

It only handles three 

types of dependency: 

Complete, Limited 

and Inferred  

Utility-based 

prioritisation [68] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

Utility-based prioritisation 

allows stakeholders to 

prioritise a requirement 

with regard to different 

interest dimensions. 

• Contribution of requirements to the 

interest dimensions 

• Predefined weights for the interest 

dimensions 

• Ranking of requirements with static 

weights 

Need to analyse which 

features (interest 

dimensions) are useful 

to improve prediction 

quality. 

Requirements 

Change Analysis 

[34] 

 

Technical base: 

MATRIX 

A method based on the 

changes that change 

themselves, which are 

initiated at higher levels. 

• Analyzing the change using functions 

• Identifying the difficult changing and  

• Identifying the dependencies using a 

matrix 

Need to identify the 

effort to implement a 

requirement change 

and to apply the 

method to a more 

complex case study. 

DRank [35] 

 

Technical base: 

MACHINE 

LEARNING 

An automated method by 

combining machine 

learning with the link 

analysis technique 

• Select ranking criteria 

• Select a scale value for each 

requirement  

• Prioritise sampled requirements pairs 

• Generate subjective requirements 

prioritisation 

• Generate requirement dependency 

graphs (RDGs) 

• Analyze contribution order 

• Integrate the prioritisation 

It only handles two 

types of dependency: 

Contribution and 

Business 

Enhancing the 

Process of 

Requirements 

Prioritization in 

Agile Software 

Development - A 

Proposed Model 

[36] 

Technical base: 

Technical Scale 

A new RP models 

conducted based on the 

exiting RP models.  

 

 

• Requirements on project 

• Select requirement based on Business 

Value and Risk 

• Prioritised project backlog based on 

Effort Estimation and Dependency 

• Sprint backlog 

A future research is 

required to validate 

the proposed 

improvements for 

both the model and 

the technique. 

Majority Voting 

Goal-Based 

(MVGB) [37] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

Prioritising the 

requirements with the 

specific concern of 

stakeholders. 

• Defining evaluation function 

• Finding dependency level for each 

requirement  

• Finding the Requirement 

Prioritisation Value (RPV) for each 

requirement 

• Selecting the requirements by highest 

RPV 

It causes high 

cost/effort as 

compared to other 

techniques. 
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Technique Description Process Limitation 
Software Features 

Prioritisation [38] 

 

Technical base: 

GRAPH 

A model prioritisation 

based on the node 

centrality in the probability 

network 

• FPN is generated from an FM 

according to the dependencies between 

features. 

• The centrality values of all nodes in the 

generated FPN are calculated and 

regarded as metrics for feature 

prioritisation. 

It supports a small 

number of features. 

 

The technical 

performance has not 

been evaluated. 

Interactive Next 

Release Problem 

(iNRP)  [39] 

 

Technical base: 

MACHINE 

LEARNING 

The model composed of 

three different components 

with distinct 

responsibilities: (a) 

interactive genetic 

algorithm, (b) interactive 

module and (c) learning 

model 

• DM to specify two architectural 

settings 

• The weight of the implicit preferences 

in comparison to the explicit ones for 

the fitness calculation. 

• A minimum number of interactions in 

which the DM is willing to take part 

in.  

• The learning process is performed 

using the set of samples collected in 

the previous stage as a training dataset 

The learning model 

performance has not 

been evaluated. 

Graphs and Integer 

Programming [40] 

 

Technical base: 

GRAPH & 

MATH 

The integer programming 

model for requirement 

selection which maximizes 

the overall value of selected 

requirements while 

mitigating the adverse 

impact of selection 

deficiency problem (SDP). 

Graph-based for capturing 

the requirements 

dependencies. 

• Input requirement set 

• Identify requirement dependencies 

• Model requirement dependencies 

• Specify the budget range 

• Run the selection model and run the 

propose selection model 

• Compare the result 

This study does not 

use a technique to 

handle dependencies 

specifically. 

Hidden Structure 

Method [71] 

 

Technical base: 

MATRIX 

A method focused on 

analyzing a Design 

Structure Matrix (DSM) 

based on coupling and 

modularity theory, and it 

has been used in a number 

of software architecture and 

software portfolio cases. 

• Identify the direct dependencies and 

compute the visibility matrix 

• Identify and rank cyclic groups 

The requirements 

dependencies have not 

been weighted. 

Hybrid Enriched 

Genetic Revamped 

Integer Linear 

Programming [42] 

 

Technical base: 

EVOLUTIONARY 

ALGORITHM 

Hybrid EGRILP is a 

combination of Enriched 

Genetic Algorithm (EGA) 

with Revamped Integer 

Linear Programming 

(RILP) model  

• Initial requirements 

• Group requirements based on 

dependencies 

• Fitness value calculation 

• Algorithm (EM) Algorithm 

• Aging factor 

• Revamped Integer Linear 

Programming (RILP) 

It supports a small 

number of features 

and time dependency 

only. 

 

Component-Based 

Software 

Development 

(CBSD) [43] 

 

Technical base: 

MATRIX & 

GRAPH 

CBSD is an approach to 

software development that 

relies on the reuse of 

software components to 

reduce the development 

costs and production cycle 

while increasing the final 

product’s quality. 

• Define the type of relation between 

each pair of functional requirements 

• Create a two-dimensional matrix 

where each row represent a functional 

requirement, and the rows represent 

the same series of requirements 

• Generate a directed graph from the 

support relationships 

• Apply the preceding relationship 

• Apply the conflicted relationship 

The proposed 

algorithm has not 

been tested. 

Traceability 

Metrics [44] 

 

Technical base: 

MATRIX 

Methods to provide 

support for understanding 

relations between 

requirements 

• Parse artifacts and trace links 

• Generate traceability graph 

• Calculate traceability metrics 

It focuses on Agile 

process and risk factor 

only.  
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Technique Description Process Limitation 
Fuzzy Inference 

System (FIS) [45] 

 

Technical base: 

FUZZY LOGIC 

A mathematical 

interpretation to model and 

deal with the uncertainty in 

human estimation and their 

limited knowledge. 

• Preprocessing 

• Ranking 

• Generating the release plan 

It handles small 

numbers of 

requirements and only 

supports two types of 

dependency: Coupling 

(Combination) and 

Precedence 

(Implication). 

Multi-objective 

evolutionary 

algorithms 

(MOEAs) [15] 

 

Technical base: 

EVOLUTIONARY 

ALGORITHM 

A framework which is a 

Java-based for general-

purpose multi-objective 

optimization algorithms. 

• Generate dataset 

• Applying four evolutionary algorithms: 

NSGA-II, MOEA, GDE3, and 

MOEA/D 

• Evaluation 

It uses synthetic 

dataset and supports 

value-based 

dependency only. 

 

Satisfiability 

Modulo Theories 

(SMT) [48] 

 

Technical base: 

NLP 

This method is aimed to 

obtain a proper initial 

population. 

• Requirement elicitation 

• Obtain requirements dependencies 

• Formalization 

• SMT solver 

• Genetic algorithm 

• Requirement prioritised documents 

The proposed method 

has not been tested in 

industrial setting. 

SNIPR [70] 

 

Technical base: 

NLP 

Methods for prioritising 

requirements that exploit 

NLP in assisting the user 

in identifying 

interdependencies and 

constraints between 

requirements 

• Requirements elicitation 

• Identify requirement dependencies and 

priority (NLP) 

• Rank requirements and identify 

disagreements (SMT solver) 

• Rerank the subset of requirements for 

improved accuracy (AHP) 

• Ranked and Selected Requirements 

Testing is limited to 

100 requirements – 

need to be tested in 

large-scale 

requirements 

AHP [50] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

A decision-making method 

that compares all pairs to 

find a higher priority 

• The relationships between the 

different requirements (FR and NFR)  

identified 

• Assign a priority value for FR 

• Assign a priority value for NFR 

• Pairwise comparison for FR and NFR 

• Requirement prioritised 

Time-consuming for 

large numbers of 

requirements 

Interactive Genetic 

Algorithm (IGA) 

[51] 

 

Technical base: 

EVOLUTIONARY 

ALGORITHM 

The requirement 

prioritisation technique is a 

pairwise comparison 

method that exploits a 

genetic algorithm. 

• Define a set of requirements 

• Input orders or priorities 

• Initialize the population of individuals 

with a set of totally ordered 

requirements 

• Set a few important parameters of the 

algorithm 

• Execute IGA 

• Determine the fitness measure 

(disagreement) to be used during the 

next selection of the best individuals 

The proposed 

algorithm has not 

been tested. 

Architecture-

Driven Quality 

Requirements 

Prioritization 

[53] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

A method employs an 

automated design space 

exploration technique based 

on quantitative evaluation 

of quality at- tributes of 

software architecture 

models. 

• Modelling 

• Architecture model 

• Select applicable quality degrees of 

freedom 

• Operationalize quality requirements  

• Model effect 

• Automated Exploration; Automated 

design space exploration 

• Analysis 

• Conflict and dependencies detection 

• Manual analysis with decision support 

This study does not 

use a technique to 

handle dependencies 

specifically.  

The proposed method 

has not been tested in 

industrial setting. 
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Technique Description Process Limitation 
Liquid-

Democracy-based 

Requirements 

Prioritization 

[54] 

 

Technical base: 

DECISION 

MAKING 

In terms of liquid 

democracy, 

stakeholders can either 

evaluate the interest 

dimensions directly 

or delegate their vote for a 

specific interest dimension 

(or requirement) 

to a stakeholder who is 

more qualified to evaluate 

this dimension/ 

requirement. 

• Group members had to provide a 

single rating (1-5 stars) for every 

requirement. 

• a group-based multi-attribute utility 

(MAUT) based approach was used to 

determine a prioritization 

• The members were asked to comment 

on issues for every requirement. Every 

requirement was discussed individually 

by the group 

It supports a small 

number of features 

and The proposed 

method has not been 

tested in industrial 

setting. 

Supervised 

Classification 

Techniques 

[55] 

 

Technical base: 

MACHINE 

LEARNING 

Introduce an intelligent 

system in order to tackle 

the open issues regarding 

dependencies between 

requirements by using 

supervised learning 

techniques based on text-

mining. 

. 

• First, showed 30 different 

requirements regarding a sports watch 

to each participant.  

• the second step, the set of randomly 

ordered requirements was shown to 

participants. The participants were 

asked to manually find all correct 

dependencies of type requires between 

two requirements based on the shown 

title and description. 

• After collecting all the dependencies, 

Natural Language Processing 

techniques have been exploited to 

support the automated detection of 

dependencies 

Limited to support 

type of dependecy: 

requires. 

Dependency-aware 

software release 

planning 

(DA-SRP) 

[57] 

 

Technical base: 

GRAPH 

 

Dependency aware 

software release planning 

(DA-SRP) maximizes 

the overall value of an 

optimal subset of features 

while considering the 

influences of value-related 

dependencies extracted 

from user preferences. 

• The process starts with identification 

of value-related dependencies from 

collected user preferences. 

• Identified value-related dependencies 

will be modeled using the algebraic 

structure of fuzzy graphs 

• the resulting model is referred to as 

the Feature Dependency Graph (FDG) 

of the system 

• Finally, perform dependency-aware 

release planning to find an optimal 

configuration of the features using the 

proposed integer programming model. 

Limited to support 

type of dependecy: 

value-related 

dependencies 

MOSAs 

[58] 

 

Technical base: 

EVOLUTIONARY 

ALGORITHM 

MOSAs were designed for 

generic optimization 

problems, and therefore 

they do not make any 

domain/problem-specific 

assumptions when applied 

• Collect requirements 

• Set specific cost overrun probability 

distribution 

• Apply URP 

• Requirements permutation 

• Requirements Review 

Handle the attribute 

values of requirements 

are static 

Integrating 

Active Learning 

with Ontology-

Based Retrieval 

[60] 

 

Technical base: 

MACHINE 

LEARNING 

AL is a form of ML in 

which a learning 

algorithm interactively 

queries an oracle (typically a 

human expert) to obtain 

the desired label for new 

data points. It has been 

effective in reducing human 

efforts in the data analysis 

process 

• Requirements Dependency Extraction 

by Active Learning (RD-AL) 

• Requirements Dependency Extraction 

by Ontologies 

• Natural Language Pre-processor 

Pipeline 

The ontology depend 

on context 

engineering 

Table 7 maps the techniques across the dependency types. It can be seen that most techniques 

emphasize on Internal dependency, particularly on Functional. Among the three Functional variations, 
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Combination is the most explored. Across the dependency types, DRank (ML) is the most applied 

technique. However, DRank is used so far to address Internal-Functional dependency only. 

Table 7.  Mapping of Techniques and Types of Requirements Dependency 

Technical-base 

Technique 

INTERNAL EXTERNAL 

F
u
n
c
t
i
o
n
a
l
 

S
t
r
u
c
t
u
r
a
l
 

T
i
m

e
-

R
e
l
a
t
e
d
 

V
a
l
u
e
-

R
e
l
a
t
e
d
 

H
u
m

a
n
 

R
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
 

B
u
s
i
n
e
s
s
 

P
r
o
c
e
s
s
 

Combin

ation C D E F G H I J K L M N O 

A* B 

Decision 

Making 

AHP 

               

Hierarchical Dependencies 

               

Collaborative requirement prioritisation 

method 

               

Utility-based prioritisation 

               

Majority Voting Goal-Based (MVGB) 

               

Architecture-Driven Quality Requirements 

Prioritization 

               

Liquid-Democracy-based                

Evolutiona

ry 

Algorithm 

Least-Squares-Based Random 

               

Early mutation testing 

               

Hybrid Enriched Genetic Revamped Integer 

Linear Programming 

               

Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms 

(MOEAs) 

               

Interactive Genetic Algorithm (IGA) 

               

MOSAs                

Fuzzy 

Logic 

Hierarchical Fuzzy Inference System (HFIS) 

               

Tensor and Fuzzy Graphs 

               

Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) 

               

Graph 

Software Features Prioritisation 

               

Dependency-Aware Software Release 

Planning (DA-SRP) 

               

Graph & 

Math 

Graphs and Integer Programming 

               

Machine 

Learning 

Collaborative requirement prioritization 

approach (CDBR) 

               

DRank 

               

Interactive Next Release Problem (iNRP) 

               

Integrating Active Learning with Ontology-

Based Retrieval 

               

Supervised Classification 

Techniques 

               

Matrix 

Requirements Change Analysis 

               

Hidden Structure Method 

               

Traceability Metrics 

               

Matrix & 

Graph 

Component-Based Software Development 

(CBSD) 

               

NLP 

Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) 

               

SNIPR 

               

Technical 

Scale 

Enhancing the Process of Requirements 

Prioritization in Agile Software Development 

               

a. A: Complete, B: Limited, C: Exclusion, D: Implication, E: Direct, F: Indirect, G: Refines, H: Time-Based, I: Cost-Based, J: Revenue-

Based, K: Dependencies due to downstream activities, L: Team-based dependencies, M: Inter-domain dependencies, N: Intra-domain 

dependencies, O: Dependencies among user stories. 
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The least explored techniques are AHP Modified (Decision Making), Fuzzy Graph and Tensor 

Algebra (Fuzzy Logic), Hidden Structure (Matrix), Interactive GA (EA) and Hybrid Enriched Genetic 

Revamped Integer Linear Programming (EA). The least investigated Internal dependency is Structural-

Refines. In comparison to Internal dependency, External dependency receives lesser attention. In fact, 

only Time-related and Value-related dependencies are being addressed involving merely three 

techniques, namely Fuzzy Graph and Tensor Algebra (Fuzzy Logic), Genetic Algorithm (EA) and Hybrid 

Enriched Genetic Revamped Integer Linear Programming (EA). 

Most of the techniques proposed by the authors are still at the research stage and have not been 

applied to solve real-world industry problems. One technique that has been applied in real-world cases 

is DA-SRP  [57]. This technique is used in the development of industrial software called PMS-II. The 

case study involves 23 features considering user preferences within a certain budget. The preference 

matrix for PMS-II is constructed based on user preferences. The calculation of dependency strength and 

quality related to values is then performed using fuzzy membership functions. This technique results in 

optimal feature selection. Another technique is Integrating Active Learning with Ontology-Based 

Retrieval [60]. This technique is applied to two industrial datasets, namely Siemens Austria and Blackline 

Safety Corp Canada. Both companies have collected software requirements and manually determined 

RD. The application of the proposed technique in the research reduces efforts with good accuracy, 

achieving 86% accuracy in the second company. 

Based on these findings, several preliminary interpretations can be made. One possible explanation 

on why most techniques address Internal dependency is because such dependency is definite and 

structured. Thus, it is more straightforward to tackle. On the other hand, External dependency involves 

vague and diverse elements that rely heavily on the nature of project. The elements in fact vary across 

projects, which are not so apparent to determine. This also helps to explain why among External 

dependency types, only Cost-based and Time-based are addressed by the techniques. This is due to the 

fact that cost and time are the most objective variables in projects.  Another challenge in handling 

external dependencies is the conditions that are beyond the control of system developers. External 

dependencies can be addressed by involving stakeholders as business owners or parties related to the 

system requirements being developed. Considerations from these stakeholders can be used as an 

important factor in determining the priority sequence. 

5. Conclusion 
This study has provided an understanding of requirements dependency in RP in terms of its impacts, 

types and techniques based on a review made on thirty selected articles. The results show that 

requirements dependency has significant impacts on RP. Ignoring requirements dependency during RP 

could delay product release and increase project cost as well as project risk. The different types of 

requirements dependency have also been identified. There are at least 14 types, which can be clustered 

into two categories: Internal and External. Each type has different characteristics and thus requires 

different techniques. There are 28 techniques that are capable of handling requirements dependency 

problems in RP. These techniques are derived from various technical bases, including Fuzzy Logic, 

Decision Making, Evolutionary Algorithm, Matrix, Machine Learning, Graph, and Neuro-Linguistic 

Programming.  

Some limitations and gaps are observed in the reviewed articles, which require further research. Most 

techniques focus on Internal dependency, rather than External. In fact, Functional is more investigated 

than Structural in Internal dependency. With regards to practicality, most techniques to date are still 

being tested in laboratory settings with small data sets and covering limited types of dependency. Their 

scalability and efficiency in handling large-scale requirements are thus arguable. Future studies should 

be able to apply RP techniques by considering dependency factors with various types in large-scale 

software development with a set of requirements.  As RP plays an important role in ensuring the success 

of a software project, effective and yet practical solutions are necessary. In prioritizing requirements that 

involve multiple factors and a large number of requirements, combining Multicriteria Decision Making 

techniques with Machine Learning can be beneficial. However, it requires adjustments based on business 
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value. In this study, the QAC process was performed manually without the use of tools. Therefore, 

future reviews can utilize tools such as the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool to obtain stronger assessment 

results. 
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1. Introduction 
With today's Internet and e-commerce platforms explosion, online shopping has become easier and 

more convenient than ever. Mobile commerce applications have been rapidly developing. In Vietnam, 

four mobile commerce apps (i.e., Shopee, Lazada, Sendo, and Tiki) have the most visits on Google Play 

Store, with total monthly traffic of 143 million in Q4, 2020 [1]. In addition, a large amount of data from 

users represents online responses in the form of daily texts on mobile commerce applications. These 

reviews are a valuable resource for businesses to understand the users' experiences and opinions about 

products and services, which is helpful for both users and manufacturers [2]. However, it is becoming 

more difficult to identify the main patterns with the increasing number of comments every day. 

Therefore, an automated approach to extracting and summarizing the main patterns of online 

commentary is essential, with opinion mining through sentiment analysis (SA), specifically aspect-based 
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 Feedback and comments on mobile commerce applications are extremely 

useful and valuable information sources that reflect the quality of products 

or services to determine whether data is positive or negative and help 

businesses monitor brand and product sentiment in customers’ feedback 

and understand customers’ needs. However, the increasing number of 

comments makes it increasingly difficult to understand customers using 

manual methods. To solve this problem, this study builds a hybrid research 

model based on aspect mining and comment classification for aspect-based 

sentiment analysis (ABSA) to deeply comprehend the customer and their 

experiences. Based on previous classification results, we first construct a 

dictionary of positive and negative words in the e-commerce field. Then, 

the POS tagging technique is applied for word classification in Vietnamese 

to extract aspects of model commerce related to positive or negative words. 

The model is implemented with machine and deep learning methods on a 

corpus comprising more than 1,000,000 customer opinions collected from 

Vietnam's four largest mobile commerce applications. Experimental results 

show that the Bi-LSTM method has the highest accuracy with 92.01%; it 

is selected for the proposed model to analyze the viewpoint of words on real 

data.  The findings are that the proposed hybrid model can be applied to 

monitor online customer experience in real time, enable administrators to 

make timely and accurate decisions, and improve the quality of products 

and services to take a competitive advantage.  
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sentiment analysis (ABSA), posing a significant challenge. In particular, the Vietnamese language is a 

complex language that consists of a 29-character alphabet including Latin characters, using additional 

tones, such as accents (´), hypotenuses (`), question marks (ˀ), tildes (~), and heavy accents (.). 

Additionally, many borrowed words are derived from Chinese, French, and English [3].  

Various studies with machine learning approaches in sentiment analysis have been published. Yanuar 

Nurdiansyah et al. [4] suggested a system that utilizes the Naïve Bayes Classifier method to classify 

sentiment in Bahasa Indonesia movie reviews into two categories (positive and negative), with an average 

classification accuracy of 88.37%. Al Amrani et al. [5] proposed a hybrid approach to identify product 

reviews offered by Amazon using Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Bolbol & 

Maghari et al. [6] conducted an experiment with various machine learning classifiers and found that 

Logistic Regression (LR) achieved the highest accuracy of 93% on the Arabic Tweets dataset. Other 

comparative studies used machine learning techniques (Naïve Bayes, SVM, Decision Tree, K-Nearest 

Neighbor, and Artificial Neural Network) to classify customer opinions [7]–[11]. Recently, deep learning 

approaches produced better performance than traditional machine learning. Peng et al. [12] employed 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [13], [14], and Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNN) and the results have shown that CNN has reported the accuracy of 88.22%, 

RNN and LSTM have reported accuracy of 68.64% and 85.32% respectively. Li et al. [15] combined 

BERT+BiLSTM+CNN to classify sentiment on the Weibo text dataset and achieved the accuracy of 

92.4%.  

In Vietnamese, Nguyen et al. [16] used the PhoBERT model to classify sentiment-based stock article 

titles, with an accuracy of 93%. In another research, Nguyen et al. [17] proposed fine-tuning BERT 

method for sentiment analysis of Vietnamese Reviews, the results show that the BERT-RCNN model 

achieves the best result with the F1-score is 91.15%. In addition, Truong et al. [18] used the pre-trained 

model PhoBERT, with other fine-tuning techniques was achieved with an accuracy of 94.28% on the 

UIT-VSFC dataset. 

ABSA is an interesting research topic in the opinion mining field [19]. People tend to talk about 

many aspects in their comments about a product or service and provide many words with positive or 

negative connotations. Specifically, each comment will include the following four categories: (1) an 

aspect of a word that has a positive or negative meaning, (2) an aspect of many words with a positive or 

negative meaning, (3) many aspects of one word that have positive or negative connotations, and (4) 

many aspects of many words that have positive or negative connotations [20]. For example, “Lazada has 

a lot of discount codes, but app still many bugs to fix”. Here, users gave positive reviews of the “discount” 

aspect but negative reviews of the “app” aspect. Dealing with the comments that have many facets in 

sentences is an extremely challenging task.  

One of the early studies in the field of user opinion aspect mining was introduced by Hu & Liu [21], 

which is based on the frequency of occurrence of nouns and noun phrases to exploit aspects. 

Subsequently, various approaches have been studied, focusing on the aspect mining problem, with the 

most widely used approach being the rule-based approach [22], which extracts aspects based on the 

grammatical relationships of words in a sentence. An aspect extraction system [23] was introduced from 

products that considered nouns to be aspect terms and extracted them based on POS tagging and term 

frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) methods. Classification algorithms, such as Naïve 

Bayes and SVMs which have also been applied for aspect extraction. Mai & Le [24] proposed a sequence-

labeling approach that combines BiRNN and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) to concurrently extract 

opinion targets and detect their associated sentiments in smartphone-related datasets. Luc Phan et al. 
[25] give a suggested method for the Vietnamese aspect-based sentiment task is based on the Bi-LSTM 

architecture, using fastText word embeddings, their experiments demonstrate that this approach 

achieves the highest F1-scores of 84.48% for the aspect task and 63.06% for the sentiment task in 

Vietnamese Smartphone Feedback Dataset (UIT-ViSFD). 

In this study, a hybrid research model that combines aspect mining and comment classification is 

developed. We propose an experimental method for the model that consists of five main tasks: first, we 
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provide a Vietnamese customer reviews dataset in the e-commerce industry; Second, we offer dictionaries 

and techniques to address issues in pre-processing Vietnamese text; Third, we propose the Bi-SLTM 

model for text sentiment classification; Fourth, we identify aspects of the product and service that users 

comment on, such as positive or negative comments, using POS tagging based on the result of the 

proposed model’s output; Finally, we build a the dashboard to help managers gain deeper understanding 

of customers’ needs and preferences, thereby improving the level of customer satisfaction and 

expectations about products and services. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the hybrid research model. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology used in this 

study. Section 3 outlines the results and associated discussion. In this section, we detail our experiments 

and provide corresponding discussions. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize our work and discuss future 

directions for research. 

2. Method 
To build the hybrid model and research method, the secondary data from previous studies which are 

related to the research objectives of the article on topics of aspects extraction and sentiment analysis in 

the field of mobile commerce and others are surveyed and studied. Specifically, we surveyed the 

theoretical basis, analyzed business models, and proposed appropriate research models. And then, 

experimental research method will be applied to implement and evaluate the proposed model through 

the following stages: identifying business problems and collecting online comments from customers, 

cleaning data, integrating, and applying statistical methods, and employing machine and deep learning 

techniques for natural language processing to uncover hidden knowledge and insights. The implicit 

knowledge in the data is represented by the nuances in customer comments, specific aspects, and issues 

related to the nuances of words. Based on the results, recommendations related to business and 

management will be proposed. The proposed hybrid model for aspect-based sentiment analysis in Fig. 1 

includes 5 stages. 

 

Fig. 1. A hybrid model for aspect-based sentiment analysis (Source: Authors) 

2.1. Data Collection 
Python language with google_play_scraper library is used to collect data from Google Play Store, 

which includes over 1,2 million customer feedback on four mobile commerce apps (Shopee, Lazada, 

Sendo, and Tiki) from 2013 to 2022. The dataset is named VN_E-commerce_Review and is published 

at https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/hienbm/vietnamese-ecommerce-review. 

2.2. Data Pre-processing 
After observing the original data set, there are so much noisy data such as other words not in the 

Vietnamese alphabet, emoji, emoticons, teen code, missing accents, and abbreviations. Therefore, the 

study highly focuses on pre-processing. As a result, the accuracy of proposed model has improved 

efficiently. The results after pre-processing will be shown in Table 1, including: (1) Converting all the 

words to lowercase; (2) Removing words with hashtag (#), html (< >), url (http://), mention (@); (3) 

Removing characters number, punctuation, and strange characters that are not in Vietnamese alphabet; 

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/hienbm/vietnamese-ecommerce-review
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(4) Removing elongated characters, duplicate and continuous words or phrases (e.g., “ok ok okkkkkk” -

> “ok”); (5) Removing duplicate emojis; (6) Adding Vietnamese accents with dictionary mapping 

utilizing Vietnamese dictionary words with "key" as the original word and "value" as the word without 

the accents. (7) Mapping teen code and abbreviation words with a dictionary (e.g. “thjk” -> “thích 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙”); 

(8) Removing extra white space; (9) Applying word tokenizer with pyvi library [26] (the library was 

published by Viet -Trung Tran) (eg: “tẩy chay” -> “tẩy chay boycott”). Table 1 shows the examples of 

the dataset before and after pre-processing. 

Table 1.  Dataset examples after pre-processing (Source: Authors) 

Original text (in Vietnamese) After pre-processing (in Vietnamese and English) 
dịch vụ tốt và nhiệt tình������������ dịch_vụ tốt  𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 và 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 nhiệt_tình 𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠  

tuyet voi :))) tuyệt_vời 𝑤𝑤𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙 
rất tiện và chất lượng lắm... rất 𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣 tiện 𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 và 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 chất_lượng 𝑞𝑞𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣 lắm 𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠ℎ 

đề nghị xử lý các shop lừa đảo đề_nghị 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 xử_lý 𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒ℎ các shop 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 lừa_đảo 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 

2.3. Modeling 
This study not only intends to build a novel technique to improve sentiment classification on 

comments using the Bi-LSTM model, but it also aims to conduct a sentiment dictionary and extract 

aspects based on sentiment. The structure of the suggested model is explored in detail in this section. 

Fig. 2 depicts the general structure of the Bi-LSTM model. 

 

Fig. 2.  The architecture of Bi-LSTM model (Source: Authors) 

After pre-processing, the dataset is divided into 3 sets as input data: a training set with 1,039,240 

reviews (~80% of random data), a validation test set with 129,905 reviews (~10% of random data 

remaining), and a test set with 129,905 reviews (~10% of random data remaining). The label results have 

scores from 1 to 5, and then we divide them into 3 groups corresponding to scores 1-3 as Negative and 

scores 4-5 as Positive [26]. Fig. 3 shows the number of text reviews for each class for the training, 

validation, and test sets. 

 

Fig. 3.  The number of text reviews for training, validation, and test sets  

 -
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Embedding layer takes the integer-encoded vocabulary and looks up the embedding vector for each 

word index. The embedding layer using training samples from the VN_E-commerce_Review dataset is 

trained rather than a pre-trained embedding word model such as word2vec [27] or GloVe [28]. In this 

study, we used an embedding layer given by Keras with a set of 32,526 unique vocabularies, with each 

word is embedded in a 30-dimension vector space.  

Bi-LSTM layer is an extension of the LSTM models that combine Bi-RNN models and LSTM 

units to capture the context information. In the first round, an LSTM is applied on the input sequence 

(i.e., forward layer). In the second round (i.e., backward layer) of the LSTM model, the reverse form of 

the input sequence is fed into the LSTM model [29]. Using the LSTM twice improves the learning of 

long-term dependencies, which allows it to learn the context more efficiently. The architecture of Bi-

LSTM is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4.  The architecture of Bi-LSTM [30] 

Sigmoid function is equivalent to a 2-element Softmax, with the second element being assumed to 

be zero. The output of the sigmoid function is always within a range between 0 to 1: 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑥𝑥) =  1
1+𝑙𝑙−𝑥𝑥

   (1) 

2.4. Hyper-parameter setting 
Hyperparameter tuning is a crucial step in improving model performance. This method involves 

modeling the relationship between hyperparameters and the model's performance using a probabilistic 

model. The model is iteratively updated based on the performance of the evaluated hyperparameters, 

resulting in a more efficient search of the hyperparameter space. It can prevent overfitting or underfitting 

and selects the best model as the final model. In this study, we tune four different hyperparameters 

below and optimize the accuracy. After that, the Bayesian optimization function from Keras Tuner [30] 

for hyperparameter tuning is used. The objective of parameter is set to "val_accuracy" and the 

"max_trials" parameter is set to 50, which means that the optimization function will attempt to optimize 

the validation accuracy by trying a maximum of 50 different combinations of hyperparameters. Table 2 

describes the best hyperparameter values in the proposed model. 

2.5. Metrics 
Confusion matrix is applied to evaluate the model. It is a matrix with the number of True Positives 

(TP), True Negatives (TN), False Negatives (FN), and False Positives (FP). The metrics that are most 

widely used for evaluation are described as follows: 

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇

   (2) 

𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇

   (3) 

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇

   (4) 
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𝐹𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 =  2∗𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎∗𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎+𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

   (5) 

Table 2.  Hyper-parameters setting 

Parameters Values Search space 
Embedding dimension 30 - 

Filter 256 

Values between 32 and 512 (inclusive) in steps of 32. These represent 

the number of units in a neural network layer 

(LSTM) dropout 0.5 

Values between 0.1 and 0.5 (inclusive) in steps of 0. These represent 

the fraction of input units to drop in a neural network layer. 

Bi-LSTM output size 512 - 

Activation tanh 

One of two values "tanh" or "relu". It represents the activation 

function to use in a neural network layer. 

Batch size 256 - 

Number of epoch 100 - 

Batch normalization Yes - 

Loss function binary_crossentropy - 

Optimizer Adam - 

Learning rate 0.002 

Values between 1e-5 and 1e-1 (inclusive). We use logarithmic 

sampling to explore the search space that represents the learning rate 

of a neural network optimizer. 

2.6. Building sentiment dictionary and extracting aspects by using POS tagging method 
POS tagging stands for “Part-of-Speech tagging”. It is a process in natural language processing that 

involves assigning a part of speech (such as noun, verb, adjective, etc.) to each word in a sentence. The 

process involves analyzing the grammatical structure of the sentence and identifying the role of each 

word in the sentence. In this study, to apply the technique of labeling from type, we used the pyvi library 

[31], which is considered one of the libraries with the best results for natural language processing in the 

Vietnamese language, with a F1 - score of 0.925. 

2.7. Building sentiment dictionary 
Based on using the POS tagging method and the results of model classification, we built a dictionary 

to classify positive and negative nuances. The dictionary was built by filtering adjective words in the 

dataset and determining their frequency of occurrence with respect to the rating score to assign them to 

either the positive or negative group. If a word's frequency of occurrence in one group is more than the 

other, it will be classified into that respective group. Table 3 shows some examples of words classified as 

positive or negative. 

Table 3.  Example of nuance words (Source: Authors) 

word (in Vietnamese and English) pos_tag negative positive 
tốt 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 A 4.68% 95.32% 

nhiều 𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 A 41.37% 58.63% 

tuyệt_vời 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 A 1.41% 98.59% 

nhanh 𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 A 12.43% 87.57% 

rẻ 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 A 16.69% 83.31% 

ok 𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 A 6.43% 93.57% 

tuyệt 𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 A 1.87% 98.13% 

cao ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔ℎ A 58.91% 41.09% 

đúng 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙 A 46.85% 53.15% 

tệ 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 A 96.08% 3.92% 

tiện_lợi 𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 A 2.94% 97.06% 

hài_lòng ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣 A 5.96% 94.04% 
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2.7.1. Aspects Extraction 

The aspects by filtering the most frequently occurring noun words in the dataset were extracted that 

are related to segments such as goods, price, customer care, and customer experience UX/UI, etc. The 

aspect-based sentiment extraction results are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4.   Example of aspect based on nuance words (Source: Authors) 

Word (in Vietnamese and English) pos_tag 
hàng 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠 N 

người 𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 N 
sản_phẩm 𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒  N 
cửa_hàng 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜 N 

tiền 𝑚𝑚𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣 N 

ứng_dụng 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 N 

chất_lượng 𝑞𝑞𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣 N 

hàng 𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠 N 

phí 𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 N 
giá 𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 N 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1.Experimental setup 
Colaboratory Pro which is released by Google for all data pre-processing, training, and testing: 24GB 

of Reading Access Memory (RAM), GPU Nvidia Tesla P100-PCIe-16GB, and Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 

@ 2.30GHz. To train the model, the binary cross-entropy [32] for the loss function is applied: 

Λοσσ = −∑ 𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔,𝑠𝑠 λογ(𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔,𝑠𝑠) ,Μ
χ=1    (6) 

In the given equation, M represents the total number of classes, log refers to the natural logarithm, 

𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔,𝑠𝑠 is a binary indicator taking values of either 0 or 1,  representing whether class label c is the correct 

classification for observation , and 𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔,𝑠𝑠 is the predicted probability that observation o belongs to class c. 

For the optimizers, the optimal Adam method [33] with learning rate equal 0.002 is applied. The 

number of epochs is set to 100 with EarlyStopping to monitor the metric val_accuracy, and patience 

equals 15. This means stopping training when the monitored metric has stopped improving after 15 

epochs in a row. Fig. 5 displays the accuracy and loss training histories. 

 

Fig. 5.  The training history of the accuracy and the loss (Source: Authors) 
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3.2. Experimental results 
After training, the test data set is used to assess the performance of the proposed model. Fig. 6 shows 

the result in confusion matrix. 

 

Fig. 6.  The confusion matrix (Source: Authors) 

Table 5 illustrates the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score values for the proposed technique in 

comparison to conventional machine learning, as well as the assessment findings for both before and 

after pre-processing. 

Table 5.  Performance Comparison of Bi-LSTM Model (Source: Authors) 

Model 
Original After pre-processing 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Naïve Bayes 88.78 92.59 92.15 92.37 89.15 92.65 92.63 92.64 

SVM 90.28 92.3 94.72 93.49 90.53 92.55 94.78 93.65 

Logistic regression 90.49 92.37 94.95 93.64 90.75 92.61 95.04 93.81 

LSTM 91.81 93.69 95.31 94.49 91.95 93.94 95.22 94.58 

Bi-LSTM 91.73 93.99 94.85 94.42 92.01 94.07 95.17 94.61 

 

After obtaining the results, the Bi-LSTM method is the most suitable for the dataset used in this 

study, with an accuracy of 92.01% and F-score of 94.61% after pre-processing step, which are higher 

than the remaining methods and before pre-processing. 

3.3. Bussiness application 
After implementing the labeling model from categories using the POS tagging method, Fig. 7 show 

the analysis of positive and negative sentiment trends in detail, including the total number of comments 

in the nine years from 2013 to 2022 covered by the corpus, with the Lazada application having the 

highest total number of comments (530,055), of which there were 410,021 (accounting for 77.35%) 

positive comments (sentiment = 1.0) and 120,034 (22.65%) negative comments (sentiment = 0.0). The 

Shopee application ranked second with a total of 518,716 comments, with 352,094 positive (67.88%) 

and 166,622 negative comments (32.12%). In third place, the Sendo application had a total of 179,321 

comments, with 143,170 positive (79.74%) and 36,368 (20.26%) negative comments. Lastly, Tiki 
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application had a total of 70,602 comments, with 52,310 positive (74.09%) and 18,292 negative 

comments (25.91%). 

Fig. 7 shows that most applications have a decreasing trend of a positive proportion and have an 

increasing negative proportion of comments from 2019 to 08/2022. 

 

Fig. 7. The total numbers of positive and negative comments on the four applications from 06/2013 to 08/2022  

Dive into more detail, Fig. 8 presents the top 10 words with positive nuances in the period (01/2018 

- 08/2022). “Good” was the word most appreciated by users on all four applications, with Lazada having 

the most comments from 2018-2021. Followed by words such as “multiple”, “excellent”, “fast”, “cheap”, 

“okay”, “great”, “true”, “better”, and “happy”. 

 

Fig. 8. Top 10 words with positive nuances in the period (01/2018 - 08/2022) 

The template is designed so that author affiliations are not repeated each time for multiple authors 

of the same affiliation. Please keep your affiliations as succinct as possible (for example, do not 

differentiate among departments of the same organization). This template was designed for two 

affiliations. 

Fig. 9 shows the top 10 negative words in the period (01/2018 - 08/2022). In 2022, for the Shopee 

app, the negative words to care about were “bad”, “long”, “different” and “slow” with more than 1000 

occurrences more than the rest of the top 10 words. For the Lazada, words with an occurrence number 

above 1000 were "bad". The negative words that Tiki needs to pay attention to include “bad”, “long”. 

 

Fig. 9. Top 10 negative words in the period (01/2018 - 08/2022)  

In terms of words with a nuance-related aspect, Fig. 10 shows the top 10 words in the period (01/2018 

- 08/2022) for the four applications including “app”, “order”, “cost”, “customer”, “error”, “voucher”, 

“advertising”, “phone”, “time”, and “pr*ck”. Based on the 2022 data, the positive and negative related 

aspects that all four applications need to care about are as follows “app”, which includes feedback 

regarding the use of the application, ease of use, access speed, and the response on applications. This 

aspect group had the highest occurrence frequency in the top 10 aspect-related words. 
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Fig. 10. Top 10 aspects related to positive and negative nuances in the period (01/2018 – 08/2022)  

3.4. Discussion 
The experimental results have clarified the research model in Fig. 1 for the analysis of positive and 

negative aspects and nuances of customers toward mobile applications of commercial shops through 

feedback, comments, and reviews. In particular, when analyzing aspects related to negative nuances, the 

results show that the majority of opinions focus on six main issues related to the shops’ products and 

services: (1) product quality is not as advertised; (2) the process of returning products is difficult and 

time consuming such that customers do not know when they will be refunded; (3) the mobile application 

is difficult to use; (4) when there is a response, the customer calls the switchboard and waits for a long 

time; (5) service attitude errors of staff, as there are promises that are not fulfilled; (6) the transportation 

of goods causes damage and long waiting times. 

Based on customer feedback, the study also analyzed and found six solutions that can be 

recommended for shops to improve product and service quality based on the positive aspects and nuances 

deduced from the customers’ opinions: (1) reminding about and taking proactive measures against stalls 

in stores; (2) updating customers on a regular basis about the product return process, what stage the 

return is in, and when to refund and through which channels; (3) providing specific instructions for 

customers via video, images, or directly on the mobile application when the customer makes a return or 

complaint; (4) preparing staffing plans during peak hours or promotional campaign days to always have 

sufficient numbers of customer support staff. In the future, stores should develop a system of call centers 

that automatically receive and answer calls or build AI chatbots to support customers in a timely manner; 

(5) provide continuous reviews of quality monitoring, listening to call recordings until the end, and 

viewing replies to emails and messages. Moreover, shops should identify common mistakes and provide 

training sessions for employees to follow the correct process, learn how to control emotions, and help 

them better understand customer wishes; (6) continuous checks of the shipping process, stowage, and 

the shipper’s performance through customer reviews. In addition, there should be detailed instructions 

on how to pack items so that stores selling on mobile applications can properly pack products. 

4. Conclusion 
Based on the research and analysis results from our dataset of customer opinions about e-commerce 

products and services from the four largest mobile commerce applications in Vietnam (i.e., Lazada, 

Shopee, Sendo, and Tiki) on the Google Play Store from 01/2013 to 08/2022, the experimental results 

demonstrate that the proposed Bi-LSTM model achieved the best model among all existing models, 

with a high F1 score of 94.61%. The result of the Bi-LSTM model can be attributed to its ability to 

learn long-term dependencies and understand the context of the text, which is crucial in identifying 

sentiment. Additionally, the study obtained research results of scientific and practical significance with 

the following contributions: (1) providing a dataset of customer reviews specific to the Vietnamese e-

commerce industry; (2) developing dictionaries and techniques to address pre-processing issues with 

Vietnamese text; (3) proposing a hybrid model for classifying sentiment and extracting aspects of 

products and services from reviews. These results have significant implications for both researchers and 

businesses. For instance, the model can be employed to build dashboards to monitor online customer 
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experiences in real-time, assist administrators in making timely decisions, enhance the quality of 

products and services, and improve customer satisfaction. 

The study has some limitations that could be addressed in future research. The model focuses on 

considering the positive and negative nuances and did not analyze neutral nuances. To expand the 

model’s capabilities: (1) planning to incorporate more neutral nuances in the Vietnamese language; (2) 

improving the feature extraction for the network. An integrated word embedding approach may produce 

better results; (3) using pre-trained models and applying them to large datasets. 
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1. Introduction 
Time series analysis involves the examination and prediction of data that is collected sequentially over 

time. This field of study is crucial in various domains, including finance [1], economics [2], meteorology 

[3], and sales forecasting [4]. However, time series analysis poses several challenges that need to be 

addressed to ensure accurate and reliable predictions. These challenges can be categorized into two main 

areas: single-output forecasting and multi-output forecasting. In single-output forecasting, common 
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 This study presents a comparative analysis of various deep learning (DL) 

methods for multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) time-series 

forecasting of stock prices. The analysis is conducted on a dataset 

comprising the stock price of Bitcoin. The dataset consists of 2950 rows 

from December 2017 to December 2021. This study aims to evaluate the 

performance of multiple DL methods, including  Multilayer Perceptron 

(MLP), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN), Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-

LSTM), and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). The evaluation criteria for 

selecting the best-performing methods in this research are based on two 

performance metrics: Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root 

Mean Square Error (RMSE). These metrics were chosen for specific 

reasons related to assessing the accuracy and reliability of the forecasting 

models. MAPE is used to assess accuracy, while RMSE helps detect outliers 

in the system. Results show that the LSTM method achieves the best 

performance, outperforming other methods with an average MAPE value 

of 8.73% and Bi-LSTM has the best average RMSE value of 0.02216. The 

findings of this study have practical implications for time-series forecasting 

in the field of stock trading. The superior performance of LSTM highlights 

its potential as a reliable method for accurately predicting stock prices. The 

Bi-LSTM model's ability to detect outliers can aid in identifying abnormal 

stock market behavior. In summary, this research provides insights into the 

performance of various DL models of MIMO for stock price forecasting. 

The results contribute to the field of time-series forecasting and offer 

valuable guidance for decision-making in stock trading by identifying the 

most effective methods for predicting stock prices accurately and detecting 

unusual market behavior.  
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problems include handling changing trends [5], identifying and modeling seasonal patterns [6], dealing 

with outliers [7], addressing stationarity assumptions [8], managing autocorrelation, [9] and working 

with limited data [10]. On the other hand, multi-output forecasting introduces additional complexities 

such as high dimensionality and the need to account for interactions between multiple output variables 

[11]. The multi-output forecasting problem has its own challenges because changes in one variable or 

output can affect other variables or output [12]. Therefore, it is important to consider the interactions 

and interrelationships between variables when developing an effective multi-output forecasting model. 

Multi-Input and Multi-Output (MIMO) time-series forecasting is useful for real-world multivariate 

data applications. Financial markets use past prices [8], trade volumes [13], market sentiment [14], and 

macroeconomic data [15] to anticipate stock prices. MIMO time-series forecasting also has other uses. 

Temperature [16], humidity [17], wind speed [18], and precipitation interact [19] in the weather 

forecast. MIMO forecasting predicts energy consumption [20], resource availability [21], and production 

outputs [22] in resource management and optimization. Due to its complexity and real-world 

applications, the problem of MIMO time-series forecasting has gained attention in recent years 

[23][24][25][26]. The difficulty in this problem lies in modeling the dependencies between the input 

and output variables, especially when they have different time resolutions and levels of noise. Traditional 

statistical and machine learning (ML) approaches have limitations in capturing the dynamics and 

interactions between variables [27][28]. Therefore, developing a robust and efficient solution for MIMO 

time-series forecasting for developing robust time series models and obtaining accurate predictions, 

which have significant implications for decision-making and planning in various fields is crucial. 

MIMO Time-series forecasting techniques struggle to represent long-term dependencies [29]. 

Trends, cycles, and seasonality are long-term dependencies. Various solutions have been proposed to 

address this problem, including vector autoregression moving average (ARIMA) models [30], multilayer 

perceptron (MLP) [31], and dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [32][33]. These methods have shown 

promising results in capturing the nonlinear dependencies between variables and handling missing values 

and noisy data. However, they still have limitations in modeling long-term dependencies and dealing 

with high-dimensional data [34]. Therefore, there is a need for more advanced and flexible models that 

can overcome these limitations and provide accurate and interpretable predictions. Deep learning (DL) 

models, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [35][36][37], Long Short-Term Memory 

Networks (LSTMs) [38][39][40], and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [41], have been proposed as a 

promising solution for MIMO time-series forecasting. Therefore, this problem remains an active area of 

research, and further investigations are needed to develop more efficient and interpretable models. 

This paper aims to reveal the performance of five different deep learning approaches: CNN, RNN, 

LSTM, GRU, and Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM). Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), LSTMs, and 

GRU can simulate long-term dependencies [42]. Recurrent connections and memory cells allow these 

models to store and learn from prior observations and dependencies. These models can better anticipate 

long-term trends by adding memory processes. MIMO time-series forecasting uses high-dimensional 

data to predict multiple outputs from multiple inputs [43]. Computational, model, and dimensionality 

issues arise with high-dimensional data. CNNs can handle high-dimensional data [44]. CNNs find data 

patterns by extracting local and global characteristics from input sequences using convolutional 

algorithms, making suitable for time-series forecasting. These models can capture the complex temporal 

patterns and interactions between variables and provide accurate and robust predictions. Moreover, they 

can handle missing values, noisy data, and high-dimensional input and output variables [45][46]. 

Developing a DL model for MIMO time-series forecasting requires careful consideration of the model 

architecture, data preprocessing, and hyperparameter tuning. MLP as baseline of deep learning is used 

to compare the performance of developed models for stock prediction. 
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2. Method 

2.1. Data Collection 
The dataset used is 2950 rows of data from https://www.cryptodatadownload.com/ from December 

18, 2017, to December 31, 2021. The dataset consists of 7 attributes whose visualization can be seen in 

Fig. 1. The description of the dataset can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Dataset Describe 

index open close high low Volume BTC Volume USDT tradecount 
count 2950 2950 2950 2950 2950 2950 2950 

mean 18296.42 18315.04 18836.06 17672.97 54331.53 1126496122.00 817203.89 

std 17653.74 17668.82 18172.63 17054.67 35003.00 1426290194.00 756509.22 

min 3211.71 3211.72 3276.50 3156.26 1521.53 11770168.04 12417.00 

25% 7099.74 7099.735 7295.18 6863.25 31580.60 246861465.70 255846.75 

50% 9509.07 9507.64 9709.17 9236.61 45692.96 452651204.90 506273.00 

75% 26440.43 26932.90 27477.50 25835.00 67269.47 1561412415.00 1200025.00 

max 67525.82 67525.83 69000.00 66222.40 402201.67 13477694935.00 6331062.00 

 

This study uses two attributes as target data: the open attribute and the close attribute. The open 

attribute is the stock price at the beginning of the trade opening, and the close attribute is the price at 

the end of the period. The open and close prices are beneficial for analyzing pattern trends in stock prices 

[47]. Both of these attributes are attributes that affect changing the pattern trend (pattern) that is 

generated for stock predictions. The difference between the open and close prices can provide insights 

into the intraday price movement, such as whether the stock experienced a positive or negative trend 

during the trading session [48]. These trends often indicate investor sentiment, market momentum, and 

trading strategies market participants employ. 

 

Fig. 1. Visualization of Dataset 

Incorporating open and close prices as target variables enables the models to learn and capture these 

patterns, enhancing forecasting accuracy. Considering that factor, the selection of open and close prices 

as target variables for the forecasting task allows the models to leverage the intraday dynamics and 

patterns exhibited by these attributes. By incorporating this information into the training process, the 

models can learn to capture and utilize the trends and fluctuations in stock prices, leading to more 

accurate and reliable predictions. The comparison of the values between the close and open attributes 

can be seen in Fig. 2. 

 

https://www.cryptodatadownload.com/
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Fig. 2.  Graphic Data Open and Close 

2.2. Data Preprocessing 
Min-max normalization is a common data preprocessing technique used in time-series analysis to 

scale the data values to a specific range, usually between 0 and 1,s is achieved by subtracting the minimum 

value from each data point and dividing it by the range between the minimum and maximum values. 

The resulting values are then scaled to the desired range. Min-max normalization is well-suited for time-

series analysis as it addresses time-dependent data's specific scaling and range normalization requirements 

[49]. It preserves temporal relationships, handles seasonal and trend components, mitigates the influence 

of outliers, provides an interpretable scale, and is compatible with various modeling techniques. 

The first step is to identify the dataset's minimum and maximum values and apply min-max 

normalization to time-series data, can be done by iterating through each time step and keeping track of 

the minimum and maximum values [50]. Once these values have been identified, the data can be 

normalized using the equation (1). 

𝑥𝑥_𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  (𝑥𝑥 −  𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛_𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣) / (𝑛𝑛𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥_𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 −  𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛_𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣) (1) 

where 𝑥𝑥 is the original data point, 𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛_𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the minimum value in the dataset, 𝑛𝑛𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥_𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the 

maximum value in the dataset, and 𝑥𝑥_𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the normalized data point. 

It is important to note that min-max normalization should be applied separately to the training and 

test datasets. The minimum and maximum values used for normalization should be based on the training 

dataset only, then applied to the test dataset using the same formula, ensuring that the test dataset is 

not used to inform the normalization process and prevents data leakage. 

2.3. MIMO Forecasting 
The forecasting model framework in the study can be seen in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 shows that the number 

of inputs is seven, and the number of outputs is 2. The forecasting process uses various types of methods 

that have been selected, as shown in Table 2. The first method is Convolutional Neural Networks 

(CNN), CNN are artificial neural networks that can be used for time-series forecasting. While CNNs 

were initially developed for image recognition tasks, they have also been applied to sequential data, 

including time-series data [51]. The main idea behind CNNs is to use filters that convolve over the input 

data to extract relevant features. These filters are typically small and move across the input data, 

computing dot products at each location. The outputs from the dot products are then passed through a 

nonlinear activation function, such as ReLU, and pooled to reduce the dimensionality of the data. This 

process is repeated multiple times in multiple layers, with each layer capturing more complex features of 

the input data. In the context of time-series forecasting, CNNs can be used to extract temporal features 
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from sequential data [52]. For example, the filters can convolve over the input time-series data to capture 

patterns such as trends, cycles, and spikes.  

 

Fig. 3.  MIMO Forecasting Scheme 

The resulting feature maps can then be fed into fully connected layers to produce a forecast. One 

advantage of CNNs for time-series forecasting is their ability to capture local and global dependencies in 

the data. Additionally, CNNs can handle varying input lengths, making them useful for forecasting time-

series data with irregular time intervals. The equation of CNN can be seen in equations (2) to (5). 

H(t)  =  f(conv(X(t)))   (2) 

F(t)  =  flatten(H(t))   (3) 

D(t)  =  g(W(f)  ∗  F(t)  +  b(f))   (4) 

Y(t)  =  D(t)   (5) 

where X(t) represents the input at time step t, H(t) is the hidden state at time step t, F(t) is flattened, 

D(t) is a dense layer, and Y(t) is the output. In the case of MIMO, the output is Y(t)1 and Y(t)2, which 

are depend on each other as in (6) and (7). 

Y(t)1 =  D(t) + Y(t)2   (6) 

Y(t)2 =  D(t) + Y(t)1   (7) 

The second is Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Unlike traditional feedforward neural networks, 

which have no memory and process each input independently, RNNs have a memory component that 

allows them to process sequential data [53]. The key idea behind RNNs is the use of recurrent 

connections between nodes, which allow information to persist over time. In this way, the network can 

capture temporal dependencies in the data. RNNs use a hidden state that is updated at each time step, 

and the output at each time step is a function of the current input and the hidden state. The hidden 

state is passed from one-time step to the next, allowing the network to learn a representation of the 

entire sequence. In time-series forecasting, RNNs can predict the next value in a time series based on 

the previous values. The network is trained using a supervised learning algorithm, such as 

backpropagation through time, where the loss is minimized between the predicted and actual values of 
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the target variable [54]. One advantage of RNNs for time-series forecasting is their ability to capture 

long-term dependencies in the data, making them useful for predicting trends and cycles. The equation 

of RNN can be seen in equations (8) to (9). 

𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑓𝑓(𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥ℎ) ∗ 𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊(ℎℎ) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑏(ℎ))   (8) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦))   (9) 

The output in the case of MIMO is 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1 and 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1, which depend on one another as in (10) and 

(11). 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2   (10) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2   (11) 

Third, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a type of RNN commonly used for time-series 

forecasting. LSTMs were designed to address the limitations of traditional RNNs, such as difficulty in 

capturing long-term dependencies and vanishing gradients [55]. The key idea behind LSTMs is using a 

memory cell that can remember information for long periods. Three gates control the memory cell: the 

input gate, the forget gate, and the output gate. These gates allow the network to update and forget 

information from the memory cell selectively. In the context of time-series forecasting, LSTMs can 

predict the next value in a time series based on the previous values [56]. The network is trained using a 

supervised learning algorithm, such as backpropagation through time, where the loss is minimized 

between the predicted and actual values of the target variable. One advantage of LSTMs for time-series 

forecasting is their ability to capture long-term dependencies in the data, making them useful for 

predicting trends and cycles [57]. Additionally, LSTMs can handle variable-length sequences, making 

them helpful in forecasting time-series data with irregular time intervals. The equation of LSTM can be 

seen in equations (12) to (17). 

C(t)  =  f(W(xc)  ∗  X(t)  +  W(hc) ∗  H(t − 1)  +  b(c))   (12) 

𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓) ∗ 𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑓𝑓) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑓𝑓))   (13) 

𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚) ∗ 𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑚𝑚) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑚𝑚))   (14) 

𝑂𝑂(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛) ∗ 𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑛𝑛) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑛𝑛))   (15) 

𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑂𝑂(𝑡𝑡) ∗ tanh (𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡))   (16) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦))   (17) 

In the MIMO situation, the outputs are the dependent variables Y(t)1 and Y(t)2 as in (18) and (19). 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2   (18) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1   (19) 

In these equations,  C(t), F(t), I(t), O(t) sequentially represents the cell state, forget gate, input 

gate, and output gate of the LSTM. The variables W and b denote the learnable weights and biases of 

the model, respectively. The activation functions f and g represent the non-linear activation functions 

applied to the hidden state and output, respectively. σ represents the sigmoid activation function, and 

tanh represents the hyperbolic tangent activation function. 

The fourth is Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) is an extension of the LSTM 

architecture for time-series forecasting. As the name suggests, Bi-LSTMs involve processing the input 

sequence in both forward and backward directions [58]. In a standard LSTM, the output at each time 
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step is a function of the current input and the hidden state from the previous time step. In contrast, in 

a Bi-LSTM, the output at each time step is a function of the current input and the hidden states from 

both the forward and backward directions. This allows the network to capture dependencies not only 

from the past, but also from the future. The key advantage of Bi-LSTMs is their ability to capture both 

past and future dependencies in the data, which can be especially useful for time-series forecasting tasks 

where future information may be useful for predicting the next value in the sequence [59]. In the context 

of time-series forecasting, Bi-LSTMs can be used to predict the next value in a time series based on the 

previous values in both the forward and backward directions. The network is trained using a supervised 

learning algorithm, such as backpropagation through time, where the loss is minimized between the 

predicted and actual values of the target variable. (20) to (23). 

𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓(𝑋𝑋)𝑡𝑡))   (20) 

𝐻𝐻𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡))   (21) 

𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) = [𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡);𝐻𝐻𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡)]   (22) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦))   (23) 

In the case of MIMO, the results are the dependent variables 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1 and 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1 as in (24) and (25), 

respectively. 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2   (24) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1   (25) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡) is forward LSTM, 𝐻𝐻𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡) is backward LSTM, and H(t) is concatenation of forward and 

backward LSTM. 

The last is Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). GRUs were designed to address the limitations of 

traditional RNNs, such as difficulty in capturing long-term dependencies and vanishing gradients [60]. 

GRUs are similar to LSTMs in that they use a memory cell to remember information for long periods 

of time. However, unlike LSTMs, GRUs use only two gates: the reset and update gates. The reset gate 

determines how much of the previous memory to forget, while the update gate determines how much 

of the current input to remember. GRUs can be used to predict the next value in a time series based on 

the previous values. The network is trained using a supervised learning algorithm, such as 

backpropagation through time, where the loss is minimized between the predicted and actual values of 

the target variable. One advantage of GRUs for time-series forecasting is their ability to capture long-

term dependencies in the data while requiring fewer parameters than LSTMs [61]. Additionally, GRUs 

can handle variable-length sequences, making them useful for forecasting time-series data with irregular 

time intervals. 

𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛) ∗ 𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑛𝑛) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑛𝑛))   (26) 

𝑍𝑍(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) ∗ 𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑥𝑥) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑥𝑥))   (27) 

𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) = �1 − 𝑍𝑍(𝑡𝑡)� ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑍𝑍(𝑡𝑡) ∗ tanh(𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥ℎ) ∗ 𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ∗ �𝑊𝑊(ℎℎ) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑏(ℎ)�  (28) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦))  (29) 

Both Y(t)1 and Y(t)2 are dependent on time in the case of MIMO, as shown in (30) and (31). 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2   (30) 

𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)2 = 𝑔𝑔�𝑊𝑊(ℎ𝑦𝑦) ∗ 𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑏𝑏(𝑦𝑦)� + 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡)1   (31) 
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where R(t) is reset gate and Z(t) is update gate. 

These equations capture the MIMO deep learning models' forward pass for time-series forecasting. 

The models are trained by optimizing the weights and biases to minimize the forecasting error through 

backpropagation and gradient descent techniques. 

 According to the background, this paper establishes the method to create an effective deep learning-

based for fundamental trading in Bitcoin stock price. Six forecasting methods, including MLP, CNN, 

RNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and GRU were selected and analyzed to determine the best method based on 

accuracy in forecasting the future price. Hyperparameter tuning is used to determine the parameter 

setting values of various existing methods [62]. The hyperparameter tuning method used is random 

search. The setting parameter for all method can be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Setting Parameter 

Method Hidden 
Layes Neuron Activation 

Function Dropout Optimizer Loss Epoch Batch 
Size 

MLP 2 32 Sigmoid 0.2 Adam MSE 100 64 

CNN 2 32 ReLU 0.2 Adam MSE 100 64 

RNN 2 32 Tanh 0.2 Adam MSE 100 64 

LSTM 2 32 Tanh 0.2 Adam MSE 100 64 

Bi-LSTM 2 32 Tanh 0.2 Adam MSE 100 64 

GRU 2 32 Tanh 0.2 Adam MSE 100 64 

 

 Table 2 hyperparameter choices were chosen after thoroughly assessing their importance and 

projected influence on model performance. The following is a complete explanation of these parameters 

[63]. Hidden layers determine neural network depth and complexity. Although overfitting may grow, 

the model can capture more intricate interactions with hidden layers. The model's ability to learn and 

represent complicated patterns depends on hidden layer neuron counts. More neurons can grasp more 

complex data correlations, although overfitting may rise. The activation function gives the neural 

network non-linearity to describe complicated input-output interactions. Non-saturation, smoothness, 

and gradient propagation differ among activation functions. The batch size determines the number of 

samples processed before updating the model's weights during training. A smaller batch size updates 

weights more frequently but may be noisy, whereas a bigger batch size may take more memory but 

update more smoothly. Training epochs determine how many times the model processes the dataset. If 

not regularised, adding epochs lets the model learn more from the data but risks overfitting. Each of 

these hyperparameters plays a crucial role in determining the model's performance and behavior. 

2.4. Evaluation 
The evaluation process uses several forecasting methods to determine the performance of the Bitcoin 

stock price prediction. The evaluation performance uses Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and 

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). MAPE is used to show errors that can represent accuracy. MAPE 

has several ranges of value-meaning categories, as shown in Table 3 [64]. RMSE is used to detect outliers 

in the designed system. The equation of MAPE and RMSE can be seen in (32) to (33). 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =  1
𝑁𝑁
∑ |𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡−𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡|�

𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡
𝑁𝑁
𝑡𝑡=1  x 100%   (32) 

𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 =  �1
𝑁𝑁
∑ (𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡� )2𝑁𝑁
𝑡𝑡=1    (33) 

Table 3.  MAPE Category 

Range MAPE Description 
< 10% The ability of the forecasting model is very good 

10% – 20% The ability of the forecasting model is good 

20% – 50% The ability of the forecasting model is feasible 

> 50% Poor forecasting model capability 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The performance comparison of different methods for MIMO time-series forecasting can be seen in 

Table 4. The MLP method achieved a relatively low MAPE and RMSE for both open and close prices, 

with a MAPE of 9.56258% for open prices and 9.77263% for close prices, and an RMSE of 0.04473 for 

open prices and 0.04093 for close prices. This suggests that the MLP method performed well in 

predicting the open and close prices of the time-series data. Overall, the MLP method performed well 

in predicting the open and close prices of the time series, suggesting that MLPs can be a suitable choice 

for time-series forecasting tasks.  

Table 4.  Performance Evaluation Result 

Methods 

Open Close 

MAPE (%) RMSE MAPE (%) RMSE 

MLP 9.56258 0.04473 9.77263 0.04093 

CNN 10.61802 0.09547 10.75626 0.06094 

RNN 9.14382 0.04004 8.68090 0.04764 

LSTM 8.79643 0.05272 8.67726 0.05097 

Bi-LSTM 9.62744 0.02013 9.63486 0.02419 

GRU 9.20339 0.02520 8.73113 0.03806 

 

The CNN method achieved a MAPE of 10.61802%, an RMSE of 0.09547 for the Open, and a MAPE 

of 10.75626% and an RMSE of 0.06094 for the Close, indicating that the CNN method performed 

better than the ARIMA model but outperformed the MLP, RNN, LSTM, and GRU methods. CNN 

may not perform well on time-series data with long-term dependencies, as the filters may not be able to 

capture the full range of temporal patterns in the data. However, CNN also requires more training data 

to produce good MAPE values. In this study, the 1475 data processed using CNN could still not produce 

optimal values. The performance of the CNN method suggests that it may be useful for some time-

series forecasting tasks but may not be optimal for all applications. 

Based on Table 4, the RNN method achieved a MAPE of 9.14382%, an RMSE of 0.04004 for the 

open price prediction, a MAPE of 8.68090%, and an RMSE of 0.04764 for the close price prediction,  

this indicates that the RNN method performed relatively well compared to the other methods regarding 

MAPE and RMSE values, especially for the open price prediction. A lower MAPE and RMSE values 

indicate that the RNN model was able to make more accurate predictions of the stock prices based on 

the previous values in the time series. It is important to note that the performance of the RNN method 

may vary depending on the specific data and problem being addressed. However, RNNs may have 

difficulty with vanishing gradients, where the gradients become very small, and the network cannot learn 

long-term dependencies. 

The LSTM model achieved a MAPE of 8.79643% for the Open and 8.67726% for the Close. The 

corresponding RMSE values were 0.05272 for the Open and 0.05097 for the Close. LSTM shows the 

lowest MAPE for both opening and closing prices. A lower MAPE indicates better performance of the 

model. In this case, the LSTM model achieved a lower MAPE than all other models except for RNN, 

indicating its superior performance in predicting stock prices. Overall, the LSTM model demonstrated 

strong performance in forecasting stock prices based on historical data. Its ability to capture long-term 

dependencies in the time-series data and remember information for long periods likely contributed to 

its superior performance. 

Table 4 shows the Bi-LSTM method achieved a MAPE of 9.62744%, an RMSE of 0.02013 for the 

Open, and a MAPE of 9.63486% and an RMSE of 0.02419 for the Close. The results suggest that Bi-

LSTM performed well compared to the ARIMA method, which had the highest MAPE and RMSE 

values among all the methods. However, Bi-LSTM's performance was slightly lower than the RNN and 
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LSTM methods, which achieved lower MAPE and RMSE values. The Bi-LSTM shows the lowest 

RMSE for both open and close prices, indicating its ability to detect outliers in the result predictions. 

Bi-LSTM can capture a sequence's past and future context at each time step. Overall, the Bi-LSTM 

method showed promise for time-series forecasting tasks, but its performance may vary depending on 

the specific data.  

The GRU model achieved a MAPE of 9.20339% for open prices and 8.73113% for close prices. 

Additionally, the model achieved an RMSE of 0.02520 for available prices and 0.03806 for close prices. 

The GRU model showed good performance in predicting both open and close prices, with a MAPE 

lower than ARIMA and Bi-LSTM for open prices and lower than ARIMA for close prices. The GRU 

model is known for capturing long-term dependencies in time-series data, while requiring fewer 

parameters than LSTMs. The results in the table suggest that the GRU model is effective for predicting 

stock prices and could be a useful tool for traders and investors. GRU can handle the vanishing gradient 

problem better than traditional RNNs. 

MIMO and ensemble are two different approaches in time-series forecasting. In MIMO, multiple 

time series are used as inputs to the model to predict the values of all the time series simultaneously. 

This can be useful in situations where multiple related variables influence each other. In this research, 

the overall attributes could be used to predict open and closed prices. On the other hand, an ensemble 

involves using multiple models to make predictions and then combining the results of those models to 

make a final prediction; this can be useful in uncertain situations about the best model to use or where 

different models have different strengths and weaknesses. For example, an ensemble could include a 

combination MLP, LSTM, and CNN models, with the final prediction being a weighted average of the 

predictions made by each model [31][45][65]. 

Overall, the result provides insights into the performance of different DL methods for time-series 

forecasting and highlights the trade-offs between accuracy and complexity of the methods. The MAPE 

values of all methods at open and close fall into the category of the ability of the forecasting model is 

very good (<10%). Depending on the specific problem and methods characteristics, one may choose an 

appropriate method that balances the trade-offs and meets the desired performance criteria. 

The results obtained in this study have significant practical implications, particularly in the context 

of stock trading and investment. Accurate stock price predictions can greatly benefit investors, traders, 

and financial institutions by providing valuable insights for decision-making. By leveraging MIMO time-

series forecasting models, market participants can gain a competitive edge by identifying potential price 

movements, trends, and patterns in stock markets, this can help optimize trading strategies, improve 

risk management, and enhance portfolio performance. Moreover, the ability to accurately forecast stock 

prices can aid in identifying opportunities for arbitrage, hedging, and market timing, leading to increased 

profitability and reduced financial risks. Additionally, the performance of different methods in the study 

may have revealed specific patterns or trends. For example, certain deep learning models with specific 

architectures or hyperparameters might have better captured complex market dynamics, long-term 

dependencies, or nonlinear relationships. Identifying such patterns can guide practitioners in selecting 

appropriate models and techniques for stock price prediction tasks. 

In the context of real-time or large-scale applications, it is essential to evaluate the efficiency of the 

models in processing and forecasting stock price data, includes assessing their ability to handle high-

dimensional data, adapt to evolving market conditions, and provide timely predictions. Discussing the 

computational aspects of the models can help stakeholders assess the trade-offs between accuracy and 

computational efficiency, enabling them to make informed decisions when selecting models for real-

world deployment.  Future research should consider evaluating the performance of MIMO time-series 

forecasting models on multiple datasets from different stocks, various market conditions, and diverse 

periods, this will help establish the robustness and reliability of the proposed methods and provide a 

more comprehensive understanding of their performance across different contexts. Ultimately, choosing 
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a suitable method for time-series forecasting tasks depends on the specific problem, the desired 

performance criteria, and the trade-offs between accuracy and complexity. This study provides valuable 

insights into the performance of different deep learning methods for time-series forecasting and can help 

guide the selection of appropriate methods for various applications. 

4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, this study compared the performance of various deep learning methods, including 

MLP, CNN, RNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and GRU, in predicting open and close prices for time-series 

data. Overall, the LSTM method demonstrated the best performance in terms of MAPE, indicating its 

superior ability to predict stock prices. The Bi-LSTM method achieved the lowest RMSE values, 

highlighting its effectiveness in detecting prediction outliers. The GRU model also performed well and 

is known for handling the vanishing gradient problem better than traditional RNNs. While the CNN 

method performed better than the ARIMA model, it was outperformed by other deep learning methods, 

suggesting that it may not be optimal for all time-series forecasting tasks. The MIMO and ensemble 

approaches provide alternative ways to improve forecasting performance by leveraging multiple time 

series or combining the strengths of different models. The study focused on evaluating deep learning 

models for MIMO time-series forecasting, but a comprehensive benchmarking and comparative analysis 

with conventional approaches may have been limited. Future research should evaluate a more extensive 

range of conventional forecasting methodologies to understand their strengths and drawbacks better. 

Experimentation is recommended to confirm findings and test these models on different data sets and 

periods. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, autonomous driving has emerged as one of the most desirable research areas in the 

artificial intelligence (AI) community. Vehicles can now operate automatically to carry out routine 

driving activities effectively and safely [1]. The four functional modules that make up autonomous 

vehicles’ core components are environment sensing, decision-making, motion planning, and motion 

control [2]. The decision-making and motion planning modules, which link environment sensing with 

motion control, constitute the autonomous vehicle's “brain” and are considered to be of the utmost 

importance [3], [4]. The lane-changing choice is an important component of the research in this area, 

and the driving decision-making system is the key technology for maintaining the driving safety of AVs 

[5]–[7]. Making decisions in unpredictable and dynamic traffic settings is one of the difficulties in 

achieving full automation of driving [8]. Making decisions involves coming up with a series of motion 

behaviors to carry out certain tasks, like merging into a crowded lane, navigating an unguarded 

crossroads, and overtaking with ease on a highway [1], [9]. The robot motion planning algorithm 
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 The increasing trend of autonomous driving vehicles in smart cities 

emphasizes the need for safe travel. However, the presence of obstacles, 

potholes, and complex road environments, such as poor illumination and 

occlusion, can cause blurred road images that may impact the accuracy of 

maneuver prediction in visual perception systems. To address these 

challenges, a novel ensemble model, named ABHO-based deep CNN-

BiLSTM has been proposed for traffic sign detection. This model combines 

a hybrid convolutional neural network (CNN) and bidirectional long short-

term memory (BiLSTM) with the alarming-based hunting optimization 

(ABHO) algorithm to improve maneuver prediction accuracy. Additionally, 

a modified hough-enabled lane generative adversarial network (ABHO 

based HoughGAN) has been proposed, which is designed to be robust to 

blurred images. The ABHO algorithm, inspired by the defending and social 

characteristics of starling birds and  Canis latrans, allows the model to 

efficiently search for the optimal solution from the available solutions in 

the search space. The proposed ensemble model has shown significantly 

improved accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity in maneuver prediction 

compared to previously utilized methods, with minimal error during lane 

detection. Overall, the proposed ensemble model addresses the challenges 

faced by autonomous driving vehicles in complex and obstructed road 

environments, offering a promising solution for enhancing safety and 

reliability in smart cities.  
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frequently serves as an inspiration for conventional motion planning techniques, such as artificial 

potential fields (APF).  

A heuristic-based hybrid APF-based motion planning technique was presented in [10]. Combining 

the proposed methods with optimization algorithms significantly enhanced their performance [11]. An 

autonomous vehicle’s decision-making layer must take into account interactive and synergetic input from 

other cars to produce human-like driving behaviors. The intentions and responses of nearby cars may be 

modeled and predicted using probabilistic approaches and partially observable Markov decision processes 

(POMDP) [1]. Despite significant advancements, there are few reports of autonomous vehicles (AVs) 

making decisions that take into account other vehicles' social interactions. Capturing the features during 

vehicle interactions is crucial for improving the decision-making of AVs [4].The emergence of connected 

and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) that can sense their environment, make decisions, exercise 

autonomous control, and exchange data with other vehicles and infrastructure is the result of the quick 

development of communication technology and autonomous driving technology [12]–[14]. The authors 

in [15] construct a decision-making system by merging Markov Decision Process (MDP) and RL since 

RL can offer numerous advantages in tackling complex uncertain sequential decision issues. Deep neural 

networks (DNN) are used to create a human-like decision-making system that can adjust to actual 

driving circumstances [4], [16].  

Traditional control methods, such as constant spacing (CS) policy, constant time headway (CTH) 

policy, and sliding mode control (SMC) [17]–[19], have a poor ability to adapt to the environment and 

are unable to make precise and efficient decisions based on a variety of complex driving situations, 

particularly in situations where CAVs and conventional driver-controlled vehicles coexist [14]. The 

search engine, probabilistic sampling, prospective field, approximation curve, and mathematical 

optimization approaches are the five primary groups among the many algorithms that have been 

researched for path planning [3]. The most popular and useful path planning algorithm is the one called 

graph search. In terms of avoiding collisions, the graph search method performs well. The thickness of 

the grid, however, frequently affects its ideal course. A typical sampling approach that effectively searches 

the best path while taking non-holonomic restrictions into account is known as rapidly exploring 

random trees (RRT) [20]. However, RRT needs to continue to strengthen its security and the fineness 

of its intended course [4]. One drawback of these techniques is that some gesture parameters, which are 

frequently employed in path planning, are non-linear and non-convex, which might lead to the NP-

hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time hard) issue [11], [21]. 

In this research, traffic sign detection and maneuver prediction-based vehicle control are used to 

control autonomous driving cars. Social behaviors, such as driving patterns and targets of the vehicles in 

the immediate surrounding area, are taken into account. The hybridized algorithm is utilized for both 

traffic sign detection and maneuver prediction, which is motivated by advanced algorithms for AV 

control and decision-making. The modified Hough-enabled Lane GAN model is used to accurately 

segment the surrounding driving area in the input image for maneuver prediction, while the ensembled 

CNN-BiLSTM classifier is then applied to predict the traffic sign and make accurate decisions for 

autonomous driving. In addition, Alarming-based hunting optimization, the alarming-based hunting 

optimization (ABHO) algorithm is well implemented in the modified Hough-enabled Lane GAN and 

the ensembled CNN-BiLSTM classifier for lane detection and traffic sign prediction. The shared weights 

in the lane detection technique and the tunable parameters in the traffic sign prediction technique are 

controlled by the ABHO algorithm. 

The research utilizes several techniques for autonomous driving, including a modified Hough-

enabled Lane GAN model for maneuver prediction, an ensemble CNN-BiLSTM classifier for traffic sign 

detection, and the ABHO algorithm for controlling shared weights in the lane detection technique and 

tunable parameters in the traffic sign prediction technique. The paper is organized into sections on 

existing works, safe driving in an intelligent environment method, results, and a conclusion. 
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2. Related works and Challenges 
The implementation of autonomous vehicles (AVs) is expected to have a considerable positive impact 

on traffic safety by reducing the number of accidents by up to 94%. However, AV accidents can still 

occur due to various unforeseen environmental obstacles, such as human-driven vehicles, bicycles, 

animals, and passengers. Even fully autonomous cars cannot guarantee being completely crash-free under 

these circumstances. As a result, ethical concerns arise when dealing with such challenges, particularly 

when human lives are at stake. This section provides an overview of traditional approaches to decision-

making-based autonomous vehicles, including path selection and braking, as well as their benefits and 

challenges. 

In this section, the autonomous vehicle-based decision-making process using various strategies is 

revealed. An effective fuzzy CoCoSo approach was created by [22] built on the logarithmic method and 

Power Heronian function to address the problem of additional benefit selection in vehicular management 

techniques. Three primary stages make up the suggested MCDM paradigm. The MCDM’s inputs, such 

as criteria, options, and experts, are chosen in the first step. The logarithmic technique is used to 

determine the optimal parameters in the second step. The final stage ranks the options according to the 

Power Heronian function. The suggested fuzzy LM PH’CoCoSo methodology’s efficacy is undeniable. 

However, the technical intricacy of the fuzzy WPHA and fuzzy WGPHA functions for evaluating the 

computational technique can be a constraint. The decision-making and mobility control for traffic 

movements of an autonomous vehicle (AV) taking into account the human behaviors of other traffic 

users were addressed in this [4] unique integrated approach. When making decisions and predicting the 

condition of a course of an autonomous vehicle, the Stackelberg Game theory and Model Predictive 

Control (MPC) are both employed. The ability of the agile solution to handle various social contacts 

with other vehicle drivers demonstrates its viability and efficacy. Only the velocity and acceleration 

behaviors are taken into account for obstacle vehicles because the lane-change behaviors of these vehicles 

are not part of the high-speed driving situation. An automated, safe, and effective decision-making 

paradigm for AVs was put forth by [23] for driving at junctions. To find the best navigation rule in 

terms of security and protection, the deep Q-network method was used. The suggested approach might 

aid in developing the decision-making component of AVs to improve travel convenience and traffic flow. 

This study’s shortcomings include the fact that the bigger standard deviations meant that driving 

comfort was reduced. In an environment of rapid change, [14] presented an autonomous braking 

decision-making technique that chooses the best course of action using deep reinforcement learning 

(DRL). To increase safe driving, the automobile can proactively adopt the best braking behavior in an 

urgent situation once the strategy has been trained correctly. To execute high-level control techniques 

to coordinate CAVs in typical circumstances, multi-agent reinforcement learning is necessary. 

A unique LC decision (LCD) model is presented by [7] that enables autonomous cars to acquire 

judgments that are similar to those made by humans. This approach integrates the XGBoost algorithm 

with a deep autoencoder (DAE) network. The presented method is currently only relevant to the 

traditional LC decision-making mechanism in straight lanes or curved lanes on motorways due to the 

complication and instability of regular traffic. A predictive control paradigm for moral judgments in 

driverless vehicles is presented forth by [24] using the principles of rational ethics. The author proposes 

the use of powerful AI tools and reasonable procedures to develop ethical guidelines for autonomous 

vehicles. One such approach is the Lexicographic Optimization-based Model Predictive Controller (LO-

MPC), which prioritizes barriers and restrictions to ensure the flexible application of ethical principles. 

To address lane change decision-making [11], the author proposes a risk-aware driving decision strategy 

using deep reinforcement learning's Risk Awareness Prioritized Replay Deep Q-Network (RA-

PRDQN). This approach aims to identify a sequence of actions that minimize risk and prevent accidents 

with the host car in congested environments with both static and dynamic obstacles. The sample 

selection probability function can be improved by considering vehicle location sets and incorporating 

stopping behavior for speed regulation using deep reinforcement learning. Another decision-making [1] 

system prioritizes the safe and effective operation of autonomous vehicles. The author presents a 

simulation of passing driving situations and defines standard methods such as the intelligent driver model 

and minimization of overall braking caused by merging traffic. For highway overtaking, the author 
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proposes using the Dyna-H algorithm, which combines a modified Q-learning algorithm with a heuristic 

planning approach. Overall, these approaches aim to develop safe and ethical decision-making systems 

for autonomous vehicles. To develop online decision-making techniques for autonomous vehicles, deep 

learning and enhanced RL algorithms must also be combined. The proposed model achieved high 

accuracy in detecting traffic signs and predicting lanes compared to the existing techniques [25]. The 

research aims to enhance the decision-making capabilities of autonomous vehicles to ensure safety, 

energy efficiency, and mobility. The author [23] efficiently ranked the agents relying upon their 

importance in making decisions, using the CNN network that effectively learned the features and 

obtained the domain knowledge. The decision–making system acts as the central nerve of driverless 

vehicles and is important for the safe and effective operation of vehicles [26]. While considering the 

surrounding environment, the other car motion and the evaluation of self-esteemed vehicles, decision-

making is indicated to develop reasonable and safe driving characteristics at the human level [27]. 

The challenges considered during the development of effective decision-making of autonomous 

vehicles are as follows: 

• In the decision-making process for motion planning, Stackelberg game theoretic optimization and 

Model Predictive Control (MPC)-based optimization are used to determine the optimal course of 

action, which is then executed within predefined limits. However, if these limits are too narrow, the 

motion planner may struggle to find viable alternatives. On the other hand, setting the boundaries 

too broadly can significantly increase the computational complexity of position control [4]. 

• Therefore, it is crucial to strike a balance between setting limits that are too narrow or too broad. 

This will ensure that the motion planner can find feasible solutions within a reasonable timeframe. 

Achieving the optimal direction of flow within the expected timeframe is a complex task that requires 

careful consideration and balancing of various factors [4]. 

• However, using a fuzzy control system on a vehicle has the drawback of requiring a level of 

understanding to define fuzzy rules and similarity measures. The choice of the membership function 

is where a fuzzy logic-based control technique becomes challenging. Bandwidth is significantly 

impacted by the settings for the membership function and fuzzy word set [14]. 

• The fact that various motion requirements employed in motion planning are frequently non-linear 

and non-convex poses a drawback of the risk awareness prioritized replay deep Q-network technique 

[11]. This may result in the NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time hard) problem. 

• One major drawback of probabilistic-based techniques is that they solely use specialized information 

to provide rule-based action, failing to make the right decisions in disruptive environments and 

ignoring the learning aspects of the human drivers in navigation [11]. 

• The diminishing gradient experienced during training presents the biggest difficulty in using simple 

RNNs. The number of instances the gradient signal is ultimately multiplied can be as great as the 

time steps taken. When dealing with sequence data, a standard Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

may not be suitable for capturing long-term dependencies. This is because, in a deep or extended 

sequence analysis, the gradient of the network's output may struggle to impact the weights of the 

preceding layers. As a result, it becomes challenging for the network to record long-term 

dependencies in the sequence data. The network’s weights won’t be properly updated under gradient 

vanishing, leading to very low weight values [28]. 

3. Method 
In this section decision-making system for the autonomous driving cars using deep models are 

discussed. The autonomous vehicles require a strong decision controller to support the safe-driving 

experience in the smart cities for which the road video dataset is acquired. To the video frames, traffic 

sign detection and maneveur prediction is done using modified CNN-BiLSTM classifier and ABHO-

Hough GAN model. The algorithm, ABHO is designed for training the classifier parameters to support 
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the prediction with accuracy. The ABHO algorithm is developed by integrating the hunting 

characteristics of Canis latrans with the leadership hierarchy and alarming nature of starling birds. On 

the other hand, the pre-processed video data is fed forward to the ABHO-Hough GAN model, which 

is tuned by ABHO that has shown good image enhancement and image restoration capabilities. ABHO-

Hough GAN model has the tendency to update the performance based on the optimization algorithm 

and effective maneuver detection. Fig.1 (a) and Fig.1 (b) shows the illustration of the intelligent 

transportation using maneveur prediction. 

 

(a) Real-time Driving scenario in autonomous driving system 

 

(b) Illustration of decision-making in autonomous vehicle 

Fig. 1.  The illustration of the intelligent transportation using maneveur prediction 

3.1. Road vehicle video database 
The road vehicle video database [4] is utilized in this research for traffic sign detection and maneveur 

prediction as the initial step, which is expressed as 

𝐷𝐷 = ∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑖𝑖=0   (1) 
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where, the utilized road vehicle database is denoted as D , and the total available videos in the database 

is denoted as dD , which is in the range of 0 to d . Each video from the database is supposed to hold Ff
number of video frames and for ensuring the accurate support system, the frame-wise processing is 

enabled. 

3.2. Traffic sign detection using Optimized CNN-BiLSTM classifier 
The video frames are acquired from the road video, for which the traffic sign detection is done 

through the designed ABHO-Ensembled model. Fig. 2 shows ABHO-Ensembled model with three 

layers of CNN, a layer of convolution, leaky RelU, and MaxPooling, which makes-up the ensemble 

model’s initial channel. The deep CNN holds the filter size as 264 with the kernel size of of dimension. 

Initially, the frame is processed using the CNN structure of the first channel to extract spatial 

characteristics, but the depth of time features extracted from the raw high-dimensional data is 

insufficient. To finish the extraction of the data time-series features and extract the long-term 

dependencies between the data features, the BiLSTM structure of dimension is employed. While the 

model is being trained, the BiLSTM structure can prevent gradient disappearance and gradient 

explosion. After reshaping the output from CNN, the BiLSTM utilizes the dropout size, which is then 

fed to the dense layer for an efficient detection of the traffic sign in each frame. 

 

Fig. 2.  ABHO-Ensembled model for traffic sign detection 

3.2.1. Algorithm for tuning the Ensemble model 
The traffic sign detection is the basic need for ensuring the safe driving using the autonomous cars 

and the accurate detection depends on the ensembled fusion parameters, which is decided optimally 

using ABHO. ABHO is proposed by employing the exceptional behavior of the Canis latrans [29] and 

the starling bird [30] for the observation of traffic signs in the road video. The ability of the Canis latrans 

relies in the effective balance between the exploitation and exploration stages. The social grading system 

of the guiding beta and a lack of emphasis on following dominant norms are what distinguish the 

Coyote’s algorithmic behavior. The ABHO approach places more emphasis on social interactions and 

opinion-sharing during the hunting process. Certain common issues, such as the excessive processing 

time and inadequate searching potential in the Canis latrans performance, are resolved through the 

characteristics, such as scary as well as the defending characters of the starling bird. The combined 

behavior enhances the resilience and power of the suggested ABH optimization, leading to a good 

performance. The starling bird is highly intelligent and has a good memory when compared to many 

other small birds. The technique is to be used to solve global optimization issues due to its simplicity, 
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scalability, and high performance. The performance of the starling bird is evaluated to the optimization 

problems that belong to popular engineering applications. 

1) Inspiration 
The Coyote algorithm, which is based on the Canis lupus genus, inspired by the Canis latrans species, 

and serves as both an ecological and swarm intelligence criterion, is the basis for the population-based 

approach that is suggested. Even though the Canis latrans is used as the pack leader, the social hierarchy 

and dominant standards of these species are disregarded by its unique mathematical structure 

configuration. Furthermore, unlike grey wolf hunting, Canis latrans hunting emphasizes the social 

structure and experiences that share as a whole rather than only hunting prey. By considering the social 

organization of the Canis latrans and their environmental adaption, the suggested method offers a unique 

mathematical model in comparison to metaheuristics. It also provides novel techniques to balance the 

exploration and exploitation phases of the optimization process. The Canis latrans’s behavior has been 

linked to both internal (such as gender, social standing, and pack membership) and extrinsic (like 

snowfall height, snowpack severity, climate, and corpse weight) factors. As a result, the alarming-based 

hunting mechanism was proposed based on the social settings of the Canis latrans and starling birds. 

2) Mathematical modeling of alarming-based hunting optimization 
The three top most significant phases in the ABHO algorithm is the initialization, fitness evaluation 

of the population, and establishing ranking depending on the measured fitness. 

• Initialization: According to the social environment, the Canis latrans’s worldwide population in 

addition to the starling bird population is randomly generated, which is expressed as, 

 

𝑃𝑃 = {𝑃𝑃1,𝑃𝑃2,𝑃𝑃3, …𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 , …𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥  (2) 

where, x be the total population in an attained cluster, the solutions are denoted as Ρ  and equation 
(3) provides the following random values that are generated individually for the 

tha
 Canis latrans 

in the 
thu  pack at the dimension of k . 

𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎,𝑘𝑘
𝑢𝑢,𝑟𝑟 = 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘 + 𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘(𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘 − 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘)  (3) 

where the 

thk
 resolution parameter is utilized to represent the upper and lower bounds as

k kc and y
 

in the social context 

G
,respectively. 

• Population ranking: The fitness values are measured for the attained solutions individually for the 

effective ranking, which assists to proceed with the following hunting process.  

• Establish ranking groups: As the consequence of establishing the feasible random solutions, the Canis 

latrans’s deviation resultant to the social conditions is determined by the following equation, 

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐹𝐹(𝑃𝑃)  (4) 

The Canis latrans  are dispersed randomly across the population, therefore they may decide to separate 

from the group and become alone instead of joining them. The maximum capacity of Canis latrans 

that may be separated from the group over the total population. 

• Choose producer position: Unlike followers, producers can look for food in a wider variety of 

locations, and the producers are expected to have substantial energy stores and give followers access 

to foraging places or directions. It is in charge of locating locations with abundant food supplies. The 

evaluation of an individual's fitness values determines their degree of energy reserves. The starling 

bird starts chirping as alarm messages as soon as they spot the predator. The producers must guide 

all followers to the safe location if the alert value exceeds the safety level. Each iteration updates the 

producer's location as follows: 
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𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓+1 = �𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
� −𝑓𝑓
𝛽𝛽,𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓

�

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 + 𝑈𝑈.𝑊𝑊
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑟𝑟2 < 𝑇𝑇
𝑟𝑟2 ≥ 𝑇𝑇  (5) 

Depending on the social characteristics of the Canis latrans, the position of the starling bird is 

updated as, 

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓+1 = �
1

2
�𝑤𝑤1𝑦𝑦1 + 𝑤𝑤2𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 �1 + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

� −𝑓𝑓
𝛽𝛽,𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓

��� 𝑟𝑟2 < 𝑇𝑇

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 + 𝑈𝑈.𝑊𝑊 + 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 × 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
  (6) 

where the weights of Canis latrans group are denoted as

1w
and

2w
, the personal best population is 

represented as

best
persΡ

. The random variable is represented as

2r
and 

U
with the threshold of

Τ
at the 

iteration of

t
. 

• Choose follower position: The regulations must be upheld by the followers, who should also act as 

producers by acting like the starling bird with the highest energy. Many hungry followers are more 

prone to fly to different locations in search of food to increase their energy. Followers look for food 

by following the producer who can offer the best food. While waiting for food, some followers may 

be constantly watching the producers and struggling for it to increase their predation rate. Some 

followers keep a closer eye on the producers, as was already mentioned. They quickly leave their 

present designation to struggle for food as soon as they learn that the producer has acquired nice 

food. If they succeed, they can instantly receive the producer's food; if not, the regulations are still 

followed. The following is a description of the follower’s role updating formula. 

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓+1 = �
U. exp(𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓) + 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒. (𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓)

𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+1 + �𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 − 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+1 �.𝐵𝐵+.𝑊𝑊 + 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓+1   (7) 

where the matrix is represented as
Β

and

W
, in which the velocity of a producer in approaching the 

food and staying away from enemies is denoted as

V
.  

• Choose remaining followers: The starling bird in the center of the group randomly walks to be close 

to others, whereas the starling bird at the group's edge swiftly goes into the safe region to gain a 

better position when aware of the danger. It is possible to express the mathematical model as follows: 

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓+1 = �
𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓�𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 − 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓� + β�𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑤𝑤 − 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓�

1

2
�2𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 + 𝑘𝑘 � 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓−𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓−𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓)+𝜀𝜀
�� + 𝑤𝑤1𝑦𝑦1 + 𝑤𝑤2𝑦𝑦2

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 > 𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑤𝑤 (8) 

where the worst as well as the global fitness is denoted as

worstF
and

gloF
. The Canis latrans share 

other groups' perspectives and methods for moving from one location to another, yet they lack these 

traits when hunting and adapting to new social conditions. Therefore, the integration of the 

defending characters of the starling bird prevents the Canis latrans from falling into the local 

optimum, and there needs to be a solution back so that the algorithm can avoid reaching the local 

optimum. Incorporating an integrating operation to increase the algorithm's ability to avoid the local 

optimum is the most popular remedy for this problem. In this work, the optimization is improved 

by integrating the social characteristics of Canis latrans with the starling bird. By incorporating the 

defending behavior while renovating the social state during opinion sharing, the ABHO optimization 

has greater flexibility, quick resolution, and incredibly consistent findings. Thus, to improve the 

effectiveness of the ABHO optimization and fine-tune the classifier's hyperparameters for improved 

vehicle control. 
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Fig. 3 shows the Proposed ABHO pseudocode, This system adjusts the positions of the starling bird 

and reduces energy waste in a random movement to reach ideal solutions with the fewest iterations. 

1.      Total population

x
 

2. Output: Best population 

3. Initialization 

4.  Initialize population 

5.   𝑃𝑃 = {𝑃𝑃1,𝑃𝑃2,𝑃𝑃3, …𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 , …𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 

6.   Population ranking 

7.   Based on fitness  

8.  Establish ranking groups 

9.   𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡<𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
  

10.    { 

11.    𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶1=𝐹𝐹(𝑃𝑃)𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝1(𝑚𝑚)
  

12.    𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟∀𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖={1,…,𝑥𝑥}, # producer 1 

13.     { 

14.     Update position based on equation (6) 

15.     } 

16.    End for 

17.    𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶2=𝐹𝐹(𝑃𝑃)𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝2(𝑚𝑚)
 

18.    𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟∀(𝑥𝑥+1≥𝑖𝑖≤𝑚𝑚)
, # Follower 2 

19.     { 

20.     Update position based on equation (7) 

21.     } 

22.    End for 

23.    𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶3=𝐹𝐹(𝑃𝑃)𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝑚)
 

24.    𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟∀(𝑚𝑚+1 ≥ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑚𝑚), # Remaining followers 

25.     { 

26.     Update position based on equation (8) 

27.     } 

28. Rank population 

29.  Update the ranked groups 

30.   𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 
31.    𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓𝑓 + 1 

32. End while 

Fig. 3.  Proposed ABHO pseudocode 

Once the traffic sign in the traversing road is detected, the lane segmentation is processed using 

ABHO-Hough GAN model for maneveur prediction. Thus, both the lane segmentation as well as the 

maneveur prediction is performed in order to control the autonomous vehicle. 

3.3. Modified Hough enabled optimized generative adversarial network for lane segmentation and 
maneveur prediction 

Once the traffic sign detection is accomplished, the lane segmentation and maneveur prediction is 

guided using the ABHO-Hough GAN model, which comprises of a generator as well as the 

discriminator. In this research, a ABHO-Hough GAN model is developed for the background 

subtraction of driving scenes, where the lanes are determined by a discriminator using shared weights 

and evaluated by a generator depending on the input road vehicle data. The ABHO-Hough GAN model 

is a remarkable tool for identifying shapes and curves in the road vehicle video images. To determine the 

particular location or gain geometrical details of the vehicle, it is used to detect loops, ellipses, and lines. 

The Hough transform is a great tool for recognizing lane lines for the self-driving automobiles in the 

target area, and the actual benefit of this model is that it predicts lanes that are precise and narrow rather 

than the broad, flexible boundaries that CNN's typically introduce. The hough Lane transform 

recognizes lanes in multiple continuous frames as opposed to only the current frame, which is dissimilar 

from the aforementioned deep-learning-based methods that only detect lanes and are considered a time-
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based issue. The proposed technique can provide robust performance in lane detection under difficult 

circumstances with more detailed information. Using the sign detection and lane segmentation outputs, 

the maneveur detection is proceded using the optimized GAN. In Fig. 4, Hough Lane enabled optimized 

GAN model is presented, where the lane segmentation is done using the optimized GAN model, and 

the hough lane transform supports the maneveur prediction, where the ABHO algorithm guides the 

segmentation model to acquire the accurate prediction. The detailed sketch on the ABHO algorithm is 

presented in section 3.2.1. 

 
Fig. 4.  ABHO-Hough GAN model for Maneuver prediction 

4. Results and Discussion 
In this section, the reliability of the ABHO-Hough GAN for the maneuver prediction and ABHO-

tuned CNN-BiLSTM for traffic sign detection is revealed depending on the performance using the 

various epoch. The comparative analysis is implemented to show the better efficiency of the proposed 

model in the research area of an autonomous vehicle. The implementation of both lane prediction and 

traffic sign detection is done in python on windows 10 OS with 8 GB RAM and the road vehicle video 

dataset is used for estimation. 

The road dataset was enumerated through the aerial images over 1171. Every aerial image is disguised 

over 2.25 square kilometers with 1500 dimensions from 1500 pixels. The data was divided into three sets 

in terms of unpremeditated. The following sets are an 1108-image training set, a 14-image validation 

set, and a 49-image test set. The dataset contains a large amount of urban, suburban as well as rural 

districts which is present in 2600 square kilometer. To obtain knowledge of real-time decision-making, 

the test data was helped by enclosing more than 110 square kilometers unaided. The experimental 

validation of the approach is visualized in Fig. 5. 

The performance metrics used for the traffic sign detection along with the ABHO-tuned CNN-

BiLSTM is explained as follows 

• Accuracy: The percentage of samples that the ABHO-based CNN-BiLSTM properly identifies while 

determining the autonomous vehicle's decision-making system is known as accuracy, and it is given 

by, 

𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝
𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝

  (9) 

• Sensitivity: The true positive outcome of the result from ABHO-based CNN-BiLSTM when the 

decision-making occurs on the autonomous vehicle, described the sensitivity in terms of probability 

and it is given as, 
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𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓
𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟

  (10) 

• Specificity: The true negative of the result from ABHO-based CNN-BiLSTM when the decision-

making occurs on the autonomous vehicle, described the specificity in terms of probability and it is 

given as, 

𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟
𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓

  (11) 

 

(a) Original Road image acquired from the input dataset 

 

(b) Traffic sign detection 

 

(c) Lane detection 

 

(d) Maneuver prediction 

Fig. 5.  Autonomous driving system- Experimentation.  

The performance metrics used for the lane detection along with the ABHO-Hough GAN is explained 

as follows. 

• Mean Absolute Error: The distinction between the magnitudes of the measurement of an individual 

with the quantity of true value for the ABHO-based Hough GAN, when identifying the lane 

prediction on an autonomous vehicle is defined as the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and it is given 

as, 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 1
𝑣𝑣
∑ �𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 − 𝑞𝑞�𝑣𝑣
𝑗𝑗=1   (12) 

where, the total error is represented as v , and jq q− denotes an absolute error. 

• Mean Square Error: The error quantity in the statistical model as well as the difference between the 

experimental and predicted rate from the ABHO-based Hough GAN in the decision-making 

function processed for lane prediction on the autonomous vehicle which is estimated in terms of 

Mean Square error (MSE) and it is given as, 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 1
𝑡𝑡
∑ (𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 − 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗)2𝑡𝑡
𝑗𝑗=𝑖𝑖   (12) 

where, the available data is denoted as r , jg describes prediction, and jg represents the observed 
value. 
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• Root mean squared error: ABHO-based Hough GAN in an autonomous vehicle is used to determine 

land prediction in terms of using the mean square value of error in the root which was described as 

root mean squared error (RMSE) and it is given as, 

𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = �1
𝑍𝑍
∑ (𝑄𝑄𝑍𝑍 − 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗)2𝑍𝑍
𝑗𝑗=1   (13) 

where, the observed sample is denoted as jR , a predicted sample is represented as ZQ with Z
observations. 

The performance depending on maneuver prediction and traffic sign detection using ABHO-based 

Hough GAN as well as the ABHO-based deep CNN-BiLSTM are described in the following section.  

4.1. Manuveur prediction and traffic sign detection analysis 
The error-based values such as MAE, MSE, and RMSE for ABHO-based Hough GAN for the lane 

prediction are represented in Fig. 6 (a) represents both the percentage of MAE as well as the training 

percentage based on the epoch value.  

 

(a) MAE 

 

(b) MSE 

 

(c) RMSE 

Fig. 6.  Manuveur prediction analysis 

When the number of training data is 90 for the epoch value 20, and then the attained value of MAE 

for the ABHO-based Hough GAN is 8.469. Fig. 6 (b) represents both the percentage of MSE as well as 

the training percentage, based on the epoch value. When the number of training data is 50 for the epoch 

value 20, then the attained value of MSE for the ABHO-based Hough GAN is 8.776. Fig. 6 (c) represents 

both the percentage of RMSE as well as the training percentage, based on the epoch value. When the 

number of training data is 90 for the epoch value 20, then the attained value of RMSE for the ABHO-

based Hough GAN is 12.203. 
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The performance measures-based values such as accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for ABHO-based 

deep CNN-BiLSTM for traffic sign detection are represented below in Fig. 7 (a) represents both 

percentage of accuracy as well as the training percentage based on the epoch value. When the number 

of training data is 50for the epoch value is 20, then the attained value of accuracy for the ABHO-based 

deep CNN-BiLSTM is 84.848. 

 

(a) Accuracy 

 

(b) Sensitivity 

 

(c) Specificity 

Fig. 7. Traffic sign detection analysis 

Fig. 7 (b) represents both percentages of sensitivity as well as the training percentage based on the 

epoch value. When the number of training data is 60for the epoch value is 40, then the attained value 

of sensitivity for the ABHO-based deep CNN-BiLSTM is 87.500. Fig. 7 (c) represents both percentage 

of specificity as well as the training percentage based on the epoch value. When the number of training 

data is 50 for the epoch value is 20, then the attained value of specificity for the ABHO-based deep 

CNN-BiLSTM is 80.429. 

The methods considered for comparing the reliability of lane detection are [25], [31]–[33], SegNet-

ConvLSTM with SSO, SegNet-ConvLSTM with GWO, SegNet-ConvLSTM with FHO, GAN Model, 

GAN with COA, GAN with GWO, TCWO based GAN, GAN with SSO. The methods considered for 

comparing the reliability of traffic sign prediction are [34]–[40], TCWO-based ensemble deep CNN-

BiLSTM, and deep CNN-BiLSTM with SSA, respectively. 

Accurate and reliable traffic sign recognition is crucial for self-driving vehicles to make informed 

decisions and avoid accidents. With better prediction accuracy, automated driving systems can respond 

more quickly and appropriately to traffic signs, such as speed limit signs, stop signs, and yield signs, 

leading to improved safety for passengers and other road users. Additionally, accurate traffic sign 

recognition can help optimize vehicle speed and reduce energy consumption, leading to improved 

efficiency and reduced emissions. Overall, the practical implications of improved traffic sign prediction 

accuracy are numerous and essential for the successful implementation of automated driving systems in 

real-world environments. 
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4.2. Comparison of maneuver prediction models 
For evaluating the errors MAE, MSE, and RMSE, the proposed ABHO-based Hough GAN is 

compared with the other existing methods represented in Fig. 8 (a) represents the MAE for both the 

proposed as well as the existing depending on the percentage of trained data. When the number of 

training data is 90 %, the error rate of the proposed method is 2.149. Then the attained improved 

variation of MAE for the ABHO-based Hough GAN is 64.39 % when compared with the existing GAN 

with SSO model. 

Fig. 8 (b) represents the MSE for both the proposed as well as the existing depending on the 

percentage of trained data. When the number of training data is 80 %, the error rate of the proposed 

method is 4.348. Then the attained improved variation of MSE for the ABHO-based Hough GAN is 

54.82 % when compared with the existing GAN with SSO model. Fig. 8 (c) represents the RMSE for 

both the proposed as well as the existing depending on the percentage of trained data. When the number 

of training data is 90 %, the error rate of the proposed method isb6.027. Then the attained improved 

variation of RMSE for the ABHO-based Hough GAN is 44.03 % when compared with the existing 

GAN with SSO model. 

 

(a) MAE 

 

 

(b) MSE 

 

(c) RMSE 

Fig. 8.  Comparative analysis for maneuver prediction models 

For evaluating the performance measures accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, the proposed ABHO-

based deep CNN-BiLSTM is compared with the other existing methods. The accuracy for both the 

proposed as well as the existing depending on the percentage of trained data. When the number of 

training data is 90 %, the accuracy rate of the proposed method is 99.703 %. Then the attained improved 

variation of accuracy for the ABHO-based deep CNN-BiLSTM is 2.20 % when compared with the 

exiting deep CNN-BiLSTM with the SSA model. 
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When the number of training data is 90 %, the sensitivity rate of the proposed method is 99.200 %. 

Then the attained improved variation of sensitivity for the ABHO-based deep CNN-BiLSTM is 1.47 % 

when compared with the exiting deep CNN-BiLSTM with the SSA model. When the number of 

training data is 90 %, the specificity rate of the proposed method is 99.839 %. Then the attained 

improved variation of specificity for the ABHO-based deep CNN-BiLSTM is 4.11 % when compared 

with the exiting deep CNN-BiLSTM with the SSA model. 

The performance of the ABHO-based maneuver prediction and traffic sign detection approaches is 

presented in Table 1 and Table 2. The proposed model outperforms other methods in terms of accuracy, 

sensitivity, and specificity for both traffic sign detection and maneuver prediction, which is crucial for 

effective decision-making and control of autonomous vehicles. The proposed maneuver prediction model 

also exhibits lower mean absolute error, mean square error, and root mean square error compared to 

existing models. 

Table 1.  Comparison for maneuver prediction 

 
Methods 

Manaveur prediction 90 % Training 
MAE MSE RMSE 

UNet 18.940 13.670 13.445 

SegNet 18.111 13.667 13.278 

UNet-ConvLSTM 18.022 13.664 13.247 

SegNet-ConvLSTM  17.932 11.605 12.768 

SegNet-ConvLSTM with SSO  17.770 11.510 12.687 

SegNet-ConvLSTM with GWO  17.767 11.414 12.607 

SegNet-ConvLSTM with FHO 17.765 11.319 12.526 

GAN Model 4.646 4.646 9.529 

GAN with COA 4.142 4.142 9.083 

GAN with GWO 2.895 2.895 7.895 

TCWO based GAN 2.406 2.406 7.387 

GAN with SSO 6.034 6.034 10.768 

ABHO based HoughGAN 2.149 2.149 6.027 

Table 2.  Comparison for traffic sign detection 

Methods Traffic Sign Detection 90 % Training 
Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

SVM 93.182 91.304 92.857 

DeepRNN 93.333 92.308 94.595 

DeepCNN 93.590 92.308 95.238 

DeepCNN with SSA 94.643 95.122 96.154 

DeepCNN with GWO 95.522 96.429 97.059 

DeepCNN with FHO 97.778 97.727 97.917 

DeepCNN-BiLSTM 94.593 98.970 94.593 

DeepCNN-BiLSTM with COA 98.667 98.875 98.667 

DeepCNN-BiLSTM with GWO 98.875 99.619 98.875 

TCWO based Ensample with DeepCNN-

BiLSTM 98.875 98.364 98.875 

DeepCNN-BiLSTM with SSA 97.505 97.737 95.740 

ABHO based deep CNN-BiLSTM 99.703 99.200 99.839 

5. Conclusion 
This research proposes an efficient and precise autonomous decision-making technique for AVs to 

promptly exit hazardous situations. The approach involves developing traffic sign detection and 

maneuver prediction models using ABHO-based deep CNN-BiLSTM and ABHO-based HoughGAN 

techniques. The modified Hough-enabled lane GAN is responsible for accurately segmenting the driving 

area from the input image based on shared weights to facilitate decision-making. The ensemble CNN-

BiLSTM classifier is used to anticipate traffic signs and assist the driver in making informed decisions. 
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The ABHO-based model improves traffic sign prediction accuracy by 2.20%, 1.42%, and 4.11. The use 

of the modified Hough-enabled lane GAN technique and ensemble CNN-BiLSTM classifier for lane 

detection and traffic sign prediction respectively, both effectively implemented by the ABHO algorithm, 

can provide a strong foundation for the development of a comprehensive autonomous decision-making 

approach. The ABHO algorithm can also contribute to improving the accuracy and efficiency of the 

models by regulating shared weights and tunable parameters more precisely.The performance 

improvement achieved in the traffic sign prediction model in this research can potentially be further 

enhanced in future work. Additionally, future research can explore the interactions of coexisting AVs 

and employ multi-agent learning algorithms to implement wide control algorithms to manage CAVs in 

typical circumstances. Other potential avenues for future work may include exploring the robustness and 

scalability of the proposed approach, as well as addressing ethical and legal issues related to the use of 

AVs. Moreover, there is the challenge of integrating the autonomous decision-making approach with 

existing transportation infrastructure and regulatory frameworks. New regulations and policies will need 

to be developed to ensure the safe and effective deployment of autonomous vehicles on public roads. 

The integration of autonomous vehicles into existing transportation infrastructure will also require 

significant upgrades to road infrastructure and communication systems. 
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1. Introduction 
Pneumonia is an inflammation of the lungs due to an acute respiratory infection caused by viruses, 

bacteria, or fungi. In a healthy state of breathing, the lungs will consist of tiny sacs (alveoli) filled with 

air. In contrast, the alveoli will be filled with pus and fluid for people with pneumonia, making breathing 

painful and limiting oxygen intake. Pneumonia is the leading cause of death due to children's single 

most extensive infection worldwide. In 2019, around 740,180 children under five died [1]. While data 

in Indonesia in 2019 revealed that about 314,455 children under five died due to pneumonia based on 

data from The Ministry of Health of the Republic of Indonesia [2]. 

Pneumonia can be treated using medications such as antibiotics as the primary step to preventing 

death due to complications of pneumonia. Early diagnosis can be made so people with pneumonia can 

get early treatment. A well-known and effective clinical method for diagnosing pneumonia is chest X-
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 Pneumonia is the leading cause of death from a single infection worldwide 

in children. A proven clinical method for diagnosing pneumonia is through 

a chest X-ray. However, the resulting X-ray images often need clarification, 

resulting in subjective judgments. In addition, the process of diagnosis 

requires a longer time. One technique can be applied by applying advanced 

deep learning, namely, Transfer Learning with Deep Convolutional Neural 

Network (Deep CNN) and modified Multilevel Meta Ensemble Learning 

using Softmax. The purpose of this research was to improve the accuracy 

of the pneumonia classification model. This study proposes a classification 

model with a meta-ensemble approach using five classification algorithms: 

Xception, Resnet 15V2, InceptionV3, VGG16, and VGG19. The ensemble 

stage used two different concepts, where the first level ensemble combined 

the output of the Xception, ResNet15V2, and InceptionV3 algorithms. 

Then the output from the first ensemble level is reused for the following 

learning process, combined with the output from other algorithms, namely 

VGG16 and VGG19. This process is called ensemble level two. The 

classification algorithm used at this stage is the same as the previous stage, 

using KNN as a classification model. Based on experiments, the model 

proposed in this study has better accuracy than the others, with a test 

accuracy value of 98.272%. The benefit of this research could help doctors 

as a recommendation tool to make more accurate and timely diagnoses, 

thus speeding up the treatment process and reducing the risk of 

complications. 
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ray images [3]. However, diagnosing pneumonia from chest X-ray images is still incredibly challenging, 

even for radiologists. X-ray images are often not clear, so it can confuse the results of a diagnosis with 

other diseases [4]. This results in inconsistencies leading to many subjective decisions, and there are 

differences between radiologists in diagnosing pneumonia. In addition, radiologists' analysis and 

diagnosis process often requires a long time because it is still done manually. 

A computer-based system is necessary to aid radiologists in detecting pneumonia through analyzing 

chest X-ray images. The development of machine learning models has good ability in the classification 

process, including image classification. Chandra and Verma [5] have proven the ability of machine 

learning models to detect chest X-ray images by comparing several machine learning classification models 

such as Regression Logistics, Multilayer Perceptron, Random Forest, and Sequential Minimal 

Optimization. This study also used feature extraction before classification. The optimal result of this 

research is using logistic regression with 95.53% accuracy. Although it is accurate, machine learning 

models have shortcomings in managing large amounts of data. The optimal results obtained from the 

study [6] sed a limited amount of data with 412 image data from chest X-rays. 

The development research related to image classification is more developed using deep learning 

methods. Deep learning methods are considered to have an excellent ability to handle large amounts of 

data. One of the best methods for image classification is to use the Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) along with various variations of CNN [7]. CNN is also successfully used in classifying images for 

medical problems, such as detecting breast cancer, lung cancer, brain tumor segmentation, and skin 

diseases [8], [9].   

The idea of Transfer Learning, which involves acquiring new knowledge by leveraging existing 

knowledge, was introduced by Pan et al. in 2010. Essentially, this approach involves identifying 

commonalities between known and unknown knowledge. Since some knowledge areas may complex to 

learn from scratch, the use of existing knowledge to facilitate learning is crucial [10]. 

The fundamental concept of Transfer Learning is to find the correlation between familiar and 

unfamiliar knowledge to obtain new insights. Transfer Learning refers to the process of transferring 

knowledge from a known domain (called Source Domain) to an unknown domain (called Target 

Domain). The primary aim of Transfer Learning is to explore ways to transfer knowledge from the 

Source Domain to the Target Domain. In the field of machine learning, Transfer Learning aims to use 

existing models to apply previously acquired knowledge to new knowledge. There are four categories of 

learning approaches used in Transfer Learning based on their learning methods, which include features, 

model-based, relationship, and sample-based methods [11]. 

Research on image classification for pneumonia using deep learning has previously been carried out. 

As research conducted by Enes and Murat [12] uses two modified models, namely Xception and a Vgg 

16-based model that uses transfer learning, fine-tuning, and data augmentation in Categorizing medical 

images of chest X-rays for individuals with pneumonia. This study showed that the Xception model 

outperformed the Vgg 16 model in detecting pneumonia. In 2021, Zhang et al.  [13] modified the 

architecture of the VGG model by using layers and with fewer parameters. The results of this study 

compared with other model architectures such as VGG-16, RES-50, Xception, DenseNet21, and 

MobileNet. However, the performance of the proposed model is superior to those models with 96.068% 

of accuracy and 0.99107 AUC. Based on this research, in this study, an experiment was carried out by 

applying ensemble stacking modifications from several model architectures such as Xception, 

Resnet152V2, InceptionV3, VGG16, and VGG19. This modification was later named Multilevel 

Ensemble Stacking. With the modification experiment in this study, it is hoped that the results of the 

diagnostic image from X-rays of pneumonia patients can be more accurate. 

Several techniques have been presented in recent years to illustrate the brief process of detecting 

pneumonia based on chest X-ray images using deep learning or deep CNN methods. The deep CNN 

method is more widely used and is considered to be successfully applied to improve computer 
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performance, especially in image classification in the medical field. An example of implementation is the 

research conducted by Radjpukar [14] which uses a CNN model with 121 layers to detect pneumonia 

using a chest X-ray image. The dataset used in this study has more than 100,000 images with 14 other 

diseases associated with chest X-rays, including pneumonia. This study had different results, with 

radiologists having higher F1 scores detecting all 14 diseases, including pneumonia. Rahman et al. 
conducted a study [15] that utilized a transfer learning approach based on Deep CNN to detect 

pneumonia. Four deep learning algorithms based on CNN, namely AlexNet, ResNet18, DenseNet201, 

and SqueezeNet, were trained to classify chest X-ray images of pneumonia and non-pneumonia patients. 

The results showed that DenseNet201 outperformed the other three deep CNN networks, achieving an 

optimal accuracy of 98%. 

The success of deep learning methods in analyzing images makes Deep CNN models get a lot of 

attention for classifying images. However, research conducted by Varshni et al. [16] tried to use machine 

learning methods such as SVM, Naive Bayes, KNN, and Random Forest, which is also well known in 

the classification process as a method for classifying images. Deep CNN models such as XCeption, VGG-

16, VGG-19, ResNet-50, DenseNet-121, and DenseNet-169 were also used in this study as feature 

extraction. The optimal result of this research is to use DenseNet-169 and SVM with AUC 0.8002. 

Due to the success of the deep CNN model in classifying images, the latest research related to image 

classification tries to add the application of ensemble learning to get better accuracy results by combining 

some of the best models. Research conducted by Chouhan et al. [17] implements ensemble learning that 

combines Deep CNN models such as AlexNet, DeenseNet121, InceptionV3, ResNet18, and GoogleNet. 

The results of this study reached an accuracy of 96.4%. Research that applies ensemble learning has also 

been carried out by Mubrouk et al. [18] which combines Deep CNN models such as Vision Transformer, 

MobileNetV2, and DenseNet169. The optimal result of this research is an accuracy value of 93.91%. 

Deep CNN is an alternative learning method because it can identify patterns automatically, even in 

low-resolution images. Junior et al. [19] proposed a deep CNN model with different training strategies. 

This study evaluates the preprocessing of different images to improve classification by image cropping 

and histogram equalization. In this research, the ensemble technique uses the VGG16 architecture by 

modifying the fully connected layer with the Multilayer Perceptron. 

The goal of this research is to create and assess a system that can identify pneumonia in chest X-ray 

images by implementing a multilevel meta-ensemble method. This approach involves combining the 

predictions of multiple models at different levels of abstraction, using the Softmax activation function 

as the output. The motivation for using the multilevel meta-ensemble method is to improve the model's 

performance in detecting pneumonia in chest X-ray images. In the detection of pneumonia in chest X-

ray images, there are often variations in image quality, such as lighting, contrast, and radiograph quality. 

Therefore, by using the multilevel meta-ensemble method, it is expected that the model can learn and 

extract output features (in the form of Softmax or probabilities output) from various high-level feature 

maps features, thereby improving the accuracy of pneumonia detection. 

The contribution of using the multilevel meta ensemble method is to improve accuracy in detecting 

pneumonia in chest X-ray images. By utilizing this technique, the model can leverage information 

derived from various output probabilities (Softmax output), thereby enhancing its ability to distinguish 

between pneumonia (inflammation) and normal conditions in X-ray images. Furthermore, the use of 

multilevel meta ensemble method can also contribute to the development of more advanced medical 

technology. By improving the accuracy of detecting pneumonia in X-ray images, this technology can 

assist doctors in making more accurate and timely diagnoses, thereby speeding up the treatment process 

and reducing the risk of complications. 

Overall, the use of multilevel meta ensemble method in detecting pneumonia in X-ray images has a 

strong motivation and contribution to improving the accuracy of detecting this disease, as well as 

providing a positive impact on the development of medical technology as a whole. 
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2. Method 

2.1. Dataset Collection 
This study used an open-source dataset created by Mooney and sourced from Kaggle [20]. The dataset 

contains approximately 5,865 Chest X-Ray Images, which are categorized into two groups: Pneumonia 

and Normal. The chest X-ray images used in this study were chosen from a group of previous cases of 

pediatric patients between the ages of one and five who had undergone chest X-ray imaging during their 

regular clinical checkups at the Guangzhou Women and Children's Medical Center in Guangzhou. These 

images were obtained using the anterior-posterior view, which is the usual technique for capturing this 

type of image [21]. 

The normal chest X-ray, which is shown in the left panel, depicts lungs that are clear without any 

visible areas of abnormal opacification. Bacterial pneumonia, as depicted in the middle panel, typically 

shows a focal lobar consolidation, which means that there is a localized area of the lung appearing dense 

on the X-ray image. In this case, the consolidation is in the right upper lobe and can be identified by 

the white arrows. On the other hand, viral pneumonia, as shown in the right panel, has a more diffuse 

"interstitial" pattern that appears throughout both lungs. This pattern is characterized by a fine, reticular 

shadowing that is visible on the X-ray image. Understanding these visual characteristics of pneumonia 

on chest X-rays is important for accurate diagnosis and treatment of patients. 

In order to ensure that the data used in the study is reliable, the chest x-ray images were subjected 

to quality control screening, and any images of low quality or that were unreadable were excluded. The 

diagnoses for the remaining images were then assessed by two expert physicians to guarantee the accuracy 

of the training data used in the AI system. To minimize the potential impact of grading errors, a third 

expert also evaluated the dataset. The Pneumonia dataset has data distribution which is divided into 

training data, test data and validation with 4695, 521 and 624, respectively. The pneumonia dataset 

consists of various images of chest X-rays of pneumonia patients and non-pneumonia patients. Fig. 1 

contain an example of a dataset image. 

 

 

(a) Sample Data of Pneumonia Total Data: 1.583 

images 

(b) Sample Data of Non- Pneumonia Total: 4.237 

images 

Fig. 1.  Example of a dataset image 

2.2. Data Preprocesing 
In order to standardize the dataset and account for discrepancies in the size of the X-ray images, a 

decision was made to resize all images to a uniform size of 224 x 224 pixels. Since the dataset is not 

consistent and images may vary in size, this process is crucial to ensure accurate and reliable analysis. To 

accomplish this, RGB reordering has been implemented, resulting in a final input of 224 × 224 × 3 for 

the proposed model. This standardization of the images enables the use of established models and 

facilitates the analysis process. 
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The use of a uniform size for all images eliminates inconsistencies that may arise from differences in 

image sizes, ensuring the accuracy of the analysis. Given that the data set was not uniform and comprised 

of images of different sizes, it was necessary to transform all images to 224 x 224 pixels. RGB reordering 

was employed to make the images consistent and provide a final input of 224 × 224 × 3 to the proposed 

model. This standardization of the images ensures that the model can effectively process the data set, 

improving the accuracy and reliability of the analysis. 

2.3. Classification using Deep Convolutional Neural Network 
The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a type of neural network that is proficient in handling 

large amounts of data with high precision and minimal computational expense due to its multiple layers. 

The fundamental architecture of CNN includes various layers, such as convolutional, flattening,  pooling 

and dense layers [22]. 

After conducting initial preprocessing, the following step is to extract features that meet the criteria. 

The suggested approach in this study involves utilizing a multilevel ensemble stacking method in a 

transfer learning model of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CNN offers numerous benefits, 

including the ability to handle both feature extraction and classification tasks with a single structure. 

Additionally, this network can extract more complex 2-D features and is completely adaptive, ensuring 

invariance to geometric and local changes in the image [23]. 

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) consists of three main types of layers:  Convolution layer, 

Pooling layer (Subsampling), and Output layer. These layers are arranged in a feed-forward structure 

within the network. The convolution layer is always followed by a pooling layer, while the last 

convolution layer is followed by an output layer. The convolution and pooling layers are 2-D layers, 

whereas the output layer is a 1-D layer. Each 2-D layer of the CNN comprises multiple planes, where 

each plane is made up of a 2-D array of neurons. The output of a plane is known as a feature map. The 

proposed methodology's architectures will be explained in detail in the following section [24]. 

In this research, several pretrained models such as InceptionV3, Xception, VGG, and ResNet will be 

used, which will then be combined using a multilevel meta ensemble approach that utilizes output in 

the form of probabilities (using Softmax activation function). Inception is a development model of the 

first CNN [25]. Unlike the Inception-V3 which is a combination of all improvements from Inception 

V2 which uses Label Smoothing as a component to prevent overfitting, factorized 7 x 7 convolutions, 

and additional classifier equalization to bring label information to the lower network accompanied by 

normalization. batch on the layer on the side head [26]. 

Xception (extreme inception) is a convolutional neural network with 71 deep layers. The Xception 

model architecture is a convolution that can be separated in depth by improving the Inception model 

architecture [27]. In the Xception model, a revolutionary deep convolutional neural network architecture 

is proposed. This causes the Xception model to outperform the V3 inception in the case of image 

classification with larger data, consisting of 350 million images and 17,000 classes. More effective use of 

model parameters rather than additional capacity makes for increased performance on the Xception 

model. The parameters used in the Xception model are also the same as those in the InceptionV3 model 

[28]. 

VGG is an architectural model consisting of 16 trained layers that have weights. The VGG model 

architecture contains a CNN model architecture that utilizes a convolutional layer specification of a small 

3 x 3 convolutional filter. Due to the small size of the convolutional filter, the neural network can have 

more convolutional layers [29]. This model was created in 2015 and trained on one million images from 

the ImageNet database [30]. 

Residual Networks or ResNets were created to solve the gradient problem. The ResNet architecture 

introduces the concept of residual block or skip connections. The activation layer connects to the next 
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layer by passing through several layers to form a residual block. To make a network, stack leftover blocks 

on top of each other; for example, ResNet-50 uses this block in fifty layers [31]. 

The selected configuration for the pretrained model involves utilizing the weight architecture solely 

for feature extraction in the convolutional section. This means that during the training process, the 

weights are adjusted to help the model learn to identify important features in the input data. Once the 

high-level feature maps are obtained from the convolution, they are flattened, or reshaped into a single 

vector, and then directly fed into a fully connected layer with a size of 2. In this layer, each of the flattened 

features is connected to every neuron in the layer. Finally, Softmax activation function is applied to the 

outputs of the fully connected layer, which allows the model to output a probability distribution over 

the possible classes that the input data could belong to. 

2.4. Ensemble Method 
Ensemble learning is how an algorithm learns data using a combination of several algorithms or 

models (where several learning algorithms are used simultaneously, then combined) to get output with 

higher accuracy when compared to using only one algorithm. Several types of Ensemble learning include 

Bagging, Boosting, and Stacking [32]. 

In this study, a classification system with a meta ensemble approach is proposed to detect chest X-

rays of patients with pneumonia and non-pneumonia patients. The classifier combines the predictions 

of several models to conclude the final result [33]. Specifically, in this study, there are five different 

classification models on the data that have been processed previously and then assigned a weighting 

factor to the predictions of each model. The meta-ensemble learning model aims to fit complex data 

better, lowering uncertainty estimates. Fig. 2 contains an illustration of the usual meta ensemble process. 

 

Fig. 2.  Meta Ensemble Model 

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is one of the algorithms used to classify data based on training data. 

The data grouping process is based on the number of nearest neighbors (k nearest neighbors). The 

nearest neighbor search technique that is usually done is to use the Euclidean distance calculation. 

Euclidean distance is used to find the distance between two points. Equation (1) is a formula for 

calculating the Euclidean distance [34]. In this study, KNN will be utilized as the meta learner: 

𝑑𝑑 =  �∑ (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖)2𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1    (1) 

where, d is a distance, while x and y are features. In this study, we used one nearest k number. Fig. 3 

illustrates the process of grouping data based on a predetermined number of K. 
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Fig. 3.  Illustration of KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors) 

2.5. Model Deployment 
This study proposes a classification model with a meta ensemble approach using five classification 

algorithms: Xception, Resnet 15V2, InceptionV3, VGG16, and VGG19 as shown in Fig. 4.  

The five algorithms are used after the pre-processing process to classify chest X-ray images. Where 

each algorithm will produce output in the form of probabilities (Softmax). This study uses the 

classification results in the form of Softmax in each classification model so that the results are varied. So 

that the knowledge of the model in classifying data is more diverse. Then the learning process is carried 

out with the ensemble technique that applies the meta ensemble approach with the KNN classification 

algorithm. The ensemble technique used in this study also combines the classification results in Softmax. 

Finally, the KNN algorithm will perform the classification process by selecting the output value that has 

the closest probability. 

 
Fig. 4.  Schematic Diagram of Model Development 

The ensemble stage in this study was carried out using two different concepts, where the first level 

ensemble was carried out by combining the output of the Xception, ResNet15V2, and InceptionV3 

algorithms. Then the output from the first ensemble level is reused for the following learning process, 

combined with the output from other algorithms, namely VGG16 and VGG19. This process is called 

ensemble level two. The classification algorithm used at this stage is the same as the previous stage, 

using KNN as a classification model. 

The model learning process is expected to run better using the ensemble model proposed in this 

study. Such as making the model classification results in the form of probability (Softmax) and using 

the meta ensemble technique in two levels with the technique of combining the results of the model 

classification proposed in this study. This is because the classification results produced are in the form 

of probability (Softmax), and the learning process is carried out more than once using the same 
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classification algorithm, namely KNN in the ensemble process, but using more diverse classification 

results so that the final classification model is richer in knowledge from the process previous learning. 

2.6. Evaluation Matrix 
The evaluation matrix used in this study includes accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 scores. The 

model's classification was evaluated using four metrics: True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False 

Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN). A chest X-ray of a pneumonia patient correctly identified as 

pneumonia by the model is considered a True Positive. If the model correctly identifies a normal chest 

X-ray (not pneumonia), it is a True Negative. False Positive occurs when the model incorrectly identifies 

a normal chest X-ray as pneumonia, while False Negative occurs when a chest X-ray of a pneumonia 

patient is incorrectly identified as normal by the model. Calculations of accuracy, precision, recall, and 

F1-score values are found in (2), (3), (4), and (5). 

accuracy =  TP+TN
TN+FP+TP+FN

   (2) 

precision =  TP
FP+ TP

   (3) 

recall =  TP
FN + FP

   (4) 

F1 = 2 × recall × precision
recall+ precision

   (5) 

3. Results and Discussion 
This section describes the experimental stages and analyzes the results of the experiments carried out 

in this study. The experiment in this study was carried out using the Google Colab Pro platform with 

GPU resources that allocated 25GB of memory for machine learning projects. Google Colab is an 

interactive computing document that allows users to write, run, and save programs. It is comparable to 

a Jupyter notebook and operates on a cloud-based platform accessed through a browser. This study also 

uses the python programming language with a Keras library to run deep learning algorithm commands 

and TensorFlow as a library that is used to develop and implement Machine Learning and other 

algorithms that have many mathematical operations. Based on the experiments that have been carried 

out, Table 1 contains the results of model accuracy using several models proposed in this study. 

Table 1.  The Pre-Trained Results for Deep CNN Architectural Model 

Pre-Trained Model Architecture Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 
Xception 0.97696 0.98 0.99 0.98 

ResNet152V2 0.97312 0.99 0.97 0.98 

InceptionV3 0.96737 0.98 0.98 0.98 

VGG19 0.95393 0.96 0.99 0.98 

VGG16 0.96353 0.99 0.95 0.97 

 

The first experiment was initiated by classifying using pre-trained Deep CNN models such as 

Xception, ResNet153V2, InceptionV3, VGG19, and VGG16. The architecture of the model used in this 

research is modified first in the layered architecture, which is directly connected from the extractor to 

the fully connected layer. The optimal result of this research is to use Xception. Because the model 

proposed in this study applies the ensemble technique, it is necessary to use several algorithms to carry 

out the ensemble process. Based on the experimental results in Table 1, the classification algorithm 

chosen for the level 1 ensemble process is the algorithm that has the best classification results. It is 

hoped that the ensemble model will learn more from models with high accuracy. A learning process will 

affect the classification results when combined again at level 2 with other models with low accuracy. The 
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next experiment was carried out by comparing the usual meta ensemble method (non-Softmax output), 

ordinary meta ensemble with Softmax output, multilevel meta ensemble with standard output (non-

Softmax output), and multilevel meta ensemble with Softmax output. Table 2 contains the classification 

results from the experiments carried out. 

Table 2.  Accuracy Comparison of Original Ensemble Stacking and Multilevel Stacking Ensemble 

Architecture Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 
Original Ensemble Stacking 

(using Softmax) 

0.9750 0.9800 0.9900 0.9800 

Multilevel Ensemble Stacking 

(using Softmax) 

0.9827 0.9800 0.9900 0.9900 

Original Ensemble Stacking (non Softmax) 0.9808 0.9800 0.9900 0.9900 

Multilevel Ensemble Stacking 

(non Softmax) 

0.9750 0.9800 0.9900 0.9800 

 

This study uses a pre-trained model or a model trained on massive data with weights from ImageNet 

training so that the pre-trained model has better accuracy. This pre-training model is also included in 

the Keras library. The model proposed in this study has better accuracy from the trials than the other 

models, with a test accuracy value of 98.272%. Several things influence this, including the proposed 

multilevel meta-ensemble technique. This makes the model learn more due to merging the classification 

model and the relearning technique in stage two. So that makes the model richer in knowledge and 

makes it easier for the model to find patterns in the classification process. In addition, the classification 

results using probability (Softmax) also help the model in determining classification because the number 

of classification classes is more diverse when using probability, so the model studies more variations of 

classification classes. 

Even so, the proposed model has classification results similar to the original stacking technique, 

whether using Softmax or not, so the ensemble technique using several Deep CNN models can provide 

good classification results. So that the model performance will be more optimal if it applies the Multilevel 

Ensemble Stacking technique using Softmax as proposed in this study. In order to test the performance 

of the proposed classification model, this study made comparisons with other studies that used the 

similar datasets. Table 3 contains the classification results from the experiments conducted and 

comparisons with the classification results in other studies. 

Table 3.  Accuracy comparison of the proposed model in this study with other studies 

References Architecture Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 
Muhaza, et al. [35] 

CNN Model with Oversampling - 0.9500 0.9600 - 

Shagun, et al. [36] 
Proposed NN with VGG16 0.9215 0.9428 0.9308 0.9540 

Enes, et al. [37] 
Proposed Ensemble CNN 0.9583 - - - 

Alhassan, et al. [38] Ensemble Model (DenseNet 169, 

MobileNetV2, and Vision 

Transformer) 

0.9391 0.9396 0.9299 0.9343 

Proposed Method Multi-Level Meta Stacking using 
Softmax 0.9808 0.9800 0.9900 0.9900 

 

Based on testing other studies using similar data, this study's proposed multilevel ensemble model 

has better precision compared to research conducted by Muhaza et al. [35] and accuracy, which far 

beyond the research conducted by Shagun et al.  [36]. The author also compares with a similar concept, 

namely ensemble learning, such as research by Enes et al. [37] that proposes the ResNet-50, MobileNet, 

and Xception ensemble models with CNN. However, the model proposed in this study obtains better 

accuracy. In addition, ensembles using DenseNet 169, MobileNetV2, and Vision Transformer have also 

been carried out by Alhassan et al. [38]. The model proposed in this study obtained better accuracy and 
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F1 values from the results of these experiments. The confusion matrix is used to evaluate the efficacy of 

the classification model, as shown in Table 4. In this investigation, the confusion matrix with the highest 

True Positive Rate (TPR) was obtained, as 383 out of 386 cases were correctly classified for a percentage 

of 99.222%. The True Negative Rate (TNR) was determined to be 129 out of 135 cases, or 95.555% 

accuracy, while the False Positive Rate (FPR) was 6 out of 135 cases, or 4.440% error rate. In contrast, 

the False Negative Rate (FNR) yielded a value of 3 out of 386 cases, or a percentage of 0.777%. 

Table 4.  Best result of confusion matrix 

  Predicted 
  

                Non-Pneumonia Pneumonia Total 

Actual 
Non-Pneumonia 129 (TN) 6 (FP) 135 

Pneumonia 3  (FN) 383 (TP) 386 

Total 132 389 521 

4. Conclusion 
The use of the proposed multilevel meta-ensemble architecture and the use of output with probability 

(Softmax) in this study can affect the model's performance and produce better accuracy. This can help 

the model explore and learn more words with a more significant number of variations because the 

ensemble process is carried out in two stages with Softmax. However, the proposed model has the 

disadvantage that the model training process requires more time. This is due to the use of the deep CNN 

model architecture and large amounts of data. To further analyze the proposed model architecture in 

this study, future research can conduct experiments using other classification algorithms, such as 

machine learning algorithms, or even classification algorithms that do not yet have an excellent ability 

to recognize image patterns in data. This is intended so that a more in-depth analysis can be carried out 

regarding the proposed model in this study and whether it can be applied to various classification 

algorithms to obtain better results. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, scientific articles are growing very rapidly with increasingly diverse topics in various 

disciplines [1]. The scientific articles created have the possibility of containing one discipline and or 

multidisciplinary at the same time. Akshai and Anitha [2] conducted research for the early detection of 

plant diseases using deep learning with the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model. This example 

shows that this scientific article belongs to multidisciplinary research because it contains more than one 

discipline, namely agricultural and computer science.  

One of the main concerns of many researchers is finding scientific articles relevant to their discipline 

and or object of research as scientific literature. This process can be time-consuming. In addition, 

sometimes, from the many articles submitted to the journal portal, there are still articles whose 

disciplines differ from those in the journal portal. Therefore, automatically classifying scientific articles 

into relevant disciplinary categories and knowing the relevance of one discipline to another in a scientific 

article can be helpful to researchers and journal portals.  
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 Scientific articles now have multidisciplinary content. These make it 

difficult for researchers to find out relevant information. Some submissions 

are irrelevant to the journal's discipline. Categorizing articles and assessing 

their relevance can aid researchers and journals. Existing research still 

focuses on single-category predictive outcomes. Therefore, this research 

takes a new approach by applying a multidisciplinary classification for 

Indonesian scientific article abstracts using a pre-trained BERT model, 

showing the relevance between each category in an abstract. The dataset 

used was 9,000 abstracts with 9 disciplinary categories. On the dataset, text 

preprocessing is performed. The classification model was built by 

combining the pre-trained BERT model with Artificial Neural Network.  

Fine-tuning the hyperparameters is done to determine the most optimal 

hyperparameter combination for the model. The hyperparameters consist 

of batch size, learning rate, number of epochs, and data ratio. The best 

hyperparameter combination is a learning rate of 1e-5, batch size 32, epochs 

3, and data ratio 9:1, with a validation accuracy value of 90.8%. The 

confusion matrix results of the model are compared with the confusion 

matrix results by experts. In this case, the highest accuracy result obtained 

by the model is 99.56%. A software prototype used the most accurate 

model to classify new data, displaying the top two prediction probabilities 

and the dominant category. This research produces a model that can be 

used to solve Indonesian text classification-related problems.  
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Many researches have been conducted related to text classification such as abstract, sentiment, news 

category classification, and others. However, in previous researches there are still some things that can 

be developed to be better new research. In general, text classification conducted by previous researchers 

still uses traditional word embedding models such as Word2Vec, FastText, and TF-IDF [1], [3]–[9]. 

Currently, an advanced word embedding model provides impressive results in solving natural language 

processing (NLP) problems, namely the pre-trained BERT model [10]. Most of the text classifications 

using BERT conducted by previous researchers used English datasets and the research topics were mostly 

about sentiment or news category classification [11]–[17]. Such researches did not go through the text 

preprocessing stage on the dataset used [9], [12], [13], where the research stated that the use of text 

preprocessing can affect the accuracy results obtained by the model. In addition, most of the previous 

researches only conducted one test of the hyperparameter combination of learning rate, batch size, 

number of epochs, and data ratio [3], [12], [13], [16], [17]. In text classification, to get a model with 

the best accuracy, it is necessary to test the hyperparameters more than once or commonly referred to 

as fine-tuning hyperparameters. In previous research [1], [16], [18]–[21], the text classification carried 

out only focuses on prediction results with one category without seeing the possibility that a classified 

text can contain one and or more than one categories. 

Based on the results of the search conducted by the previous researchers, pre-trained BERT models 

applied to Indonesian datasets for the classification of scientific articles based on abstracts is challenging. 

In addition, this research takes a new approach by proposing the development and implementation of 

multidisciplinary classification on abstracts of scientific articles in Indonesian using the pre-trained 

BERT model. The main contribution of this research, the first is to combine the pre-trained BERT 

model with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to classify abstracts of scientific articles in Indonesian. The 

second is to perform text preprocessing such as lowercase text, text cleaning, tokenizing, and stopword 

removal on the dataset used. The third is to perform hyperparameter fine-tuning to carry out on the 

value of the learning rate, batch size, number of epochs, and data ratio to get a combination of 

hyperparameters with the most optimal model. The fourth, the model with the most optimal results is 

implemented into a prototype to classify abstracts of scientific articles automatically. In addition, two 

categories that have the highest probability are displayed, so that the relevance between one discipline 

and another in a scientific article can be known and can place a scientific article according to the 

appropriate discipline and or research object. 

2. Method 

2.1. Research Stages 
The method used in this research is described into nine stages: Data Collection, Data Labeling, Text 

Preprocessing, Data Splitting, Model Architecture Development, Fine-Tuning Hyperparameter Model, 

Model Evaluation, Model Implementation into Software Prototype, and Testing New Data. Fig. 1 shows 

the general stages of this research. 

 

Fig. 1.  Research stages 
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2.2. Data Collection 
In this research, the data used are abstracts in the Indonesian language in scientific articles. The 

abstracts come from national journal portals that have been accredited by Science and Technology Index 

(SINTA). The abstracts used have been published and have gone through a review process by editors or 

expert reviewers in each journal. 

The abstracts used consist of nine categories of science fields, namely Business, Law, Health, 

Computer, Communication, Mathematics, Education, Agriculture, and Engineering. These categories 

refer to several fields of science in accordance with the existing study programs in the formal and applied 

science clusters based on the Decree of the Minister of Research, Technology and Higher Education in 

2019. The amount of data collected was 9,000 abstracts. Fig. 2 shows the number of abstracts in each 

category is 1,000 abstracts. The data is saved into a file with Comma Separated Value (CSV) format. 

 

Fig. 2. Total number of abstracts per category 

2.3. Data Labeling 
The data labeling process is carried out to provide a separate annotation to each abstract into the 

specified science field category. The label is determined based on the field of science on the journal portal 

in which the abstract is published. The characteristics of the data are divided into two, namely abstract 

data with the category of one discipline and multidisciplinary fields of science. Labeling was done by 

automatically assigning numerical numbers from 0 to 8 to 9,000 abstracts based on their category labels. 

The labels for each category can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Category label 

Category Label 
Business 0 

Law 1 

Health 2 

Computer 3 

Communication 4 

Mathematics 5 

Education 6 

Agriculture 7 

Engineering 8 

The validation data is also manually labeled by experts. The validation data will be labeled by experts 

according to the list of science field categories in Table 1. The labeling process on validation data by 
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experts allows an abstract to have one and or more than one science field categories. Validation data that 

has been labeled by experts will become ground truth for the classification process of abstracts of 

multidisciplinary scientific articles. 

2.4. Text Preprocessing 
Text preprocessing is one of the key processes of classification, especially in natural language 

processing (NLP). The steps in text preprocessing aim to improve word structure and to reduce the 

ambiguity value when extracting features [22], [23]. Text preprocessing in this research consists of 

lowercase text, text cleaning, text tokenizing, and stopword removal. 

2.5. Lowercase Text 
The lowercase text process is carried out to convert the entire set of abstract text into lowercase 

letters. The process is done to help the machine read and process the abstract better. The lowercase text 

function used is a string function from the pandas python library, namely str.lower(). The function will 

check and read each line of the abstract. If there is a letter that is included in the capital letter it will be 

immediately changed to lowercase, after that the next line is checked and read until the last line of the 

abstract. 

2.6. Text Cleaning 
The process of preparing raw text for NLP so that machines can understand human language is 

known as text cleaning [22]. Text cleaning of abstract data consists of removing tabs, new lines, multiple 

spaces, punctuation, special characters, urls, numbers, and single characters. 

2.7. Text Tokenizing 
The text tokenizing process is carried out to break the text in the form of sentences in the abstract 

into pieces in the form of tokens, namely words. So that each line in the abstract column contains pieces 

of tokens that come from each abstract [6]. In this research, a function from NLTK python is used, 

namely word tokenize. At this stage a machine receives input in the form of text to be tokenized. Next, 

the text will be separated word by word. After that, the words are converted into an array on each line, 

then the result of the tokenization process is obtained. 

2.8. Stopword Removal 
Stopword removal is the process of filtering or selecting words that are important for the display of 

text. Stopword removal aims to eliminate words that lack meaning or are irrelevant to the data subject 

used. These words include prepositions, determiners, conjunctions, and other similar words [23]. The 

stopword removal process is done by using the nltk corpus stopwords library in python. In addition, this 

study also used a stopword corpus with the Indonesian language created by Devid and Martijn [24] with 

reference from Tala research [25]. This corpus contains a set of words that are considered not very 

important or have no meaning in a text or sentence. The input used in the stopword removal process is 

the result of the text tokenizing process. The stopword remover reads the word and checks word by 

word whether it is available in the stopword corpus. If so, the word is removed, otherwise, the word is 

kept. 

2.9. Data Splitting 
Data that has completed the text preprocessing process will then be separated into two parts, namely 

training data and validation data. In performing classification, the data used to train the model must be 

larger than the validation data. The validation data used will validate the model and prevent overfitting. 

Epoch performs the training and validation process sequentially. When the training is complete, the 

validation process continues. Therefore, the data used needs to be separated into training data and 

validation data. In this research, the validation data used will be stored and then manually labeled by 

experts. 

In this research, there is also test data as much as 90 abstract data. Test data is data used to test the 

model after the training and validation process is complete. The test data is included in the unseen data. 
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This means that the data has never been seen or recognized by the model during the training process. 

This test data will be tested using the best model that has been implemented into the prototype. This 

is done to find out how well the model performs to predict data that has never been seen or recognized 

before. 

2.10. Model Architecture Development 
In this research, the Indonesian pre-trained BERT model was used. The model was pre-trained with 

the Indonesian Wikipedia. The Indonesian pre-trained BERT model used is "cahya/bert-base-

indonesian-522M". The model was pre-trained with 522MB of Indonesian Wikipedia that had been 

converted to lowercase text and tokenized using WordPiece and a vocabulary size of 32,000 [26]. The 

Transformer-based model is commonly used for text classification, text generation, and others. Fig. 3 

shows the architecture of the model built by combining the pre-trained model cahya/bert-base-

indonesian-522M and ANN. 

  

Fig. 3.  Model architecture for classification of abstracts of scientific articles 
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Before the dataset is classified, a sentence or text needs to be converted into the input representation 

required by BERT. In Fig. 3 there is an example of one sentence to be classified. A special token [CLS] 

is added to the beginning of the classified sentence to represent the meaning of the whole sentence. 

Then a special token [SEP] is added at the end of the sentence to separate the first sentence from the 

next. The record is then set to the initialized maximum length by either truncating the record if it is 

longer than the maximum length or giving it the special character [PAD] if it is shorter than the 

maximum length. After that, each text is matched with a unique number or ID contained in the 

vocabulary and the unique number is stored as a token ID. Each single character, subword, and word 

has its own special number in the vocabulary. The word or token must be changed using the ID. Based 

on the example sentence entered, the ID sequence is [3, 29774, 27126, 5289, 5542, 5218, 6209, 2229, 

22235, 7884, 1, 2, 2]. The token ID will then proceed through the next stack of encoders. Then self-

attention is applied by each encoder and given an output through the feed-forward network. After that 

it continues into the next encoder. This research uses the Indonesian BERT Base model, so the process 

takes place 12 times. After all encoders have been successfully passed, the next output is given in the 

form of a vector of each token according to its position. The given vector has a hidden size of 768 as 

seen in Fig. 3. The token [CLS] represents the output vector derived from the BERT model. 

Furthermore, the vector is used as input for abstract classification. Average collection of word tokens is 

performed by [CLS] with the aim of obtaining vectors derived from sentences. The output layer as the 

last layer creates logits. In this case, logits are output values in the form of rough probability predictions 

based on the classified sentence or text. Softmax then converts this logit to a probability value by 

computing the exponential value of each logit value, so the total probability is exactly 1. In this case, the 

probability values range from 0 to a positive number. 

The architecture of the model built has one input layer, where in the input layer there is also an 

attention mask. In this case, the attention layer usually uses padding tokens in the context seen for each 

token in the sentence. To tell the attention layer to ignore token padding, it is necessary to add an 

attention mask. With the right attention mask, the resulting prediction will be the same for a given 

sentence, whether using padding or not using padding [27]. In this research, the attention mask is useful 

to show the model which tokens need attention and which tokens do not. Attention mask will show 

the model the position of the padding index, so the model does not need to process that token. In this 

case if there is a sentence whose number of tokens is less than the specified maximum token length, 

then there will be a [PAD] or padding token. 

Next, there is one hidden layer with ReLU activation function. ReLU is used because the output of 

this layer ranges between 0 and infinity. ReLU significantly speeds up the convergence process performed 

in stochastic gradient descent compared to Sigmoid or Tanh. Furthermore, ReLU basically only creates 

a range of zeros. That is, x equals zero if x is less than equal to zero and x equals x if x is greater than 

zero [28]. The number of neurons or nodes used in the hidden layer is 1024. This is because too few 

neurons used in the hidden layer can lead to so-called underfitting. Underfitting occurs because there 

are too few neurons in the hidden layer to detect enough signal in complex datasets. On the other hand, 

using too many neurons in the hidden layer can lead to overfitting. Overfitting occurs when neural 

networks are highly intelligent and the training set has insufficient information to train all of the neurons 

in the hidden layer. Despite having enough training data. The use of a large number of neurons in the 

hidden layer can lengthen the time it takes to train the network. It can increase training time and prevent 

the neural network from training properly. Overfitting prevents the model from predicting possible 

outputs for unknown or untrained inputs, preventing the model from producing accurate outputs [29]. 

Finally, an output layer useful for classification using a fully connected neural network and Softmax 

as an activation function with 9 neurons. In terms of the number of neurons determined, it must be 

equal to the number of class labels or categories used in the data. In this research, the output categories 

produced are more than two categories of science fields, where the output produced is 9 categories, 

namely Business, Law, Health, Computer, Communication, Mathematics, Education, Agriculture, and 

Engineering. 
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2.11. Fine-Tuning Hyperparameter Model 
In the research, four training scenarios were tested. In the training process, fine-tuning of the model 

was carried out by adjusting four hyperparameters, namely learning rate, batch size, number of epochs, 

and data ratio with a maximum word length of 150. The four training scenarios can be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Scenario of hyperparameter tuning 

Hyperparameters Hyperparameter Combination 
Learning Rate Batch Size Epochs Data Ratio 

Learning Rate 
1e-5 32 4 9:1 

2e-5 32 4 9:1 

5e-5 32 4 9:1 

Batch Size Best Learning Rate in 

the previous scenario 

8 4 9:1 

16 4 9:1 

32 4 9:1 

64 4 9:1 

Epochs Best Learning Rate in 

the previous scenario 

Best Batch Size in the 

previous scenario 

2 9:1 

3 9:1 

4 9:1 

5 9:1 

Data Ratio Best Learning Rate in 

the previous scenario 

Best Batch Size in the 

previous scenario 

Best Epoch in the 

previous scenario 

9:1 

8:2 

7:3 

 

The first training scenario tests the learning rate values used during the model training process. 

Learning rate is one of the most important parameters for improving model performance. Learning rate 

is used to determine the step size at each iteration to get the weight value adjustment with the minimum 

error in the training process. Choosing a learning rate that is too low and a learning rate that is too high 

will reduce the performance of the model [30]. Determining the right learning rate value can find the 

weight for the minimum error value, so that an optimal solution can be achieved in the model. The 

learning rates tested in the first training scenario are 1e-5, 2e-5, and 5e-5. In addition, testing was 

conducted using other specified hyperparameters, namely the number of epochs of 4, batch size of 32, 

and data ratio of 9:1. These other hyperparameters were chosen because based on the results of research 

conducted by previous researchers using 4 epochs [10], batch size 32 [10], [12] has good accuracy results. 

A second training scenario was tested to establish the best batch size in the created model's training 

procedure. The number of training samples used by the neural network in one iteration (batch) is 

referred to as batch size. Determining the batch size is important to be adjusted to the model built 

because the size of the number of samples entering the neural network can determine a more optimal 

weight value [30]. The testing hyperparameters used consist of the best learning rate obtained from 

testing in the first training scenario as well as using other predetermined hyperparameters, namely the 

number of epochs of 4 and the data ratio of 9:1. The batch sizes tested in the second training scenario 

were 8, 16, 32, and 64. 

A third training scenario is tested to determine the effect of the number of epochs on the accuracy 

validation score of the built model. Epochs are useful for determining the number of times the training 

process is carried out in the neural network on the entire amount of data. This is quite important because 

training all data to update and get the most optimal weight value is not enough if only done using one 

epoch [31]. The hyperparameters for the third training scenario use the best hyperparameters from the 

learning rate and batch size generated in the previous scenario. In addition, other predetermined 

hyperparameters such as a data ratio of 9:1 were used. The number of epochs tested in the third training 

scenario were 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

The fourth training scenario was evaluated to see how the ratio of training data and validation data 

affected the model's accuracy validation value. Training data is used to train an algorithm to identify a 
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suitable model, and validation data is used to test and determine the performance of the trained model. 

Comparison of the amount of training data and validation data is quite important during the learning 

process carried out by the model because it can help ensure that the model created is more accurate.  

The hyperparameters for the fourth training scenario used the best hyperparameters from the learning 

rate, batch size, and epoch generated in the previous scenario. In the fourth training scenario, the training 

data and validation data ratios are 9:1, 8:2, and 7:3. 

2.12. Model Evaluation 
In this section, the evaluation of the model that has been built is carried out to see the validation 

value of accuracy, computation time, and confusion matrix from the model training process. Accuracy 

validation is the value of the accuracy of model predictions obtained during the testing process. 

Computation time is the time required to train and test the model. A confusion matrix is an evaluation 

method for measuring the performance or accuracy of a model produced in a classification process [32]. 

The validation data that has been labeled by experts is then converted into a confusion matrix. The 

confusion matrix generated by the model is then compared with the confusion matrix by the expert. 

This aims to validate the classification suitability results produced by the model both inside and outside 

the diagonal line of the confusion matrix due to the possibility of abstracts that are multidisciplinary. 

2.13. Model Implementation into Prototype 
In this research, the model that has been built, trained, and evaluated with the most optimal 

evaluation results will be saved. The model will be implemented into a web-based software prototype to 

classify new input data into abstract categories that are more dominant than the 9 predetermined 

categories. The prototype software was built using a Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI) application 

framework, Flask. The programming language used is python and the interface used is html. 

2.14. Testing New Data 
Testing is done by processing new abstract data that has never been trained or recognized by the 

model as much as 90 abstract data. In this study, the same steps as the training process were carried out, 

namely text preprocessing, then the new abstract data was used as input to be processed into the most 

optimal model that had previously been stored. The model will classify the input text into one of the 

more dominant categories from the 9 initialized abstract label categories. 

In the prototype built, an input form will appear. Next, enter the abstract of the new text you want 

to predict. After entering the abstract, press Enter. Next, the model will process the classification results 

of the newly entered abstract. This process also performs a text preprocessing process and then will 

display the prediction results of the science field category based on the abstract entered. Finally, the 

results of the prediction probability values obtained from the model are shown for the two categories 

with the highest probabilities. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Example of Data Labeling Results by Experts 
 An example of the results of data labeling by experts on validation data can be seen in Table 3. In 

abstract number 1 it can be said that the abstract is likely to fall into the multidisciplinary category. This 

is because in abstract number 1 there is a relevance between the fields of Engineering and Agriculture, 

where in the abstract the object of research is related to Engineering and the scientific field is 

Agriculture. In abstract number 2 it can be said that the abstract is likely to fall into the category of one 

discipline. This is because in abstract number 2 the scientific field and the object of research carried out 

are only related to the field of Law. 
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3.2. Model Evaluation Results 
In this research, hyperparameter fine-tuning is performed on the model using four training scenarios. 

This aims to get the most optimal hyperparameter combination for the model built. The 

hyperparameters used from the four training scenarios consist of learning rate, batch size, number of 

epochs, and number of data ratios. The first training scenario tested the value of the learning rate 

consisting of 1e-5, 2e-5, and 5e-5. Table 4 displays the model's results for the first training scenario. 

Table 3.  Examples of abstract data with single-discipline and multidiscipline categories 

No Abstract Category 

1 

Pada umumnya, pembasmian hama padi dilakukan dengan cara penyemprotan 
pestisida. Hal ini akan mengakibatkan tanah dan tanaman padi tercemar. Penelitian 
ini bertujuan untuk membuat alat pembasmi hama otomatis yang rama lingkungan 
tanpa menggunakan pestisida. … Pada perancangan ini, mikrokontroler Atmega 328 
Arduino UNO digunakan sebagai pusat pengendali sistem, sensor LDR digunakan 
sebagai pengganti sakelar lampu DC di malam hari untuk membuat hama mendekat 
sesuai dengan karakteristiknya yang tertarik dengan cahaya, … Pemrograman 
menggunakan software Arduino IDE. Berdasarkan hasil pengujian selama 3 hari, 
alat pembasmi hama padi ini dapat membasmi 39 hama kepik hitam, penggerek 
batang padi, dan walang sangit. 

 English Translation: 
In general, the eradication of rice pests is done by spraying pesticides. This will 

result in contaminated soil and rice plants. This research aims to make an 

automatic pest exterminator tool that is environmentally friendly without using 

pesticides. ... In this design, the Atmega 328 Arduino UNO microcontroller is 

used as the system control center, the LDR sensor is used as a substitute for a 

DC light switch at night to make pests approach according to their 

characteristics that are attracted to light, ... Programming using Arduino IDE 

software. Based on the results of testing for 3 days, this rice pest exterminator 

can eradicate black ladybugs, rice stem borers, and stink bugs. 

Engineering and Agriculture  

(Multidicipline) 

2 

Praperadilan merupakan wewenang pengadilan negeri untuk memeriksa dan 
memutus menurut cara yang diatur dalam undang-undang, tentang sah atau 
tidaknya suatu penangkapan …. ke pengadilan. … Penelitian ini menggunakan 
metode penelitian hukum normatif yakni adanya kekosongan norma hukum di dalam 
Pasal 21 ayat (3) KUHAP dan Pasal 46 ayat (3) Peraturan Kapolri Nomor 14 
Tahun 2012 … Hasil dari penelitian ini adalah mekanisme penyidik Kepolisian 
dalam melakukan penahanan kepada tersangka …. kepada keluarga tersangka. 
Akibat hukum bagi penyidik Kepolisian yang belum menyampaikan tembusan surat 
perintah tersebut dapat dijadikan dasar oleh pihak keluarga untuk menyatakan 
bahwa penahanan tersebut tidak sah karena telah melanggar hak asasi atau kebebasan 
hidup seseorang. 

English Translation: 
Pretrial is the authority of the district court to examine and decide in the manner 

provided for in the law, about the legality or not of an arrest .... to the court. ... 

This research uses normative legal research methods, namely the existence of a 

legal norm vacuum in Article 21 paragraph (3) of the Criminal Procedure Code 

and Article 46 paragraph (3) of the National Police Chief Regulation Number 

14 of 2012 ... The result of this research is the mechanism of Police investigators 

in detaining a suspect .... to the suspect's family. The legal consequences for 

Police investigators who have not submitted a copy of the warrant can be used 

as a basis by the family to declare that the detention is invalid because it has 

violated the human rights or freedom of life of a person. 

Law 

(One-discipline) 

 

Table 4 shows that different learning rates can affect model training results. The highest accuracy 

validation value is obtained when the learning rate used is 1e-5. In addition, in Table 4 it can also be 

seen that the higher the value of the learning rate, the faster the time required, but the lower the 

validation accuracy. This is because the smaller the learning rate value, the smaller the change in gradient 

descent, so the possibility of finding the weight value with the minimum error will be greater. This can 
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make the model more precise and can achieve a more optimal accuracy validation value. However, a 

smaller learning rate value requires a longer time to reach the most optimal solution. This can be shown 

in Table 4. However, considering the insignificant time difference between learning rate 1e-5 and 2e-5 

and the higher validation accuracy value at learning rate 1e-5, it was decided to set learning rate 1e-5 as 

the best learning rate value in the first training scenario. 

The second training scenario was tested to determine the optimal batch size for the model. The batch 

sizes tested in the second training scenario were 8, 16, 32, and 64. The learning rate hyperparameter used 

is the best learning rate obtained from testing in the first training scenario, which is 1e-5. Table 5 

displays the model's results for the second training scenario. 

Table 4.  First Scenario Testing Results - Learning Rate 

Learning Rate Batch Size Epochs Data Ratio Validation 
Accuracy Time 

1e-5 32 4 9:1 90% 16min 44s 
2e-5 32 4 9:1 88.1% 16min 31s 

5e-5 32 4 9:1 87.3% 15min 21s 

 

According to the results in Table 5, the higher the batch size, the shorter the time required for 

training. In the second training scenario, the best validation accuracy is achieved when the batch size 

used is 32. This is because the larger the batch size used can help reduce noise in error calculation. 

However, a batch size that is too large also does not guarantee that the accuracy of the model will be 

better, because the number of samples used in one iteration becomes smaller. 

Table 5.  Second Scenario Testing Results – Batch Size 

Learning Rate Batch Size Epochs Data Ratio Validation 
Accuracy Time 

1e-5 8 4 9:1 86.8% 25min 16s 

1e-5 16 4 9:1 89.4% 20min 3s 

1e-5 32 4 9:1 90% 16min 44s 
1e-5 64 4 9:1 89.2% 13min 45s 

 

A third training scenario is tested to determine the effect of the number of epochs on the accuracy 

validation score of the model. The hyperparameters for the third training scenario use the optimal batch 

size and learning rate obtained from testing in the previous scenario, namely a learning rate of 1e-5 and 

a batch size of 32. The number of epochs tested in the third training scenario, namely 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

Results for his third training scenario of the model are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6.  Third Scenario Testing Results – Epochs 

Learning Rate Batch Size Epochs Data Ratio Validation 
Accuracy Time 

1e-5 32 2 9:1 89.7% 9min 17s 

1e-5 32 3 9:1 90.8% 12min 45s 
1e-5 32 4 9:1 90% 16min 44s 

1e-5 32 5 9:1 89.2% 21min 3s 

 

The results in Table 6 show that the higher the number of epochs, the longer the training process 

takes. The optimal number of epochs for a model built with the highest accuracy validation value is 3 

epochs. The more the number of epochs, the more weight values will be updated. So the possibility to 

get the most optimal weight value will be greater. However, the number of epochs that are too many is 
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also not necessarily good for the model built, because at an epoch of 5 the accuracy validation value has 

decreased. This is because the number of epochs depends on the amount of data used during training. 

The fourth training scenario was evaluated to see how the ratio of training data and validation data 

affected the model's validation accuracy value. Hyperparameters for the fourth training scenario use the 

best batch size, learning rate, and epoch resulting from testing in the first to third scenarios, namely 

learning rate 1e-5, batch size 32, and number of epochs of 3. In the fourth training scenario, the training 

data and validation data ratios were 9:1, 8:2, and 7:3. Results for his fourth training scenario for the 

model are shown in Table 7.  

Table 7.  Fourth Scenario Testing Results – Data Ratio 

Learning Rate Batch Size Epochs Data Ratio Validation 
Accuracy Time 

1e-5 32 3 9:1 90.8% 12min 45s 
1e-5 32 3 8:2 89.3% 12min 21s 

1e-5 32 3 7:3 89.9% 11min 36s 

 

Based on the results in Table 7, it appears that the more training data that is used, the longer the 

training process takes. The highest accuracy validation result obtained is when the data ratio used is 9:1 

with an accuracy validation of 90.8%. 

Based on four training scenarios that have been carried out on the model, a combination of 

hyperparameters with the highest accuracy validation value is obtained. The combination consists of 

hyperparameters with a learning rate of 1e-5, a number of epochs of 3, a batch size of 32, and a data ratio 

of 9:1. This hyperparameter combination resulted in an accuracy validation of 90.8% with a computation 

time of 12 minutes 45 seconds. The model with the best hyperparameter combination is named the 

AbBERT model (Abstract BERT). 

This research has also tested several traditional machine learning models and deep learning models 

based on models used in previous studies such as SVM [1], [4], CNN [7], [16], LSTM [8], and other 

models such as Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, KNN, Random Forest. Testing of these models is 

done using the same dataset and architecture as the AbBERT model. Table 8 shows the results of 

accuracy validation on each of these models.  

Table 8.  Accuracy Validation Results of Several Machine Learning and Deep Learning Models 

Model Validation Accuracy 
Naïve Bayes 87.5% 

SVM 89.3% 

Logistic Regression 88.3% 

KNN 77.7% 

Random Forest 86.1% 

CNN 84.4% 

LSTM 76.7% 

 

The amount and data used for classification using several machine learning and deep learning models 

are the same as the AbBERT model, which is 9,000 abstract data. The ratio of training data and 

validation data used is 9:1 with a maximum word length of 150. Then for CNN and LSTM models 

using the same hyperparameters as the best hyperparameters generated in the previous four training 

scenarios, namely batch size of 32, the number of epochs of 3, learning rate of 1e-5. According to the 

results in Table 8, the SVM model has the highest accuracy validation value, with an accuracy validation 

of 89.3%. However, these results are still lower when compared to the accuracy validation value of the 

AbBERT model. 

Next, the confusion matrix results of the AbBERT model with an accuracy validation value of 90.8% 

can be seen in Fig. 4. Based on the results in the confusion matrix, it can be seen that of the 900 data 

used as validation data, there are 817 or about 91% of the data that is predicted correctly. So it can be 
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said that the model that has been built can classify validation data into each category quite well. In 

addition, from the confusion matrix, it can also be seen that there are 83 or around 9% of data that are 

predicted to be less in accordance with the category label. 

  

Fig. 4.  AbBERT model confusion matrix results 

In this research, the labeling of validation data that has been carried out by experts is then poured 

into a confusion matrix as shown in Fig. 5. 

  

Fig. 5.  Confusion matrix results by experts 

Fig. 5 shows that there is abstract data that has a relevance between one category and another. This 

can be seen in the confusion matrix, where the sum exceeds the amount of validation data given, so it 

can be said that there is data that is categorized with one category and or more than one category by 

experts. Then when compared with the confusion matrix generated by the AbBERT model as shown in 

Fig. 4, there are similarities in the off-diagonal part. Although in the confusion matrix by the expert 

there are more data categorized outside the diagonal compared to the confusion matrix by the AbBERT 

model, there is a possibility that the data is predicted by the model as a category within the diagonal 

line. This cannot be said to be wrong, because the data outside the diagonal is likely to be abstract with 

multidisciplinary categories. This shows that the AbBERT model is not completely wrong in predicting 

83 abstract data or 9% of the data mentioned earlier. This is because there is a relationship between the 

categories of science in an abstract that is tested. So that the AbBERT model will display predictions 

according to the more dominant category. 
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However, there are still 4 abstract data that are not predicted correctly by the model. This can be 

seen in the Computer and Education categories. Where there are 11 abstract data predicted as 

Mathematics in the Computer category, while based on labeling by experts, there are only 8 abstracts 

that can be categorized as Mathematics. Then, in the Education category there is 1 data predicted as 

Agriculture, while in the confusion matrix by experts, there is no data that can be categorized as 

Agriculture in the Education category. So it can be said that there are only 4 data predicted incorrectly 

by the model, or it can be concluded that the highest accuracy value of the AbBERT model is 99.56%. 

Prediction errors can occur due to words that contextually have the same meaning but are also found in 

several different categories, or because there are no words in the abstract that have information values 

that match the category to be used as a reference by the model in classification. 

This research produces the AbBERT model, which is a development of the pre-trained BERT model 

combined with the ANN deep learning model. Fine-tuning hyperparameters has been done on the 

AbBERT model so that the model can produce more optimal accuracy values for text classification in 

Indonesian natural language processing. In this case the AbBERT model can be used to solve other 

problems related to text classification in Indonesian language to be even better. 

3.3. Results of Model Implementation into Prototype and New Abstract Data Testing 
In this research, the AbBERT model was successfully implemented into a prototype to classify new 

abstract data. In the prototype there is an input form that is used to input the abstract text that you 

want to classify. The abstract is processed into the text preprocessing stage which consists of lowercase 

text, text cleaning, tokenizing, and stopword removal. After text preprocessing, the abstract will be 

forwarded to the AbBERT model or the best model that was previously stored. The model will process 

the abstract to be classified into disciplinary categories that correspond to the nine predetermined 

categories. An example of the abstract classification results using the prototype is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. An example of test results with new abstract data 

 The results of the abstract classification are displayed in the form of the abstract text, the two highest 

probability results based on the nine predetermined categories, then the prediction results of the category 

of the most dominant abstract.  Thus, based on the results displayed, it can be determined the tendency 

of a scientific article to the discipline and or research object. The two highest probability results displayed 

can see the possibility of a scientific article belonging to a multidisciplinary scientific article. 

A total of 90 new abstract data that has never been trained or recognized is used as input to test the 

AbBERT model. Based on the results obtained, it is possible to conclude that the model developed has 
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a high level of accuracy. This is evidenced by testing using 90 new abstract data getting prediction results 

in accordance with each discipline as much as 86 abstract data. There are 4 abstracts that get different 

prediction results from the specified discipline category. In this case it does not mean that the model 

used has inaccurate accuracy, but in this case, it shows that the model built can recognize or find out 

new abstract data that is classified as having a higher probability in accordance with the scientific 

discipline and / or object of research. Therefore, it can be said that the abstract covers multidisciplinary 

or belongs to a multidisciplinary scientific article. 

4. Conclusion 
Classification of Indonesian scientific articles based on abstracts was successfully carried out. The 

classification successfully displayed the prediction probability value of classification for each category, 

especially the two categories with the highest probability value. The results found that the most suitable 

hyperparameter combination consisted of a batch size of 32, a number of epochs of 3, a learning rate of 

1e-5, and a ratio of training and test data of 9:1. The model with this hyperparameter combination 

resulted in an accuracy validation value of 90.8% and was then named the AbBERT (Abstract BERT) 

model. When compared to other models such as Naive Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regression, KNN, Random 

Forest, CNN, and LSTM, the AbBERT model built has evaluation results with higher accuracy 

validation values. The confusion matrix generated by the AbBERT model is then compared with the 

confusion matrix created based on the labeling of validation data by experts. Based on the analysis, it is 

known that the AbBERT model is not completely wrong in predicting data outside the diagonal line of 

the confusion matrix. This is due to the relationship between the categories of science fields in an 

abstract that is tested. The highest accuracy value that the AbBERT model can get in this case is 99.56%.  

The implementation of the AbBERT model into a software prototype was successful. In this 

prototype, new abstract data that has never been trained or recognized can be used as input to be classified 

based on its category. The result of the classification will be displayed not only the highest prediction of 

a category, but also the two highest classification prediction probability values based on the specified 

category. However, because the prototype is built with an Indonesian-based model, so that in the 

prototype the abstracts of scientific articles that can be classified are only Indonesian abstracts. Therefore, 

in future research, a prototype should be built with a model that has been trained with many languages 

so that the prototype can classify abstracts in various languages. The number of datasets and categories 

used can be enriched and more varied so that the training process carried out by the model is even better. 

In addition, in future research, the addition of hidden layers and a more varied number of neurons can 

be tested in order to find out the comparison of the accuracy validation results obtained by the model. 
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